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ABSTRACT 

The parameter space over which electron beams operate 

for pumping CO 2 lasers has been significantly extended. 

A repetitive pulsed power/electron beam system for the 

generation of 45 ~s, 220 keV, electron beams for CO2 

lasers has been designed and implemented which can 

operate over a 6:1 impedance range. The system consists . 
of a 1~0 kV .250 kV modulator and a large ~rea, 

. (2.500 
. 2 

em ) 
", '2 . ',' , . 

5-20 rnA/cm ·h6t~cathode. eieqt~on-:be.amgun'. , 

syst~m is designed and' fabricated' to' . be. used . in 
'1',: . '", 

corijuncti6nwi~h an el~c~ron beam sustained. la~er ina is 
," '. n"·:···· 

capable of operating continuouslY' at 'up to 10 pps. 

The following thesis examines, in detail, the" 
, ,I 

e~per,imerital:and "th~6r~tical: . investigation . of the. 

modulator/electron beamsup~ystems which. co~ptise the 

electron beam system. ,p~raln~ters 6f theco2~ l~~er' which 

determine the electron beam parameter space, and thus the 

modulator characteristics, are reviewed. Both cold-

cathode and hot-cathode pulsed current parameters are 

reviewed, and the cathode characteristics upon which the 

hot-cathode was. selected are discussed. The 132 

thoriated tungsten filainent,grid-controll~d, hot-cathode 

gun used to generate th~ required 5-20 nlA1~ni2, 250 cm, 

length source of electron beam with a spatial flatness of 

± 10% is shown. 

Based on the hot-cathode electron beam gun design, 

the theoretical and practical design characteristics of 

the hollow-cathode, thyratron switched, 1800 J, 10 pps, 

250 kV modulator are shown. Design equations which allow 

v 



selection of the modulator operation range, and selection 

of the modulator matching resistors used to match the 

fixed impedance modulator to the 6:1 electron beam 

impedance range with a pulse droop of less then 0.7% and 

a pulse flatness of ± 10% are derived. Moreover, a 

detailed discussion of the circuit simulations used to 

both tune and optimize the modulator's impedance tapered, 

. tra:hsJormer-coupl~d' Type.E PFN' to the' (our, electron beam 

o:pe:rat:dng rartge~' are shown. p'ractical ·lay~ut· and' design:-
~' . . 

\. . . . . 

the . ino~ulator; s ',indlictor design and . the. grounding~ and 

" shielding' prihcipies ,employed in :,'the system. ~omponent· 

~ . . , . 

spa.cings requ.:j.red to insure reliable' modulator operation 
, ,-', ( . 

. . 

'·The . design ':.and'i~plementati6rl 'of the 45 ·~s; SCR· 
.. 

: .s~i tched, transformer-coupled PFN . based grici-pulser, are 

discussed. The grid pulser characteristics including the 

105-650 V,~28-166 A, pulse required to control the 5-20 

2 rnA/cm hot-cathode current density are examined. 

Theoretical design equations are derived to allow, the 

Miller cap~citance, and thus t:he time varyin9 impedance of'-

the grid-cathode region to be predicted. Circllit 

simulations showing the grid-pulser circuit interaction 

with the constant perveance, Miller capacitance 

dominated, grid-cathode load are discussed. Final layout 

of the SCR-switched, grid-pulser including design of the 

spiral inductors used for the PFN is reported. Specific 

layout details are shown which allow the grid pulser to 

operate reliably while floating at the 220 kV electron 
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beam acceleration pulse. 

A discussion of the subsystem experimental 

integration phase conducted at Pulse Sciences, Inc. is 

also presented in the following thesis. Test results of 

the modulator and grid-pulser into their respective 

electron beam loads are compared with the circuit 

simulations. Relevant vacuum flashover physics issues 

found' during the experimental ihtegration of the: 
, 0' 

,modulator i . grid-pulser ,and el~ctron~beam gun are" 

considered.,' 'specific discussions of the' vacuum, gap"and' 

vacuum insula:tor physj,cs, Whiph ' effect 'the, 'operation of'. 

the lar<je: ~t,ea,' electronb~am gun ar,ereported. Included 
, , , 

in this discussion,' is the' experimen1:al cold-:c:athode 
" ..' -. 1. ..J . . ',' 

c;ondi tioning , procedure, used toc:ondition the electron-' 
> . 

beam gun to 250 kV. In""'s~ tu, "hot-cathode filament 
: ." 

carburization and activation procedures de~elbP~d during 

the integration phase of the program are also presented, 

with a short discussion of the background mass spectra 

measured during the experiments. Finally, the 

experimental characte~ization. of the spatial uniformity 

, of "the e~f?ctroh, beam'- is reported along ~ith\, a short 

summary of the 'investigationresl,llts. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation for High Reliability System Design 

Ne~ requirements have significantly influenced the 

pulse power field over the' past, 10, years, both in the 
, 

'Uni ted' "states and abroad,. 'Industrial a~ w,ell "as, 

laboratory pulse power systems developed for megawatt "to 
" ' '" ' 

terawatt, power levels have tradi tionaiiy been b,ased upon 

M~rx ,bank, technology ,'[ 1]. . Pulsed laboratory research 
. ~, ".' . " . . .'. , . -, -~" . \ 

" ~ '";' ~.' 

'project,s 6ver ioo kV have relied uponr.,arx bank charged 

,;,' puls~ " fOrm~ng l:ines or ,Marx, run-down 'cireui ts, . (21. 
l ' .• , ' • 

. "Variations'of ,::the, Marx" circui t h~ve;been : configured tp 
,. c, -. " w.,' N, ~\:_" • - • _~. ,: • ..,,:,," ~" ' • 

. genera~e microsecondcor:inulti-microsecond megavo+t pulses 

[3]. Marx bank technology, however, does not lend itself 

to repetitive requirements. Although megavolt Marxes have 

been designed and demonstrated, gas f low requirements, 

as well as the large number of switches, are, quite 

, complex' [4]. In addition, use of charging resistor~: in 

the Marx circuit at rep~r~·tes above about 10 Hz present 

problems whi,cn further complicate the' design and 

reliability of the system. Lifetimes of 104-106 shots 

for the spark gaps do not meet present commercial or 

scientific requirements. 

Recent advances in closing switches, such as 

thyratrons and silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) have 

significantly improved the reliability of repetitive 

- '.:, ,\ 
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> ' 

. ',' 

switches to meet emerging pulse power requirements. 

High voltage transformer coupled modulators based on 

these new switches are replacing older single-shot Marx 

systems. Hollow anode thyratrons used for pulsed lasers 

can extend the lifetime of modulators designed to deliver 

acceleration voltages to high voltage vacuum diode loads 

[ 5 ] .' Unusual open circui ta,nd short circuit fault modes 

,require that the "closing , switch ,and modul~tor components 
, , 

,conduct ,large reverse and' forward' 'currentsfrC3quently,' 

"while''', operating, reliably. :New' . "pulse" 1:ralisformer " 

technology, when coupled" with" this, ,." emerging switch 
., .' 

, ' , 

technC;;l()gy, ' results in high, reliability, repetitive pulse' 

gen'er'ators','capable, of 'megavolt, meg~T.tatt,. ppeJ:'ation at' 
j 

, kiloanipe~es . under lO-lObpps ~ep~rate ~peration.' [6) • 
J.~ , 

EI,ectroI?-' beam "P~~P:C3,d, CO2 ,.I~l3ers ~re on~" example of 
.>, - .. : 

systems which require repeti ti ve modulator pulse power 

'systems which have long lifetimes. " Electron beam pumped 

CO 2 laser systems require both a modulator-electron beam 

system and a high-current low-voltage modulator to 

"sustain" the g~s discharge. A modulator-electron beam 

system is used to'preionize the laser· gas. A high energy' 
,". . 

150 keV -200 .. keV, 5-20 '~/cm2 electron beam i~' inj,ected 

into the laser gas volume. The injected electron beam 

stabilizes the discharge, changing the E/N ratio of the 

CO
2 

laser gas. (A more detailed discussion follows in 

Section 1.2.) A high-current, low-energy modulator (20-

40 kV) is used to "pump" the CO2 laser discharge 

imparting energy to the laser gas. 

. "., 

.'~ , 

·1 
I 
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The following thesis examines the theoretical and 

experimental design of a repetitive modulator/electron 

beam system built to pump a CO2 laser [Table 1.1]. The 

150 keV 200 keV electron beam system we describe 

significantly extends the parameter range of electron 

beams used to pump CO2 lasers. The modulator-electron 

beam system, as outlined in Table 1.1, allows both the 

electron beam'energy and the current dens tty to be varied 

independently [7].' The electron be.am currEmt density can 

bevar'ied from., S-20:mA/cm2 ' and,the electro'nbeani' energy 
, . 

varied, from 150-200 keV . This is unique in that it 

allows the ~l~ctron beam e~~rgy to be tuned to different', ',' 

,C02" laser 'gas mi~tures being investigated. Concurrently, 

as.shown in Table 1.J, the modulator-:-electron be~m system 

was designed to 6petatefrom asil1g1e~shot mode up to 10 

pps, a'lso allowing gas heating effec::ts to be explored 

over the 250 cm cathode length, while maintaining a ± 10% 

electron beam spatial profile. Moreover, the modulator

electron beam system was designed to inve'stigate the 

unexplored r'egime of long (45 ~s) laser pulse-widths, with 

a ± 10% variation in electron beam energy during the 

pulse [7]. 

The subsystems which comprise the modulator-electron 

beam system were theoretically and experimentally 

investigated during the course of the program. The major 

subsystems, namely the modulator system used for 

acceleration of the electron beam, the grid-pulser used 

to control the electron-beam current and pulsewidth, the 

hot-cathode electron beam source, and the final vacuum 
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Table 1.1 
Summary of Electron Beam and 

Modulator Parameters 

1.lA Electron Beam System Specifications 

Cathode Area 
E-Beam Length 
E-Beam Width 

,Post Foil Current Density 
Electron Beam Uniformity 

" Post Foil Average, Electron Ener,gy 
Beam Pulsewidth (± 10%) 
,Maximum. E-Beam Rise and Fall~Time 
Prilse ~epetitio~Rate 
System,Lifetime 

2500 cm2 

250 cm 
10 cm 2 

5~20 rnA/cm 
±10%, 
150-200 k~V 
45 ~f? 
,4. 5 ~s 
10aPP'S continuous 
10 shots 

1.lB ModUlator System Specifications' 

Load Voltage~~± 10%) 

Modulator Current 
Pe.ak Power 
Energy Stored 
Pulse-width 
Electron Beam Load Impedance 
Thyratron Voltage 
Thyratron Peak Current 
Thyratron di/dt 
Repetition Rate 
Lifetime 

150 kV ... 220. kV 
(~50kV peak) 
20'::"160 A 
37.5.MW 
1aoo J 

45 ~s 
1.7 - 11· kn 
35 kV 
3000 A a 
4.3 x 10 A/sec 
singleashot to 10 pps 
1 x 10 pulses 
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insulator physics-engineering parameters found during the 

integration phase of the program are reported in the 

following thesis. Additionally, in-situ activation and 

carburization procedures developed are reported along 

wi th the spatial characterization measurements of the 

electron beam. 

1.2 In'traduction to CO2 Laser [)ischcl:rg(i!s 

J, " 

-'.' ,'. 

~ . , " 
. The mod~lator~elect~on bea~ sy§tem des6~ib~d in thi~ 

'r;" 
, , -

thesis was_~pecifica~iy tail6~ed tom.et the r~qu~rem~n~s 

~ of an electron' beam sustained atmospheric p~ess':lre, CO 2 

" la~er,. Specific ,laser ' gas ", calculations, are' not within 
• • '. ,: 1 .., '" ;.'. ' ~ 

thepurview,c>f this thesis due to the proprietaryrta:ture 
, .. ', 

: •• f~ •• L 

_ of ,the laser design and the l.aser "gas, mixture. - However., 
,. -. 

as 'art introduction tohi~h pow~r, atmospheric ~r~ssure~ 

electron beam sustained, CO2 lasers, the discharge 

parameters governing the laser design are discussed. 

Lasers of the CO 2 type fall into two categories. 

,The ~irst category is the self-sustained CO 2 laser 

whereby the gas dischargE! is maintained by the electric 

'field across the electrodes [ 8 ] • . '. These lasers have a 

discharge E/N ratio of roughly' 4-6 x 10-
16 v-cm2 [9]. 

Based on Lowke's efficiency calculations this limits the 

total power efficiency of the discharge to 40% based on a 

CO2-N2-He mixture of 1: 7: 30 [10]. As demonstrated by 

Verdeyen, when the electrical efficiency and quantum 

efficiency is included in the calculation a "wall plug" 

efficiency of less than 22% is possible [9] (however an 
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efficiency of 32.2% is possible as will be discussed 

below) . Moreover, self-sustained discharges of long 

pulse-widths tend to constrict, thus forming arcs when 

operated at high powers and excessively high current 

densities. 

To increase the overall system efficiency, electron-

beam sustained CO2 lasers have been, developed. An 
. " 

electron, beam with an energy of 100':'200keV is used to 
'. ~, I 

ionize the' laser gas~',' 'A' .separate,dischat":ge :i,s use'd to 

"pump" the laser: gas [,8]. 

sustaining ,without ~he elect~on beam'.. With the ~lec:;tron, 
':. .: ~'. .J ' •• 

,beam. :as an io,nization source the laser' gas, . can be 

u~ilized at E/Nr,ati~~' on the order of 1-2 x 10-16 v-cm2• 

This results in an increase in the overall ~ffi9iency : of .j' , 

"the laser"sy~i~ms." As the E/Nratid is reduced from 

4:":6 x i:0-16" V-cm2 to .1-2 x 10.:.i6 ;-cm2 th~ tot~l power 

coupled into the gas increases from 40% to 85% [10]. For 

an ,electron-beam sustained CO2 las.er discharge Verde yen 

ha~ shown that an overall "wall plug" system efficiency 

of 32. 2% is possible [9]. This is a rather important 

reSUlt if 100-200 kW of average power is being coupled 

into'the laser discharge.' 

At atmospheric pressure in an electron beam 

sustained CO2 laser, approximately 0.2 J/cm3 specific 

energy is imparted to the laser gas [11]. Typical 

electron densities in these discharges are on the order 

of 1011_1013 electrons per cm3 [12]. At these electron 

densities the recombination rate for electrons is _10-7 

3 cm /sec [12]. Thus the rate of ionization required to 
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balance losses is 1015_1019 , , t' / 3/ lonlza lons cm sec. 

7 

From 

the ionization rate, the ionization power of the electron 

beam can be computed. Daugher'ty has shown that the 

external ionization source, or in this case the electron 

beam density, is one to four orders below that of the 

primary laser discharge [12]. 

Although the external electron beam source is one to 

four' orders of magn~ tUlje below that o.f; the primary laser 
- ".' ,,, ,."', 

dis<?harg~, tc; first 'order , the electron b~am u~ifor:mity 
:. ;. 

determines. the ipatiail~riiformityof the~~ser.discharge. 

The 'spatia:l'distribution ,however, . is . also. a function df 

the external: elec,tric. field, 'the primary ~lectron dose 
, -', ", 

" 

distribution, 
," 

~nd 'the~ ·g~scharatteristic~. 

useei' Monte Carlo calcui~tions to 'calCulate the electric;; 

fie~~profile r~sultirig fro~ th~ inje~tionRfan elec~ron 
. ' 

beam into a gas discharge volume [13, 14]. The 

calculatiohs are complicated and the electric field 

calculated depends upon the gas mixture employed. 

An electron beam' .source which could accommodate a 

wide variety of different discharge conditions was built 

and tested. As shown in Table 1.1 the modulator-electron 
. . 

. . . 

beain system ,was capable of. providing' 150keV-220 keV 

electrons over current densities of 5-20rnA/cm
2

. This 

parameter range is applicable to the 1-2 x 10-
16 

V-cm
2 

condi tions prevalent in electron beam sustained lasers 

[10]. 

1.3 OVerview of Thesis 

2 To meet the 5-20 rnA/cm current density required for 

:.-. ,I, 

'-, .. ' . 
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2 the 2500 cm electron beam area, both cold cathode and 

thermionic cathode technologies were reviewed. Chapter 2 

discusses the relevant parameters effecting cold cathode 

and thermionic cathode design in these large area, low 

current density cathodes. Cold cathode space-charge 

limited emission is discussed along with design criteria 

for thermionic cathodes. Based on the design trade-off 

foz: the cathode, an ove~view: of the mOduiat_or-electron 

beam ,system is presented •. The modulator 'conceptual' y' 

design along wi:ththe, conceptual design of the 45 IJ,S 

therm:iQnic -cathode is ,shown' • 
• •. '. . .'J 

characteristics required for ionization of, the 'laser gas 

are discussed. 'the,modulator voltag~.chq.racteristics as 
, ' 

a function,of these electr~nbeam 'parameters 'are, derived., 

Chapter.3 pre$ents" a detailed, design study, of the 
!J. ' 

thyratron-switched modulator used to accelerate the 

electron beam to 150 keV-220 keV energies. The 

representative types of PFN's available to the modulatQr 

engineer are presented along with their applicability to 

transformer coupled modulators. Based on the final 

selection of the modulator geometry, a circuit model for 

the modulator-electron beam circuit is derived. ~ircuit 

simulations used to optimize the modulator 

characteristics into a constant current (thermionic) load 

are shown. The modulator design and layout derived from 

the PFN trade-off study and the circuit simulations is 

reviewed. 

In order to control the electron beam turn-on, turn-

off, and flatness characteristics, a grid controlled 
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thermionic cathode was selected. Chapter 4 describes the 

constant perveance load into which the grid pulser must 

operate. A model for the time-varying Miller capacitance 

is derived to simplify the circuit simulations. A 

circuit model for the grid pulser and grid-cathode 

requirement is presented. As will be noted in section 

4,~ 4, the purpose 'of this model is to guide" the practical 
, .. 

. design features of the grid:-pulser: design. , ,Relevant 

circuit ccilcu'lations used to optimize , ,. .'. the . gr.id-pulser 

'. interaction . are dee;cribed, along with the. final 'grid 

puls~r l.yout. Initial 'tests of ihe grid~pulserin~6 a 
. , ;,\ -. . 

re~istive load are compared with,the theoretic~l circuit 

simulations and used to confirm the accuracy ,of 'the 

circuit model. 

Test results of' _ th~ ,integrated. modulatbr-ei~ctron 

beam system ~re desc~ibed in Ch~pter 5. Test results of 

the modulator characteristics into a resistive load and 

the electron beam load are compared with the model 

simulations. Final integration tests on the modulator-

electron beam system are described in detail. Cold 

'cathode conditioning procedures developed during the 
, . 

"check-out" of the system "Clre describe~.'. Relevant vacuum 

breakdown physics for vacuum insulators and large area 

vacuum gaps are shown, and compared with experimental 

results found during the check-out of the electron-beam 

gun. Finally, electron beam uniformity measurements 

using Faraday cup diagnostics to verify the required 

± 10% electron beam uniformity are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE GENERATION OF 
E-BEAMS IN THE 1-100 MICROSECOND RANGES 

2.1 Introduction and Requirements 

12 

Traditionally, modulators operate at voltages within 

the range from severa'l' k~lovoltsup , ,to the "', megavolt 

range~ ,'. In the ·2,0-100 kV range, ,they are usually sw~tched 
" , 

either by a high ~urre~t 'ga~ spa'rk gap 'or. a::,' thyratron. 

Newd'evelopments', in " ceramic, ,:thyratron' te,chnology 'have"., 
;.: 

dramat.ically 'affected' the sel~ction" of modulator 

" swifchek. 
",'. 

Unt'il recently ,'higp 'a~erage ~~r~ent thyra tons 
, ' , 

which' cou'ld" handle ,large voltage re~ersals" were, no.t 

c,oI!U'net-cially' available . At ,"'low";to~modest, 'currents 
. ,-" 

standard thyratrons were used with protection 
'".-' 

circuits 

designed to liinit reverse currents and' voltages under, 

mismatched load conditions [1]. Reverse current protection 

often consists of snubber diodes or reverse thyratrons 

connected across the main forward conducting thyratron. 

This protection circuitry is primarily designed to prevent 

reverse 'current .damage ,to the forward c~nducting 

thyratron. Ul timately , the cost of the modulator was 

increased significantly. Thus, spark gaps were usually 

more attractive in modulators designed for high reversal 

regimes or at high peak currents (- 10 kA) and repetition 

rates of ~ 100 pps. 

Excimer lasers as well as electron beam accelarators 

operate under mismatched load conditions. Excimer laser 

';"". 



drivers are typically designed to accommodate a collapsing 

load impedance, whereby high reverse currents and voltages 

are generated as arcs develop in the laser gas. 

Similiarly, both cold cathode and hot cathode electron 

beam diodes used in accelerators display many of the 

characteristics of excimer lasers. During the electron 

beam puls~, plasma generated on the cathode may result in 

closure· of: the diode, thus shorting'out the' anode-cathode 

. gap. The vacuum diode region may aiso short if .the diode 

arcs, or . a vacuum· bushing. flashes. . Grid controlied 

electron beam guns' (therm'ionic or cold cathode).' further 
, 

complicate the modulator's load characteristics. '.Because 

'gridd~d electron beam guns require a 'positive grid pulse 

to: turn" on tl'ie beam, "~peri 'circuit fault· modes can result; 
- • . . . l • 

if the grid ·pulser.fails to fire.' Open circui~ condi.tions 

. can also occur as the diode emitting material' ages. If" 

thoriated tungsten filaments are used, as in the the case 

of many hot cathodes, the. thorium can be effectively 

dep+eted from the surface by contaminants or ion bombard-

mente As a result, electron emission may drop rapidly. 

Likewi,se, open circuit faul t .mo~es can be present when 

cold cathodes are employed.' Often, felt is used for the 

emitter. As the felt ages, emission may degrade and thus 

change the impedance of the diode, or even result in an 

open circuit load condition. In both cases, conventional 

snubber diode technology cannot tolerate the high di/dt, 

dv/dt, reverse currents and voltages at even modest rep-

rates. New thyratrons, developed for use in excimer laser 

modulators, avoid many of the limitations of traditional 
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thyratrons. These new, hollow anode, ceramic thyratrons 

are able to handle 50-60% current reversal without a 

decrease in lifetime, thus eliminating the requirement for 

reverse protection devices in many cases. This advantage 

is quite important for modulators intended for 

applications other than those of laser drivers. 

The factors which directly influence the design of a 

_giv~nmod~lator are the typ~ of ~c~thode, '(c6ld or 

thermionic), ,the' output voltage ,and current; and' the 
. ',' 

system lifetime reliability specification~ Marx charged 

Blumlein, or coaxial high voltage pul~epower systems have 

traditionallybee.ndesigned to d~liver onlyaboqt 104 " 

shots ,or so, ' I whereas, commercial and sci"entific ,. 
10

6 " 

10
9 applications now require ,lifetimes of - shots 

without··failure. . A simple calculatioriemphas.lzes the ne'ed 

for. new -design approaches to meet' the requirements of new 
i . 

applications of pulse power technology . If one of the 

systems designed to deliver 10
4 shots is operated at 10 

pps or 36,000 shots . per hour,' the system will require 

maintenance three times an nour, a rather impractical 

situation. Developmental laboratory. experimen~swere 

easily accommodated by such Marx bank, charged coaxiaL 

systems designed over the past 20 years. Unfortunately 

these systems are not adequate for present system lifetime 

requirements. 

To achieve pulsed power systems which operate at high 

repetition rates with long lifetime and at high energies, 

new design approaches and philosophies need to be 

developed. The following pages review some of the design 

< 
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philosophies now available to the pulse power engineer and 

present new technologies which have been developed 

specifically for multi-kilojoule modulators. One such 

system is then described in the following thesis. As part 

of a CO 2 laser development program a 45 ~s, 150 keV-220 

keV electron beam pulse was required to sustain the laser 

discharge. To facilitate this requirement an integrated 

pulse, power modula,tor and electron" beam sys,:tem ,was 

d~yeloped. Thi3 load characteristics ; which influenced the' '. ~ " . . 
-. . , 

modulator' def?ign, , as 'well as, the selecti~n of 'the· major 

'modulator 'components a:re 'reviewed.'Ah' integrated pulse 
. ' 

power design' . based uponasystero t~ade-off' 'stutly' is 

pres~nte(i. 'Charac.teristfcs· of both cold c'athodes a~'d hot 

cathodes. 'which strong 1 y,'''inf 1 uenced ,: "the final, cathode.' 

desJgn "a~e revi~wed ..~ Behaviqr 'of ,the~ 'cathod~ ,materi'al 

under the required ,45 ,~~ -pulie-wi~t~ is described; 

2.1.1 Cold and Thermionic Cathode Processes 

" 

Cold cathode diodes are perhaps the most difficult to 

,characterize for long pulses. 
(./>' ," 

The diode current density 

of an ideal vacuum diode is descr,~bed by the Child

Langmuir equation, 

(2.1) 

where VAK (volts) is the accelerating voltage applied to 

the anode-cathode gap, d(cm) the anode-cathode 

) , 

, ~: 

.. 
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separation, and J the current density in A/cm
2

. Tripoli 

[2] empirically derived a modified version of the Child-

Langmuir equation for cold-cathode diodes under 

microsecond pulse conditions. He noted that the anode-

cathode gap was essentially time dependent due to plasma 

which originates in the gap and closes it at velocity 

u (cm/lJ.s ) . 

res~lts:is 

The modified Child:-Langmuir equation which 

", . 2' , . 
A/em.', ' 

t"-' 

Th~; eq,uation is relev,ant for :vol t.Clges below 250,kV . ' Above 
: . 

~'.). ,'! " - .~ 

250~500 'k" ,relativistic' 'corre6tion 'factors' are 'required . . . 
to accq~,mtfor particle' interaction. 

" ' " .~ . 
- ",.,'.. . 

Relativi'stic ~lectrori" beam· geometrie,s 'used· for, flash' 
• l . ", '.: - 'I' _ < ,; , _, .. ' _ '. . " ' ~. . "." . . ~ " ~ 

x-ray radi-ography', c, g~mma 'r,adiatiori: simulation, ana reflex 

diode€xperiments utilize cold cathodes [3]. The diode's 

cathode may be a velvet material or stainless steel alloy. 

In any event, the pulses of megavolt simulation machines, 

are several hundreds of nanoseconds in length. The plasma 

generated at the cathode surface does not" have time to 

short the,anode-c~thode gap' during a lOci ns p\llse. For 

longer pulses, the reported 1-2 cm/j.Ls veloci ty of the 

cathode plasma limits cold cathode operating regimes to 

pulse-widths of about 2 IJ.S [4]. 

Cold cathode field' emission of electrons was 

theoretically calculated by Fowler and Nordheim [5]. 

Electrons are trapped by the potential barrier existing in 

metallic conductors. Electron emission from the surface 

';' " , 
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of the metal occurs when the electrons are subjected to 

electrostatic fields of the order of 106-107 V/cm, or are 

thermally excited by heating the cathode to high 

temperatures. A tungsten cathode at about 25000 K emits 

2 0.5-1.0 A/cm. Cold cathodes utilize electrostatic field 

emission. Fowler and Nordheim showed that the current 

dens,i ty J is strongly dependent on the surface electric 

fi'el9- Es~' the .workfu·nction of the metalipw i .th~band gap. 

energy ipB' and ·the Fermi energYipm. as shown in Eq. :2,.3,' 

below. [6], 

J CE
' 2-D/E e .. s 
s 

. "where . we have,: 

':, 

6 .'. 1/2 
C = 6.2. x 10~ lip '. fip'/ip) .' 

B .m w . 

and 

D = 6.S x 109 3/2 ip . 
w 

, . 

(2.3) 

The Fowler-Nordheim equation has been verified ~xperi-

mentally and has been shown to describe accurately the 

emission current up to ~bout 106-1DS A/cm2 . 

Above ioS A/cm2 ,the e~ittingsurface :site v~porize~. 

(explodes) at surface fields corresponding to 107-10S 

V/cm. The emission current described by the Fowler-

Nordheim equation departs significantly from experimental 

data above the explosive emission regime. A time-

dependent emission from the cathode has been observed 

which is independent of the applied electric field and the 

anode-cathode separation. Mesyats [7,S,9] has postulated 

, .' ,'" , 
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that micro-enhancements at the surface of the cold cathode 

may be responsible for both the observed plasma ejected 

from cold cathodes, and departure of the theoretical 

emission current from experiments [10]. Macroscopically, 

the surface of a metallic or graphite emitter may appear 

smooth. Microscopically, large numbers of surface 

enhancement~ are present which resul1r in many field 

" : emission"si tes ,at the, surface of, a cathode under vacuum 

, ' cpnditions. Although th~oret:i.cal calculatiorts assume 

that, macrosco~ically, the ,entire' surf~ce of a cathode, 
" 

emi ts, currentur,liformiy, in reali ty,the tips qf 

"whiskers" may emit current densities well abov~\, the, 

calcul~ted macroscopic 'current ,density. 
o , . 

Rapid ''joule 

heating" results, in evaporation of" material from the tip of 

the emi tt,er.', Subseql.lent;. ionization Oftpeevaporated' 

metallic material resul ts in an expanding' plasma. 

Observed 1-2 cm/~s expansion velocities explain the time 

dependent behavior of long microsecond pulsed diodes [11]. 

The resulting impedance collapse of the cold cathode diode 

affects the design of the high voltage modulator used to 

generate' the accelerating v~ltage. At any discrete point 

in the purse,,' the space-charge lim:i. ted curr,ent of the 

anode cathode gap is described by Equation 2.2. At a 

particular instant in time, the diode can be modelled as a 

constant current source. Over the length of the pulse, 

the current may increase by a factor of 2-3 times over the 

initial value due to the changing anode-cathode 

separation. As the plasma flare expands toward the anode, 

the effective separation d is significantly reduced, 
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resul ting in a decreasing diode impedance. Eventually, 

the diode is shorted by the plasma closure thus causing 

voltage and current reversal across the pulse power 

modulator components. 

Cold cathode materials based on Mesyats' postulate 

have been developed which consist of many enhanced 

emission sites~ It is well known that black felt, a 

synthetic Qf;lsed mate~ial, ·has a surface consisting qf ~any 

carbon lbaded fibers. In an .. electric' fiel<i the,. tips ,of·' 

.the . fibers'. provide the field enhancement 'necessary' to, 
, 1 ~I 

cause .field emission. Experiments conducted with l' ~s 

. pulse lengths at 150 kV, have shown that the lifetime of 

the felt emitter depends~nthe average current density 

, and the number of " emi.ssion sites available . [12]. 

Lifetimes ·of 107 
-:-10

8 shots have been demonstrated 'at· 

average c~rrent densities of i A/cm2 . 

When the 108 cathode/system lifetime is coupled with 

the 45 ~s pulse-width required for the electron beam CO2 

laser, cold cathode materials do not meet the system 

requirements. The explosive-emission characteristics of 

the. cold catnode materials limit the pulse-widt~ to 

several microseconds, . and '. require cathode current 

densities below approximate Ii 1 A/cm2 if the lifetime of 

108 is to be achieved. However, if substantially shorter 

lifetimes are permitted, velvet cathodes can operate at 

103-104 A/cm2 • 

In contrast, for a diode with a thermionic cathode, 

impedance characteristics are invariant during the applied 

pulse if the cathode is space-charge limited or grid 
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controlled. Based on theoretical calculations, Dushman 

[13] derived an equation to describe the available 

emission current density as a function of the surface work 

function (~w) and the surface temperature (T). The 

Dushman equation is 

J s A T2 e-~w/kT, A/cm 2 = , (2.4) 

, ,". 

.~. 

" 
" , 

where we have' 

, 2 
A/cm'~ . deg 

", I 

The ,,' Dush~anorl Richa:rdson~Dushman. equation' has, been' 
J 

experimental,ly ve~ified ~f,or 'me'tals including' tungsten and 

,,' thori~ted 'tungst,en. 
.," 

I)tJshman showed that the emission current density of a >, 
\ ,l 

thermionic cathode is exponentially proportional to the 

work function, ~w' of the cathode. The prevalent 4-5 eV 

work function of metals requires excessive operating 

temperatures to realize 1 A/cm2 c~rreht densities. 
I'~ 

Because of its· pigh' work function (4-5 eV) ,tungsten 
.' ", ,0 

requ.1res' temperatures of about 2900 K to achieve modest 

(0.5, A - 1 A/cm2 ) current densities [14]. Such high' 

temperatures necessitate complex cathode support 

structures designed to insulate and survive at the 

elevated temperatures. Various surface coatings, along 

with selectively introduced impurities, have been 

developed which lower the work function of metals and 

thereby reduce the cathode operating temperatures to the 

. '. .' 
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o 0 range 1000 K-2000 K. Among these cathodes are BaO and 

SrO coated filaments and thoriated tungsten filaments. 

To achieve cathode operating temperatures in the 

range 15000 K, the work function ~w' of the 

emitter must be reduced to 1-2 eV. Two well known 

coatings, BaO and SrO, lower the work function of the 

surface so that the operating temperatures are in the 

, " 0 0 
rang~ 1000 ,-1500 K~, Emission current: densities at-these 

"" ' 

reduced ,temperatures are 'typically 
'" 

1~10,A/cm2 [15] • " 

Because' the lower cath'ode ,temperatures result, in '"lower 

thermal' cycling, stresses in . the :sut:roundi:ng ~ ,'support 
. ,,' ,'-,' . . 

.structure ,'as. welT' 'as .• ,significa~tiy \"less "heater pqwer~' 
~: " \ . 

,oxide coatfrlgs 'have' been, widely employed in vacuum tube 
• ' ,. ,1 

-., '. 

an~ gas tube environments [16] ~ : One 'such application 
, ' 

includes, thyratrons" [17] . The use' of, the oxide coated 

cathodes in th~i~irbns decreases the heater power as well 

as the thermal loading of the gas. Moreover, the ceramic 

or glass housing temperature is lowered, thus reducing the 

thermal stresses on the metal-to-ceramic seals. 

Inherently, difficulty in achieving uniform emission 

from coatings may occur if the coating, has not been' 

uniformly applied~ Additionally,' during the lifetime of a 
. \ '" . 

cathode, flaking of a coating may occur if the coating is 

not uniform. Dispenser cathodes, however, avoid this 

problem. Dispenser cathodes consist of a metallic matrix 

into which a low work function material has been diffused. 

As the cathode material "ages", the low work function 

material diffuses to the surface of the cathode. One such 

dispenser cathode material uses BaO impregnated into a 
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tungsten matrix [18]. The impregnation of a metallic 

matrix avoids several problems such as flaking associated 

with coated cathodes but, like coated cathodes, dispenser 

cathodes are subject to poisoning by trace contaminants. 

Thus, use of oxide coated as well as dispenser cathodes is 

primarily limited to small area cathodes of about a 

hundred square centimeters, under vacuum conditions which 

are closely· controlled. '" , ,;, 

Since· 'both,oxiQ9coated and 'dispenser : cathodes are 
'., ' 

ea:silyp~:;isoned by trace cont~minants, thei+op~ration can' 

be quit,~: ,expensi va wh~n :incorporated' into lClrg~ a'rea 

Trace backgi~otind' 90ntaminant!3· of 
",' . 

water "electron guns: 

, ',: vapor can cau~e rapid, reduction of:" emission current and 

permanent, "poi~oningn'of, 't~e •. oxide "coating.', Cle~nroom 

assembly' and speci'al vacuum, cl~ean'ing techniques,' are 

required to assure long lifetime operation rif both 

dispenser and oxide bas~d cathodes. 

2.1.2 Thoriated TUngsten Cathodes 

Thoriated ,tungs1;:.en, cathodes offer an interme<;liate', 

alternative to both.,oxi4e and' pure metal cathodes. 

Thoriated tungsten (Th-W) alloys have proved to be the 

most versatile and durable under adverse operating 

conditions. Electron guns with areas over 5000 cm
2 

have 

been developed for electron beam pumping of laser gases. 

2 
Large area electron guns (- 2000-3000 cm) have been 

demonstrated which use 10-20 mil thoriated tungsten 

filaments [19]. When operated at 1800
0

-2000
0 

K, reported 

, 
""I 

',,' 
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lifetimes of thoriated tungsten filaments approach 2000 

hours even after repeated cycling to atmosphere. In 

addition, residual gas analysis has shown that trace 

amounts of CO, CO2 , and H20 do not significantly degrade 

the emission characteristics of the filaments. 

2.1.3 Activation of Thoriated TUngsten Cathode Filaments 

Early irt:vestigators foun·d. that the' addition of· 1-2% 

'Th02 to tungsten significantly' IQwered the work function· 

·to 2. 63eV, after ··acti vation of the, filclment [20] • "'In 

contrast, to cold ca.thodes, thermion·~c. cathodes require an 

acti,vation procedure 1;:0 drive., t~e ami ttermaterial . to the 

surface' of the cathode. Thorium and tti~gsten hav~' work " 

, .. functions 'of 3 ~ 47 eV and 4 ;53' .eV', . :respe:cti veI'y .,,' To 
,< •• " < 

activate Th-W: filaments, the filaments are heated to 

approximately 25000 Kfor one minute. During the 

activation procedure, the Th02 is dissociated to give Th 

Residual gas analysis during the activation 

procedure confirms the evolution of 0'2 during the process. 

After activation, the filament temperature is rapidly 
, o' 

'reduced ,to about 2100 K. The filaments ar~ then held at 

21000 K for 20-30 minutes to allow the thorium to diffuse 

to the surface of the tungsten filaments. A Th-W 

monatomic film is formed on the surface thus decreasing 

the work function to 2.63 eV and increasing the emission 

characteristics of the thermionic cathode at lower 

operating temperatures. The original activation process 

utilizes only a small fraction of the Th02 • Because only 

'~"\ .' :.~ ; 
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a thin monatomic film is required to lower the work 

function of the surface, the activation process uses only 

several parts per thousand of the Th02 contained in the 

tungsten matrix. Thus, thoriated tungsten filaments 

poisoned by ion sputtering or contamination are renewable 

by subsequent reactivation. 

If long-lifetime (- 2000 hours) of the Th-W filaments 
., 

is required, addl tional surface treatment is desirable. 

Prior to activation,the surface of the filament requires, 

'carburization [21] . Experiments' backed. by detailed 

,microscopic, 'examination of . the" Th-W ,surface have 

4emonstr~ted that a tungsten carbide film is necessary to 

prevent deactiyation by \ background contamination. 

Carburization :oi the Th,..W':filament is .done by .,introducing 

a . hydrocarbon. gas Such as lI\ethane, acetylEHle or propane 

while heating the filaments. " At the elevated filament 

temperature the hydrocarbon reacts at the surfac~ of the 

fila.ment and forms a thin layer of t~ngsten carbide. 

2.2 OVerview of the Pulse Power and 

.. Hot Cathode Electron ~am System 

An electron beam system was investigated to evaluate 

the applicability of multi-microsecond pulsed cathodes. 

Following the cathode study, a grid controlled, thermionic 

electron beam gun, with a pulsed acceleration voltage was 

selected to meet the 45 ~s pulse-width required to ionize 

and sustain a CO2 laser discharge (Table 1.1). Specific 

goals of the study included the development of a compact 
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grid pulser for control of the electron beam and a high 

reliability 150 kV-250 kV pulser capable of a 108 shot 

lifetime as shown in Table 1.1. The electron beam system 

consisted of five distinct sections: (1) thermionic grid 

controlled electron beam gun, (2) 250 kV thyratron 

switched modulator for acceleration of the electron beam, 

(3) compact grid pulser for control of the electron bea', 
_ , (' -., .' . ,r. -.- ... ' . 

(4),'. 1 kHz' heater supply' and circuitl-y'to I>rovide power ~to 

the', cathode fila.ment$~ and ,( 5) "an 'i,nteracti ve ' control 

system for shutq,own 'of '" the, system. control" and 
" ' 

. ~., 

Phi~~c~jengineeringpara~eter~ and trad.~oifs which affe¢t 

the operafion,' :~e~ig~, 

sy~tem are" snown. 

and lifetime of the high voltag,e 

To obtain a uniform elect'ron 'beam along the'~50,cm 
J.,_ • 

, • cathodel~~ngth, discrete 'thbP,{'ated tungsten 'filaments, 
,. 

control grids, and extraction grids were used (Figure 

2.1). The thoriated tungsten filaments operate at 'a 

temperature of 1800-1990ok. The 132 filaments require 

6000-8000 W of heater power. The electron emission from 

each 15 mil thoriated tungsten, filamen~is controlled by 

app~ying" a posi[:ti ve pulse, to thehemicylindrical 

extraction grid which encloses each filament, Figure 2.1. 

A second planar grid, at the same potential as the 

extraction grid, is positioned to be uniformly illuminated 

by the electrons emerging from the extraction grid. The 

uniform beam of electrons which emerge from the field-free 

control-grid/extract ion-grid region is then accelerated by 

a high voltage pulse which is applied between the cathode 

and anode. The accelerated electron beam traverses the 
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B. Photograph of partially assembled cathode, showing the 
filaments and extraction grids. 

Figure 2.1 Photograph and layout of grid controlled 
electron beam gun with the control-extraction 
grid. 
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anode-cathode gap, and penetrates the geometrically 

transparent Hibachi-foil structure separating the vacuum 

chamber from the laser cavity. The electron beam is then 

used to preionize the CO2 laser cavity. The many 

discrete filament arrays which comprise the overall 

cathode assembly are enclosed in a polished, smooth, 

co~ling (Figure 2.2). The electro-polished stainless 

'ste,el ,cowling' minimizes surfqce enhanc~ment:s . which could. 
,I: ' 

lead,t~ uhcontrolleq cold 6athod~ emlsslon at the,applied 
, "~.' 

i50 kV-250 kV acceleration pot'entials. 

, " ~The high voltage cathode issqppor,ted, by "two ,high 
_' .' 1." , '. . ,: " ' 

vacuum, c~rainic' 'bushings ,Figu~e' 2. 3 .. ~' 'The a'ccelerating 

pdtential ,is" suppli¢d ,:throughone bushing 'along "with 
.'~ . 

,\1< 

.. heater power ,a:nd' a --grid pulse .': The' bushi~9 " and Cath.ode' '.' ' 
. " '.... ,;, , .. . 

'. , 

". i:\re coo~edduring operation by,; ~i;I. 'flowing'ciion<i their 

outside 'surfaces. 

"'negative grid bias, 

The respective high voltage ,pulse':; 

I 
gr'id pulse, and filament power ,are 

routed through three parallel cables, which originate at 

the modulator. 

The' pulse power system consists of a 150 kV-250 kV 

modulator, Cl grid pulser floating at the accelerating 

poteJ)tial, F,igure2'-4, and a 8kW, 1 kHz, filament circuit 

to deliver the filament power' ~t the cathode potential. 

Wi th the exception of the commercial high voltage power 

supplies and a remotely located control system, each pulse 

power system is housed in an oil-filled tank located 6 m 

from the electron beam gun (Figure 2.5). Three 6 m, 300 

kV, solid dielectric coaxial cables feed their respective 

signals to the gun through an oil-filled housing located 

" 
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CONTROL GRID 

/ 

,TAINLE888TEEL. 

C'OWLING.·· 

Complete' cathode assembly to which t'hehigh' 
voltage 150 kV "'- 250 'kv accelera.tion puJ:'sE1 is. 
applied .. 

High Vol\af-
.---t':.- C.b ... 

011 

Layout of high voltage filament transformer 
bushing and cathode in relation to its vacuum 
chamber and Hibachi-electron beam window. 
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Figure 2.5 Photograph of high voltage modulator mounted 
above its oil tank. 
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on the back of the cathode vacuum chamber. 

The high voltage modulator consists of a charging 

system which resonantly charges a lumped-element pulse 

forming network (PFN) to approximatley 30-32 kV (Figure 

2.6). The modulator output pulse is initiated by 

triggering the 35 kV hollow anode, ceramic thyratron. The 

thyratron discharges the PFN through the primary of a 

,1: 19, . 250 kV; 'iron-core" pulse transformer to produce the 

,requ.i.red cathode' vol tag~ '( Fig. 2~7).' 

Selection of" the, 1: 19 transformer ratio "was based 
,. -, 

uppn the peak operating: voltage of,' tpe thyratron, the 
, , 

r~qui~e'd 220~230keV electro}' b~am energy, and 'the PFN~' 

load impedance' 'mismatches, :, present ~ 
. ;" \ ~ . . 

'The ," thyratron 

operat:,ing, vol tage of'30-32 kV was,s,elected dnthebasisof 

'stray cap~ci tance 'acr'oss the ,secondary 
'.. - '." .. 

Of the transf6rm~Z:was also' included iri'these, calc~la7. 

,tions. From these factors, a 1: 19 transfomer ratio was 

calculated. It should also be mentioned that a fixed 

impedance PFN could not meet the E-beam acceleration 

voltage droop or ripple requirements when the stray 

ca'paci tance ,.and the transformer droop were considered 
,,~~ . ,'. . . . 

together.. ,An impedance tapered Type' E ,PFN was designed to 
. ~ . r 

compensate for the circuit droop characteristics. 

The impedance tapered PFN is impedance tailored along 

its length to compensate for the stray capacitance across 

the secondary of the transformer core. The details, of 

this calculation and design are given in Section 3.2 

(Impedance Matching of Pulse Forming Networks into a 

constant Current Load). Independent electron beam energy 
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and current were required by the laser manufacturer in 

order to investigate the laser gas parameter range. 

Different laser gas mixtures require different electron 

dose profiles, and thus different electron beam energies. 

Concurrently, independent adjustment of the electron beam 

current is required to match the gas preionization rate to 

the discharge characteristics. Thus, the modulator must 

operate satisfactorily, into. ,a load wJ,1ich. ~ay vary over a 
"' 

.wicie range •. To~~comm6da:te . these independent'volt:~ge and 

current requirements" over the wide paramete;r. range of' 

outPlit i.curr~nts.~: output . load matching .resistpn,; .. were 

,i~c'luQ.ed' as part of the 'modulator.' 

, .. Det~ii~ of , the ~od~ia~6~' design .arisinifromth~se 
;. • J ,,; 

requ.i,remEmts , . are given j:~ secti.on j .. 3 (cit:6uf:t"Design o'f a 
, . . 

02S0.kV, .:45 ~s ~odulator' :for" the· co~stqnt. c~rrent, G:r:id-

Controlled~ Cathode Load). Initial b~lculations showed a 

6:1 operating impedance range, for 50 A tb 125 A currents, . 

at 150 kV-250 kV voltages. The 6:1 impedance range was 

well outside the normal 2:1 impedance variation imposed by 

reverse voltage r'atings of the components. Also since the 

modulator has an output impedance comparable to that of 

. th~ constant current' beam, the output voltage of the 

modulator is dependent on the beam current and the 

matching resistor selected. This effect is discussed in 

section 3.3 and 3.3.1. Thus, the PFN charge voltage and 

resistor selection interact to determine the amplitude of 

the output voltage pulse. To determine accurately the 

modulator voltage and current versus the applied grid 

voltage, a circuit model of the high voltage pulser and 
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electron beam load was constructed. The circuit model 

developed allows the anode-cathode current to be predicted 

for a given grid voltage and allows the response of the 

anode-cathode pulse to be ascertained when varying the 

relative timing of the modulator output and the grid pulse 

with respect to the turn-on of the electron beam. Section 

3.3.1 (Circuit Analysis of a 52 ~s,5.5 0, Tapered 

Impedange Type E PFN) , discusses details' of the model: 
':'. ( 

derived 
, " .' . ",' 

and,' 'the ~, sYi1ergi~tic circuit ef'fects, which 

':. 

interact~ The computer model constructed also allows an,' 

accuratedeterminatio~ 'of-,theeriergy (reverse ,voltage)" 

refi~cted-'fl:~om impedance mismat,cttes. Based -upon the model" 
.' . '.- ;" , ,'-

resul ts" " prote<j:tidn 'circuits ;'were des~,~ned to limit 

reversal on componerits d~ring normal operation and under 
, I ' • 

. , , 

, fati-lt tnode conditions. "In 'order to pn:!v~nt over;"'voitageqf, 
, . '. . ._ r. . 

the high voltage' bushings, 'and the electron gun cathode

anodeciap in the event that the modulator was oper-ated 

outside of the normal setting, a circuit model of the 

system was needed. A transmission lin~ model was devised 

to allow selection of the output resistors before 

operation of the system. Both the transmission line code 
,', 

and the· circui t model based on SPICE, ,·'a· sophisticat~d 

circuit analysis code, are discussed ~n Chapter 3, un~er 

Section 3.3 and 3.3.1. 

A compact grid pulser (800 V, 45 ~sec, 10 pps) was 

developed to provide the extraction/control grid pulse for 

the electron gun. In order to reference the grid pulse to 

the cathode potential, the grid pulser is floated at the 

cathode acceleration voltage (Fig. 2.4). Because the 
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grid pulser is at the output voltage of the modulator, it 

is oil-immersed and located in the modulator tank (Fig. 

2 .5) • 

The grid pulser utilized a PFN switched by a high 

power solid state silicon controlled rectifier. The PFN 

is discharged into a 2: 1 step-up transformer to provide 

the 400 V-800 V pulse for turn-on of the electron beam. 

The riseti;rne· and pulse shape. of. the 9rid puls'~ were 

'. tai lored so" that' the ,intera~t.ions ·of the: moduiator pUlse 
1 " • >." ,-,. • ,_ 

.' -

'. and turn-on. characteri~tic of the electron :beam'dld' not 
". . ". . 

~egrade" '"the' ,.appl~ed 'anode~cathode voJtage' pul,se ... ' To 

.' understand this' grid pulser /electron beam in~e'ract~on, a 

mociel was deve loped. " .to dete~mine' the . time-varyirg 

impedan~e' of the'grid during 'turn-on, of tl'le beam~, The 

model descrl.bihg the behavior of . the grid·;impedahce. is .. ,' , " " 

, .. >t.,,~, . 1.' ,-- '. • - .'. • f 

presented alon~ ~ith ~he IDain circuit modeling techniques 

in Section 4.2 and 4.3. As partl of the grid pulser 

design, an SCR crow-bar switch was included to control the 

length of the grid pulse. Layout and implementation/ 

testing of the grid pulser is described in section 4.4. 

The ability to control the length of the current pulse is 

importa~t because, the electron, bea~ interacts '" 
'. . , 

significantly with"the foil below energies of 125 keV; the' 

electron beam must be shut off before the applied cathode 

potential falls below 125 kV. To reduce the interaction 

of the electron beam with the foil, the beam is turned off 

by crow-barring the grid pulse. This effectively shuts 

off the electron beam. Moreover, the grid of the cathode 

is biased negatively so that the displacement current 
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which flows in the grid-to-cathode circuit is negligible 

during the risetime of the anode-cathode pulse. If 

displacement currents were to cause the grid to be 

positively biased, the low energy electrons emitted during 

the risetime of the anode-cathode pulse would be absorbed 

by the foil window. Eventually the foil would overheat 

. under re.petitive operation, and finally develop pinholes 

or 'rupture. 

, A filament circuit was adopted which qan deliver a 

max~milm bf 8 kw'to.the cathode's multiple filament, arrays 

and' ,the grid . pulser ,,:both 'of which ,are, at ,cathode 

poten:ti~l. The voltage across each filament 'must,' be 

l~mlted in 'order' to prevent local filament':"to-grid,' 

potentials, "Which may, be on the . order of thegrid-tQ-,' 
, . . - . . 

'filam.nt ~ontrol pulse voltage. Thus~ 'filaI'n~nt p6~ermust 
. ' 

be delivered at high current (500 A) and low voltage (15 

V), which is not compatible with available high voltage 

coaxial cables. Because the copper conductor of each high 

voltage coaxial cable is limited in size, excessive losses 

would result if the filament power was delivered to th~ 

filaments a,t low voltage. The filament circuit chosen 

allows the, power to', be transported to theelet:tr:onbeam 

guns at high voltage (400-480 V) and low current (15 A). 

The high voltage is then reduced to values consistent with 

the cathode requirements. In order to reduce the size and 

weight of the filament step-down transformer, which must 

be mechanically and electrically isolated from ground, a 1 

kHz power system is used rather than the normal 50-60 Hz 

line frequency. A circuit was developed which allows the 
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filament power to be transformed to cathode potential by 

means of the bifilar secondary winding on the high voltage 

modulator pulse transformer. Circui ts to isolate the 1 

kHz power supply from transients were also devised during 

the study. 

2.3 Modulator CUrrent and Voltage Requirements 

The modulator's output voltag~~rid current .are 

,determined by the . transparency of the Hibachi-foil 

structure and ,the width of . ,the laser chamber. Th~·. 

electron beam which.· emerges from' the ~iE~id-free 

'controi/extp:lcticm, grid.. region 
,. -."1 

is ac6~ler~ted by the 

anode-cathode' voltage~ To'. penetrate the foil. window 

separating the, cathode vacuum. chamber and laser cavity, 

electron energies above abo:ut 125'_keV are required. 

Furthermore, the post-foil electrons are also required to 

fully ionize the laser gas. Typical CO 2 laser chambers 

may range from 2 cm in width to well over 20 cm. Thus, 

the required penetration depth or required range of the 

'~lectrons may be over 30 'cm(equivalent range in air) if 

the'foil window thickness ~s included~, 

The-p'enetrationdepth of electrons versus energy are 

shown in Fig. 2.8, along with their respective tabulated 

ranges for various foil window thicknesses in Table 2.1. 

Figure 2.8 illustrates the energy deposition versus 

penetration depth for electrons of various energies [22]. 

The extrapolated range (Re) of electrons is given in 

mg/cm2 , which is the ratio of the density of the medium to 
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Table 2.1 

Tabulated areal thickness, electron ranges 
and penetration depth for AI and Ti foil windows 

Foil 
Thickness 

Ti foil (4.54 g/cm3
) 

17.7 micron (0.7 mil) 
25 micron (I, mil) 

• <; ,-

. " 

, ' 

, 11.7,micron 
" 25 'micron 

,(0.7'mil) 
(1 mil) 

','J 

, " 

Areal 
Thickness 

8mg/cm~ 
11. 5 "mg/cm ,_ 

",. 
";,'" 

, ' 2 ( 
·4.7 mg/cm2 , 
6. T ,mg/cm 

., 1 ~ 

Electron 
Equivalent 

Range 3 
air (1.29 mg/cm ) 

6.2 cm 
8.9 cm 

!'3.64'Cm 
5,.19 c~ 

A.,tabulab:~d arealthickne$s for 1. 7 ~'7 an~':25 micron 
Al andTi foils"with their equiv'cHent range cOm-

.,' pare4 'wit,h air. " " , ' , ' 

Foil 

Ti 
Ti 
Al 

, Al 
Air 
Air' 

Electron Energy 

150 keV 
200 keV 
150 keV 

'200 keV 
150 keV 
200,keV' 

Electron Penetration 
depth (cm) 

-3 
6.6 x 10_2 1.1 x 10_2 1.1 x 10_2 1.85 x 10 ; 

23.25 . 
38.7 

B. Calculated Al and Ti foil thickness required to 
stop 150 keV and 200 keV electrons. Penetration 
depth of electrons in air has been included as a 
reference. 

, ' 



the electron penetration distance (Fig. 2.8). That is, 

the density of a SUbstance or gas, for example a foil 

window, multiplied by the thickness of the medium gives 

the equivalent mass thickness in mg/cm2 . The curves shown 

are for no specific medium and must be modified by taking 

into account the material the electrons are traversing. 

Even a thin foil window represents a sizable penetration 

depth, 't()anelec~ron havillc.F.c;m en'ergy of ".15"0 ,keV. As an 

~xample a 17 ~8 micron ,,( 0.-7 ml-i) titanium.foil haS mass 
. ,', 2 

thickness of'. 8 mg/cm(density 4.54 
,; .'3 

9/cm J ,', which 'is 
""I' . . 

equivalent to' '6.26' cm· of air witha. mass .-thickJ)esf? "of 1,.29 
. ',. "" ~' . 

mg/cm3 .. , Thus ,a min"imum, 'acceleration 'vol tage of 125-15.0' 

.~kV, is . requir~d to both penetrate the; foil' window 

, ,.lopi~e a,laSE!r"'~::'aVity of,m~q~st transver~e :;dlmension. 
.. ..... I.. C ',-'- • '"' '. , 

Th.e 
,. '. J" • <' ~" .' ". " . -':"' • /,,' .', ::' " - \ • ,.' '. ",~ "<. i f-' C,' -';!' :- .. '_ 
~rang~·fo~.an electron of'~56,keV'is typic~lli 20 c~ i~ari 

electron:"'beam sllstained cO2 ' lilser.gas-mixtu:re.at STP. 

The penetration or range calculations do not predict 

the amount of' current which is transmitted through the 

foil for a gi~en energy. However, if the e~ectron beam is 

monoenergetic, the fraction of electrons transmitted 

through the foil versus foil thickness can' be calculated. 

'i~ecause the' inqident energy of, the electron " beam along 

with the density of the medium determine the' number of 

reflected or backscattered electrons, Monte Carlo 

computer codes can be used to calculate the number of 

electrons reflected (transmitted) for a given set of 

boundary conditions. For titanium foils, Fig. 2.9 shows 

the transmitted and reflected fractions of electrons 

versus foil thickness at 150 keV and 200 keV. For a 17.8 

" '-
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micren (0.7 mil) thickness ef titanium feil the 

transmissien ceefficient is 70% and 88% fer respective 150 

keV and 200 keV electrens. Unfertunately, the electron 

beam is not monoenergetic. Due to the stray capacitance 

acress the eutput ef the modulater and cathode, the 

acceleratien veltage pulse is net flat. Furthermore, as 

the cathede veltage and current are changed aleng with the 

eutput matching reslster, .ripple.will appear en the pulse . 

. As a baseline design,' a± 10% moduiator voltage flati,ess 

ever the 6: 1 load impedance range at 150 kV-230kV' was 

chesen. 

Similiarly,' post ... foil 'currents of 12 . 5A":50 A were 

req~ireci t6 ienize the las~r gas. Fer 150 keV ,electron 

beam .energies, a' 17 ,,8 ,micronti tanium foil 'inte~cepts 30% "', 
, . 

,ef the beam.'Iri~dd!tion; if the el~c~~en beamtraject~ry' 

is net perpendicular to the Hibachi, some of the pret'oil 

cathede current will be intercepted by the leng side:-walls 

ef the Hibachi. 'Moreover, the geemetric transparency er 

ameunt ef the epen area, versus total Hibachi area must be 

included in the calculations ef current. Thus, the actual 

number of ~lectrehs cannet be fully estimated. Instead, 

the "average" vel tage during the pulse is uS,ed to. estimate 

the electren current transmitted" threugh the fei 1. As a 

baseline design, a tetal transparency ef 0.4 fer the 

Hibachi and feil was calculated. This sets the prefoil 

cathede current range to. 30-125 A fer the required 5-20 

mA/cm2 electren-beam current density in the laser-gas. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CIRCUIT MODELLING AND DESIGN 
OF THE 250 XV MODULATOR 

3.1 Introduction to Pulse Forming Neworks 

For the Generation of Electron-Beams 
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To accelerate the electron beam to the 150 keV - 220 

keV energiesrequil:'7d to sustCJ,in the CO2 l~ser disqharge 
~ .-:4 

(Table -.1.; 1)",alllodul~t6rba~ed ona. thyratron' §wi ~Cl'led 
" .. 

'~pUlse formingnetwor~ (lumped element ·transmissionline) 

was selected. 

T'h~ ,discrete or lumped approximation of,tr~risni±ssion "\1 
. .. -,' 

.' " ' 

lines, are' known as' Guillemin'Qr 'pulse forming networks 

(PFN) [ 1, r~ ", ··Six fundamental . vol tag~~fed networks were 

. ; , derived ,by Guille~ih ,to 'approximat~ the, rectangular pulse 
:, L , ~ 

, . -
produc(3d ' by , a charged' transmission -~linewhen· it, is' 

":" 

discharged into a fixed load impedance' (Fig.' 3.1),. 

Similar networks had been previously derived from 

Rayleigh's principle which argued that physical 

realization of distributed parameters can be approximated 

by ordinaiy dj,fferential' equations [1]. Unfortunately, 

the ne:~works derived from Rayleigh's principle inherent~y 

suffer froll). overshoot and oscillation. The.overshoot and 

oscillation are the result of the finite number of 

sections which are used to approximate the rectangular 

pulse produced by a distributed transmission line when it 

is discharged into a fixed impedance load. Guillemin 

however, found that the overshoot or inherent 

discontinui ty in both the pulse shape and mathematical 
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Figure 3.1 Equivalent forms for five-section Guillemin 
voltage-fed network. Multiply the values of 
the inductances by ZNr and the values of the 

capacitances by t/ZN. The inductances are in 
henries and the capacitances in farads if 
pulse duration is expressed in seconds and 
network impedance ZN in ohms [1]. 
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approximation could be eliminated if pulse waveforms with 

finite risetime were used to derive the lumped parameters 

for the pulse forming network. He then derived the 

corresponding circuit values for parabolic and 

trapezoidal (risetime) waveforms. Guillemin also found 

that the number of sections in the PFN varies with the 

required risetim~, pulse flatness (overshoot), and fall

time. The five networks shown in' Fig. 3.1 were der i ved 

and approximate 'a trapezoidal· .. waveform· with a, risetiine· 

which is 8% of the pulse-wrdth.· Inherently.the r:i..s.etime, .... 

. pulse flatnes,s,' and fall-time ·'determine th~' number of 

sec.tions needed in the pUIse-forming-nE!twor-k ~ 
. t -,. . ':1 _ " .' ~ 'I " 

The sixfunc:iamental pulse {orming networks ahd their 

: applicability to electron beam generators' are' reviewed . ' " : ' . 

• • ', <'- • '""... ' ,'",. ", ." 

'below. . The' most co~only emp1oyed' plilse .. fo~ming rietworks 

are the . Type A,; !J;'ype. C, and a subset of'" the' Type p 

network known as a Type E PFN (Fig. 3.2). The Type A 

topology differs significantly from the topology of the 

more common Type C and Type E networks. The Type A PFN 

relies upo~ resonant filter sections to produce a 

rectangular pulse shape. A storage capa,ci tor is charged 

an~ then discharged into" the uncharged' resonant tank 

circuits which comprise the Type A network. The pulse 

width is determined by the total series circui t 

inductance as shown by the five section, Type A PFN of 

Fig. 3.2. Subsequently the Type A has been used for 

electron beam drivers operating at energies above 100 keV 

[2]. A common Marx-bank generator or high voltage 

capacitor can be discharged into the uncharged filter or 

, .. ", 
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resonant tank sections to produce a trapezoidal pulse 

shape. The Marx-bank series inductance can also be 

tailored to give the pulse width desired. The Type A has 

some disadvantages which should be mentioned. Because 

the charged primary capacitance is discharged into the 

uncharged filter sections, resonant circuit considera-

tions require the filter section capacitors be rated at 

,twice the original, charge voltage. 'Moreover ,the 
~. ' .. ' 

inductances in, ,the, f,il tersection are usually .',low ' in 

value 'and' difficult, to tune to th~' desired ' indu~:tance 

, ,value de'ri ved "by cireui t', simulation 'calculations . ~ 
" ., e" '., ' • 

'The TYJ?e C is the eas,iest 'puiseformingnetwork, to 
-".,',-' 

design. Given ' .adesir~d 'pulse waveform, a', Fouri,er 

,decomposition ,of the 'waveform' is used to derive' each 
. ,. " ,.,,' .' , 

, , 
"'''. 

indi vici.llalbranch 'network. ',The discharge current' through 

each 'branch network' is given:by '. 

(3.1) 

where V = 1, 3, 5,~ .. The branch number V corresponds to 

the odd series'of the,Fourier series for a trapezoidal or 

parabolic w~veform [1]. Each branch capaci tance is 

determined from the individual sequential' coefficient" in ' 

the Fourier series. Because each individual branch 

network is unique for the Type C PFN, the branch 

capaci tances are different. The first branch of the 

network stores the majority of the energy in the network. 

As such, the capacitor is large and may be physically 

unrealizable as a single unit. The cost of fabricating 

i ", 
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the network is also significantly higher than for a Type 

E, for many different values of capacitors are required. 

The individual branch inductances may also be large and 

have large stray capacitances which complicate the design 

of the PFN. Thus for commercial applications, the Type C 

network has fundamental problems. 

The Type D Guillemin network is the most interesting 

of, . ;the, network topologies (Fig. The equal 
'"', .' . 

· capacitance values derived . for the' PFN network represent 
, ' . .. . " ", 

~ ,',,' 

. a significant advantage over-the 'Type C PFN.,· The Type p 

ne,twork ,,'howev~r,' has the 

requiring riegati ve inductance values in "each discharge 
c" • . • ~ , ,;. 

· branch 'of 'the network~ The theoretical derivation of the 
. . 

" . Type .D" network,' requi~es that a phy~ically :unrealIzable 
· -'" '. '.""",, 

capacitance. A 'physically realizable Type E netw~rk wa!Si 

deri~~d to replace the Type D network [1]. The Type E 

PFN, as shown in Fig. 3.2 consists of equal capacitances 
" . 

like the Type D; however, the negative inductan6es are 

not requi~ed. Rather, the mutual inductances associated 

with a continuouslY' wound or coupled ' inductance 

approximate the negative inductance, no:r:mal:ly ,associated ,', 

with a Type D. network. The Type E ,'network, when designed 

for a fixed impedance load, is usually designed to have 

equal inductance between adjoining capacitors. Both the 

output and opposing end branch inductances, however, are 

made 20-30% higher than the middle section inductances 

[1]~ This results in an important advantage if 

transformer coupling of the PFN is required, as in an 
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electron beam system. If the leakage inductance of the 

transformer is included as part of the total inductance 

of the PFN output section, the pulse risetime and the 

pulse shape can be tuned easily by varying the inductance 

of each PFN section. However, in many designs the mutual 

inductance cannot be physically realized or fully 

utilized if a transformer is used in the modulator. In 

addi tion';' the· conventional Type. E PFN has a constant 

imped~nce·'a16n(i·'i,ts. lerigth,and doe~not: lend itself' to'" <, . 

tim'e varying, loads,chargi'ng' large stray . capacitance or .. 
• I ' " ~ • ." .' • " "J. ' 

pulse transformer droop if a rectangular plus'e is 

desired., .,'1' 

To acc~mmodate time. varyingimp~d~nce' ~,c:>ads nhybrid',' 
,',' 

Type E PFN's have been developed'. . The .fir~t such ,hybrid' 
.', ". 

PEN' was' deve'l'oped to .dr,i veconstant I>ervenace l?adssuch 

.. asklystrons [3 j. Neal'ha~ docum¢nted the;desi9TIof' o~e 
such lO-section'PFN used to d~ive klystronloadi at the 

:,', 

SLAC accelerator facility [3]. Co~stant capacitance was 

used in each PFN section. The impedance of the PFN was 

varied using adjustable inductors mounted orthogonally to 

avoid mutual coupling. This allowed the PFN to be 'easily 

tuned into the transformer /constaIit 'perveance electron 

beam. load presented by the klystron (3]. 

Curry adopted a simi liar approach to the design of 

hybrid Type E PFN's transformer coupled into collapsing 

electron beam loads [4]. The hybrid type PFN was folded 

into a transmission line geometry to lower the inductive 

feed to the PFN sections [4]. In addition, the 

inductance of each section was weakly and mutually 
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coupled to compensate for the capacitor series inductance 

[ 4 ] . The output PFN section inductance was mounted 

orthogonally to prevent mutual coupling. This allowed 

the transformer leakage inductance to be used as part of 

the last PFN section inductance [4]. 

To meet the electron beam modulator design 

requirements into the constant current load as outlined 

in Table 1.1,., a hybrid Type E PFN was utilized similar 
~ • • - -< ' ~ 

to that ,reported for a cold cathode load,[4]. The hybrid 

Type E PFN~s~lected h~s the section inductart~es weakly 

coupled mutually; ,however, th~' l~~t PFNinductor. is' 
, ' 

, " 

'mounted orthogonal to prevent mutual coupling [5]. The 

· deta:ned calculation' 
,. 

PFN/modulator ", design 

s'ections., It" should 

process' utilized 

is, . presented 'in " the 
" 

be mentioned that an 

, 
for the 

'following 

alternate 

app~oach to±ype'E PFN design has been iep~r~edby R~non 

but not experimentally verified [6]. 

'3.2 Impedance Matching of ~lse Forming 

Networks into a constant CUrrent Load 

Although pulse forming networks a~dfix~d impedance 
, ' 

transmission lines are designed to discharge into a 

matched load impedance, the load can be time varying as 

in the case of the constant-current, thermionic cathode 

load. As the anode-cathode voltage varies, the 

thermionic load maintains a constant-current. Thus the 

impedance of the anode-cathode load varies in time. 

Moreover, the pulse-forming-network may be required to 

. ," 
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operate into wide ranges of currents and voltages as 

shown in Table 1.1. The PFN-based modulator, however, is 

limi ted to an impedance range of about 2:1 by 

commercially available high energy capacitors. Although 

a 30% voltage reversal (2:1 impedance range) is 

tolerable, most present-day high energy capacitor 

manufacturers prefer less voltage reversal. For example, 

20% if 108 shot lifetim~s are to be achieved. This, of 

course, ne~essi ta-tes -ei therengineering a scheme to 
change the impedance of the pulse-formirig~netw6rkto 

,match th~', lO'ad impedance range, _ 'or the inclusion of 
. ; 

parallelresist?rsto'mat~hthe load 'impedance 'to ,the PFN 
- , 

impedance. The simplest, method' of matching the PFN, to 

the wide lo~d-rang~s' i~ to use parall~lr~sis~orsi AS', 

mentioned, _ the PFN inip~dance' could ',be ch~nged to match 

various load ranges. -Unfortunately,' many bulky 

mechanical switches would be required to switch the PFN 

capacitors or the inductors. 

To satisfy the voltage and current requirements of 

the electron beam source, the modulator must operate into 

a 6: 1 impedanc'e range. To accommodate" this requirement 

high voltage _ paralle~ resist,ors were selected to matcb 

the modulator, impedance to" the constant-current load 

impedance. Selection of the matching resistors, however, 

is not straightforward. Both the load-range and value of 

the matching resistor interact and, ultimately, influence 

the dynamic impedance range over which the PFN is matched 

to the load. To simplify the selection of both the 

operating range and the value of the parallel resistors 
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required, a set of equations is required. Given the 

average impedance of the PFN, RpFN ' the average load 

resistance, and the allowable reflection 

coefficient, r l , the matching resistor Rpar is given by: 

(3.2) 

.Equation 3.2. is derived'using:a 5j:mp}ified 'model of the 

. modulato'r. Asa first ap'proximation 'the PI:N, is mode~ed 

as a perfect tram:;mlssion: line,; Fig .. ' 3'.3. :, ',An, aver.age . - .., ~ . , .' 

1mpedance is ·.assumed for the load resistance ; Rload ; and 

the parallel matcl)ing resistor:, Rp~r" Because';Eq.3.2 

was derived to select the paral'lel' ~atching resistor, tor 

. this >j.mpedance ram:fe' --·the time,. vari:ation,".of the load 

during ,the applied voltage pulse has been disregarded. " 

As a verification of the predicted operating ranges and 

matching resistor combinations, a circuit simulation code 

must be employed. In reality, the stray capacitance 

shunting an electron beam load may change the 

characteristic' impedance of the load during the ini.tial 
'j;, , 

risetimeofth~ pulse. :. As a first approximatiqn, these 

time varying load characteristics have been ignored. 

Rather, an average value for the load resistance during 

the applied pulse voltage has been assumed. 

To further simplify the derivation, the transmission 

line model is re~uced to a voltage source with a 

characteristic impedance of the PFN, RpFN (Fig. 3. 3b) . 

Combining the equations for both the reflection 
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coefficient and the parallel load-matching resistor 

combination gives Eq. 3.2. Equation 3.2 is required to 

select the parallel matching resistance having been given 

the maximum allowable reflection coefficient (voltage 

reversal), the average load resistance and the average 

PFN impedance. It should be noted that Eq. 3.2 

simplifies to Eq. 3.3. for r l = 0, 

, Rpar' = RpFN Rloacl 

'R '.' -, R' 
load ,PFN '" 

,. 

with .some":'algebraic manipl.llation, Eq~:' 3.3 reduce~>to the 

e.quat_~onfor" th~;:parall~l c~,mbi~ati(m ,~f Rload and Rpar 

: Given R ,'-, ,one a.dditfonal equation-is required to par. . ., " ,-

.. predict the' locid, resistam::e range. That, ~s., glvena 
•• !:" , -, " 

paral~lel ma:tch~ng ,resistor.,. the. modulator.'s, load range 

can be calculated. Equation 3.4 below was independently 

derived to calculate the load resistance, range based on a 

fixed PFN impedance, the selected parallel 

resistance Rpar ' and the ma>eimum or desired reflection 

coefficient r ' I ' 

,Rload = RpFN R~ar + r l RpFNRpar (3.4) 

Rpar - r l Rpar - r l RpFN - RpFN 

Note that Eq. 3.4 calculates the allowable load impedance 

for a given matching resistor Rpar' Thus, the operating 

range for the modulator can be calculated for a given 

voltage reversal, r l . 

.... ;' 



To illustrate the advantages in using Eqs. 3.2 - 3.4 

for designing a modulator, a review of the design 

procedure is necessary. Three conditions should be 

calculated and satisfied before the design procedure is 

initiated. First the impedance of the PFN must be known 

or calculated from the system requirements. 

Additionally, the allowable reflection coefficient or 

voltage reversal must also be derived from th~ capafitor 

a'nd thyratron' specifications ~A reflection coefficient" 
': 

of '-20% is ','not ' unusual and 'is consistent with reverse 

,voltage r~tings "of capacitors., Consequently, the minimum 

ahd" maximum required load impe,dance'" Rload (min) and 

Rload(max) :m~st also be' known a priori. The second 

" ' condition is' that a' negative vol tage, reflection, , rather, 

than a po~itive' reflecition should be cho~~n.T~e 

negative 'voltage reflection is d~sirable for two~'reasons. 

The negative reflection can be damped out with snubber 

diodes if necessary. Moreover , ~ posi ti ve reflection 

results in a "staircase" type waveform across t6e load, 

which effectively increases the deionization time of the 

thyratron by a large factor. A reverse vol tage ( or 

reflectionpoefficient) thus allows the system to rec~ve~ 

more quickly and so reduce the probability of thyratron 

"hang-up". The third condition is perhaps the most 

difficult to calculate. The required efficiency at the 

peak power transfer of the modulator must be set. 

Because, the efficiency of the system is integral to 

the selection of the parallel 

highest peak modulator current 

resistance Rpar at the 

and vol tage output, 

" ,~ 
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the dynamic impedance range must be calculated from Eqs. 

3.2 - 3.4. The parallel combination, Rloadp' of the load 

impedance, Rload ' and the parallel matching resistor, 

Rpar ' is defined as 

Rloadp - Rload * Rpar 

Rload + Rpar 

. .. . 

(3.5) 

'" 

Similarly, the reflection coefficient, is, defined'j:>y 

r l = Rloadp - RpFN 

Rloadp + RpFN 
,. 

(3.6). 

. ,Thus ~ as Rpar is. increased or decreased, with respect to 

the l6ad . impedance Rload " th~~eff~ciency of the system 

v:aries. 
". 

If an efficiency of 80~90% is required, thfs 

", sets the minimum matching resistance, Rpar ' at four 

to five~imes the minimum load resistance, Rload(min). 
\ 

As a simple design example, assume that an 80% 

efficiency is required at the peak modulator voltage and 

current to minimize the power·dissipated in the parallel 

,matching resistance. Thus,Rpa; is about four times the 

minimum' load resistance Rload (mi~). Because there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between the load impedance 

Rpar ' and r l , the maximum allowable load impedance for a 

given r l in this range can be calculated using Eq. 3.4. 

The maximum load impedance follows from the assumption 

that the load is always slightly undermatched with 

respect to the PFN impedance. Thus, for r l ~ 0, Eq. 3.4 
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sets the maximum allowable load resistance Rload(max) for 

a given range. Table 3.0 summarizes the relative values 

and ranges of Rpar ' Rload ' Rloadp and r l . 

Table 3.0 

Rload(min) :$ Rload :$ Rload(max) 

Rloadp(min) :$ Rloadp :$ Rloadp(max) 

-20% < r l < 0 
},." 

" 

,(R . " " . par(mln) 

, , 

To' adcOmniodate the required 6: 1 lmpedi.:,mc'e, range rthree ' to 

four ,parallel matchiri'~ : , resistor values ,are, 'required, 

alorgwith three to four mod:ulator operatin9ranges. The 

. in'itial ' ,'caiculated' 
, 

impedance' range 

R '" "< R
load 

< R 'may ~over a small dynamic" load(min) , , load(max) 

range only. For example we may have 

Rload(max)/Rload(min) :::; 1.4:1. Subsequently, additional 

calculations may be required. Once an initial Rpar and 

impedance r~nge is calculated, additional matching 

resistors and ailowable values for R can be computed load 

using the , aforementioned equations. It should also be 

noted that the initial Rload(max) becomes the minimum 

load resistance Rload (min2) for the next range. Thus, 

using Eq. 3.2 and r l = -20%, a second matching resistor, 

Rpar2 can be defined. Similarly, Rload (max2) can be set 

from Eq . 3 . 4 and r I :::; 0 . An i terati ve analysis is 

required if a low r l is desired over the entire impedance 

range. Since there is no unique solution to the 

" ' 
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equations, the designer is free to make various "trade-

offs" to arrive at a sound design. 

To facilitate the iterative calculations a 

transmission line program was written utilizing Eqs. 3.2 

to 3.6. The computer program calculates R1oadp' r l' 

efficiency ~eff' current Ipar through Rpar ' current I 10ad 

through the load, and the voltage across the load, given 

the, peak pUlse» vol tage ( the minimum and maxiinum load 

r,esistan~es, ,and t,~e 'PF~, impedanqeRp~N,andRpar~ The 

,computer ,program listed in Appendix B; is written' in ' IBM 

Basic. Because' the attainment of a - "good va:1uei" of 

'efficiency i~ a conti,nuous "repE!tftive' system';'i-s lJriportant 
, , '. '., . " ,,',' ' . 

in reducing compo~ent~heatin~, ~ theo~eti~a1 "b~st "~ase~ 
l ' .... , • 

. 1" 

E!fficiency calculation, was also included' i~ th~, program. 
..' ! 

For, the program, "efficiency"'- was 'defined as the ratio 'of' 

power delivered to the l~ad ,to the total' p'owerde1ivered 

by the modulator to the constant current load. Equation 

3.7 defines the efficiency as 

~eff - I 2 R 
load, load (3.7) 

, 2 
I ' R . + I· load load, par 

for the simplified model shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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3.3 Circuit Design of the 250 kV, 45 ~s 

Modulator for the Constant CUrrent, 

Grid-Controlled Cathode Load 

Both independent control of the electron beam energy 

(acceleration voltage) and electron beam current density 

were required for a CO2 laser. To meet the 187 kV to 

250 kv :, (150 k~V 220 keV, ±, 10%), 45 ~s' pulse 

.' 'requiJ;em~nts ~mpos'ed }jy~he!, electron,:beam specifications, 
~ ' .. 

'~ line: ,type modulatb,r was' designed using Eqs'o' ' 3.2-3.4'. 

Design goals'o included:Operation c:>i tpe, 'modulator over a 

'20 ,A,j,... 160," A'current range, into' ~ 1.7, kO' t6 11 kri' 

EHectrOri beam ,,', , load·. , , The. specificatlons, of a 45" ~s ' 
'. .,)" . 

pulse-widt:h' along" with the 6 :'1 " impedance, ;r:a;z:ige, and 

lifetime' of 108
, s'h0ts'~trori~I'~ ,inf~liericed the nio~ulator 

topology. 

To preionize the CO 2 laser discharge as, well' as 

sustain the discharge, a 150 keV - 220 keV, 12.5 A-50 A 

a post-foil electron beam current was required (Table 

1.1 ). However, because the' electron beam is vacuum 

immersed, some loss' of electron energy and current is 
, 

common. As the beam'traverses the foil-Hibachi structure 
~ . . 

which, links the vacuum chamber to the laser chamber, a 

considerable fraction of the electron beam may be 

intercepted. To compensate for the electron losses and 

allow operation into the parallel matching resistors, the 

modulator was designed to supply 20 A - 160 A. An 

overview of the electron losses is shown in Table 3.1. 

. , ' 
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Table 3.1 

Calculated 
Description Transparency 

1. Fo.il Electro.n Lo.ss at Lo.w Energies (30%) 70% 

2. Geo.metric Hibachi Transparency (25%) 75% 

3. Electro.n Lo.ss fro.m Divergence and 

Interceptio.n fro.m Hibachi Ribs (10%) 

Total Electron Transparency - 47% 

Calculatio.n o.f the actual 'tim~":'~aryfng impedance 

into. which' the. mo.Qulato.r operates is difficult. The 

imped~n6e histo.ry is co.mplicated by the' rio.n-linear 

electro.n . energy ~o.~s' thro.ugh the' fo.il and the ripple 

appea~~ng,'6n theano.de catho.de ~ccieleratio.n pulse~ 
, . 

Witho.ut a" detailed circuit simulatio.b the rippleo.h the 

ano.de-catho.de 'modulato.r pulse 'is" difficult to. deduc"e. 

Ho.wever, so.me rather simple appro.x,imatio.ns do.' allo.w an 

initial estimate o.f the average i~pedance range o.f the 

mo.dulato.r to. be calculated. At lo.w electro.n energies 

(150 keV) , a 20-30% lo.ss o.f electro.n energy is co.mmo.n 

when the beam passes, thro.ugh a 0.7 mil (17.78' micro.ns) 

titanium fo.il. Thus, the mo.dulato.r is req,uired to. 

operate from 187 .,kV - 250 kV whe,ri the ± 10% ripple 
" 

specification is included. 'Note that the' average 

modulator vol tage that is required varies from about 

150 kV to 220 kV with peak voltages required to be in the 

range from 187 kV to 250 kV. When the voltage range is 

considered in conjunction with the required electron beam 

current, the effective cathode impedance range is 1.7 kn 

to 11 kn. The modulator load impedance is somewhat less 

1 
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than the 1.7 kn value. 

The PFN impedance was based upon the modulator 

thyratron specifications. Electron beam guns present a 

harsh load to a conventional thyratron. Even under 

normal operating conditions an electron gun will short 

out occassionally. The subsequent high reverse voltage 

and current can damage a conventional thyratron. 

Moreover" when the 1l\odulator operates ,into a mismatched 
I • '. ' 

load (for which' it is designeq) current and ,voltage 
. .~ ~ 

".' . 

reversals of 20% or so are common.CommerQial;,hollow 

anod~ thyratrons which can handle such rever~als under 

"cOllti'nuous ,'operation' a.reavailable [7]. These hollow 

: anode "thyratrons, ,can conduct large, reverse, currents, even 

" up ,to '80% oft~,e forward current. 

conduction " 
.,j. ,. 

'" 

" I • : 

plasma is anode 

'During forward 
t, .• 1 

slots. ',' Upon 

reversal, the anode' 'plasma provides 'a source of 

electrons. Extensive lifetime testing of both 35 kV and 

50 kV hollow anode thyratrons had demonstrated lifetimes 
8 ' 

of 10 pulses at 1 ~s pulse widths [8]. However, no 

performance or lifetime data has been published for 

multi-microsecond, continous operation' of hollow anode 

thyratrons, much less for 45 'l.I.s pulse, widths: A 35 ~V 
, . 

hollow anode, CX1574C 'was chosen as the primary switch in 

the modulator. To prevent thyratron pref ires the PFN 

charge voltage was I imi ted to 32 kV. Scaling of the 

thyratron's 1 I.I.s, 10-12 kA current rating to 45-50 I.I.s 

pulse widths from empirical curves set the peak thyratron 

discharge current at 3 kA - 4 kA [9]. 
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On the basis of the thyratron ratings, the modulator 

was configured around a 5.5 0, 32 kV, PFN and was 

impedance matched to the load with a 1: 19 iron-core 

transformer (Fig. 2.7). utilizing Eqs. 3.2-3.4, an 

iterative analysis was used to determine both the 

impedance range and the required matching resistances for 

the modulator. At the highest modulator power (or 

cur:rent, ,level) , an 80% (or better:) efficiency was 

requi~ed.' ~s aforementi~ned,' t~ achieve thedesirecf 80% 

mOdulator.effi~iency,the 'first 'matchingj:-esis~or, R1 'is 

chdsEm.to b~ about four"times themiriimum load (electron, 
• ~ • '. ,1 • ." . ~ • ~ ,.,'.: , ' .', • , .", • " • • ' , '. ," r. ,. • , ' 

beam)' resistance ,of 17000 or about·' 700'On. Once the 

matching 

was usep' 

resistor'Rpar ~. 7q.oO O'was ,calc,~lated; Eq'. j. 4 
·~f· 

t?, predict ,the ~aximum. operati~g impedan;c~, of, 

the~an~e '~in,thisc~~e, 2600 OJ Fi~. 2.7)'~ This ~esign 

i~ based ~n 'two" assumptions.:, Thefirs~ asshmption is 

that the characteristic load impedance driven by the 

modulator is less than the modulator output impedance. 

In this case, the output or secondary impedance of the 

modulator is 5.5 0 x (19)2 (or 1985 0). This impedance 

is satisfacto~yat the low end of the operating range for 

Rloadp is 1367.8 0 wnEm the 70,00 0 is, ,considered in 

coinbination with the 1700 0 electron-beam 'load. The 

highest impedance of the operating range is calculated 

using Eq. 3.4. Secondly, it is assumed that at the 

maximum impedance in an operating range the reflection 

coefficient is zero, or slightly negative. From Eq. 3.4 

the maximum impedance of the operating range is 2600 O. 

On the basis of a preliminary calculation, the modulator 
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operating impedance ranges were calculated with Eqs. 3.2 

to 3.4 and are summarized in Table 3.2, along with the 

required matching resistors. 

Electron Beam Load 
Impedance Range cn} 
-20% < r 1 < 0% 

1700 <Rr, < 2600 

2600 <~ < 3760 

3760 <~< 7229' 

7229 ,,< RL< 11,000 

R= ,1 
7071 0 

Table 3.2 

RparCn} 

7071 (D) (R1 ) 

Electron Beam Dynamic 
Impedance Range 

1.4:1 

3800 (C) (R1 , ~2)' 
, -

2560 (B)' '(Ri," R3) -

1951 (A) , (R{, R2 ', R3') 

.,'1.4:1 

'1.~:1. .. 

1.9: 1 

Matching Re,sistors 

R2 = 8214·0 R3'~ 4012·0 

,'; . 

TO 'c:onflrm ,the pre'liniin~ry~impedanc:e6~lbulatfons" 
":.. , 

the basic trans~rssiion" lirtepr,ogram (Append.i~ B)., 

written froin ,~qs ::-,3.:2 - 3.6 W?lS utilized.' - Although Eqs. ' 

3.2 - 3.6 allow the impedance ranges to be calculated 

easily, calculation of the peak voltage and current into 

the el.ectron-beam load' is much more difficult. Because 

the cathode current is controlled only by the grid pulse, 

a slight change in anode-ca~hode,;; voltage VAl< results in a 

dramatic change in the total', load impedance ,', Rloadp . 

Rather than account' for the constant c:::urrent 

characteristics of the electron-beam load in the 

transmission line program, a slightly different 

philosophy was adopted. The computer program was written 

to allow the minimum and maximum electron-beam load 

impedances (Rload ) to be input along with the PFN 

impedance, RpFN ' and Rpar. The theoretical peak voltage 

, '--, 
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is then specified (e.g., 250 kV) for a matched load 

condition. Given the impedance parameters and the peak 

vol tage , the program then tabulates the voltage across 

the load, the current through the load, the parallel 

matching resistance (Rloadp combination, the reflection 

coefficient (gamma, r l ) and the modulator efficiency for 

a ,given range. In confirmation of the preliminary 

caiculat~ons" the fOllr operating, r~nges ~ere' calculated 

,using the' program. 3.6 'summarize- the 
,,'~ , 

results of the ~alculat~6ni~ NQte' that 'th~'calc'ulated 
'" 

'ranges satisfy the de~ign criteria,. ,That is ~ .'t:he foad is 
, al~ays'; sligl1tly 'unde~matched and ,'that' the'~ r~flection 

coefficient' i's k~pt:,"'below -lsf. Moreover, ,at peak power, 

,the efficiency of ,·the modulator· is about 80%. . "'.' 

A'fter . final·, calculation' of the' nfodulator 6peratfon:' 
" 

ranges, a detail~d circuit des.i';gn is req&tted t~ tailor 

the PFN charactetistics to the electron-beam load~ 

Because a change in load impedance affects the flatness, 

width, risetime, and fall-ti~e of the pulse, a circuit 

analysis, code is utilized to tune the inductance and 

capaci tance of each section of the, PFN. ',' Moreover, the 

risetim~ of the cathode current 'and' phasing. of the 
, , 

cathode current (grid-pulse), control the overshoot 

present on the anode-cathode voltage pulse. Details of 

the circuit simUlation and the analysis of circuit 

simUlation results are given in the following sections. 

In essence, we use the simUlation results to assist in 

tuning the modulator to the desired load. 
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Table 3.3 

Calculated electron beam system load 
impedance, range one. 

= 250.0.0.0. 

~OAD MIN = 170.0. 

~OAD MAX = 260.0. 

RLOAD 
R .... 

. LOADP'; 

i7D'O 1367.816 
1790. . 1425.484 
1880. ,1481.982 
1970. 1537.347 
20.60. .' 1591.612 . 
2:1.50. . 164.4.80.9 

, 2240. 1696.97 
2330. 1748.12'4 
242'0 

'<,,> 

'1798.30.2 
. 2510.' 18.47.529 
'260.0. " 1895 .• 833 

VLOAD • I LOAD 

20.3980..2 119.9883 
20.8985.5 116,.7517 
213728 113.6851 
218227.6 110..7755 
22250.2.7 10.8.0.11 
226569.6 10.5.3812 
230.443.2 10.2.8764 
234136.9 10.0..4879 
237663 98.20.785 
2410.32.6 96.0.2893 
244256 .93.94459 . 

,". 

~FN = 1985 

Parallel Resistance, RpAR = 70.0.0. 

No. of Points = 11 

G}.MMA 

.1840.793 . 

.1640.578 
- .145D8e2 
-:' •• 1270.895 ... -', 

.10.99892. 
':"9. 372154E-D2 
-7.822723E:",02 
-6.345241E-D2 
-4.9348D4E .... D2 
.,.3. 586955E-D2.· 
-2.297615E-D2 

IpAR EFF 
' .. ~ 

29.140.0.3 .80.45977 
2~.855D8 .7963596 
30..53257 .7882883 
31.17538 .780.3791 
31.7861 .7726269 
32.3670.9 .7650.273 
32.920.46 .7575758 
33.44813 .750.268 
33.95186 .7'430.998 
34.43323 .7360.674 
34.89371 .7291666 

, . .. 

.; 



VpULSE = 

~OAD MIN = 

~OAD MAX = 

RLOAD 

2600 
,'2716. 
2832 
2948 

, 
3064' 
3180 
3296, , 

,3412 
3528' 
3644 
3760 

VLOAD 

218738.9 
221904.4 
224892.3 
2'27717.2 
2,30392 
23,2928 .. 4 
235336.9 
237626.9 
239807 .. 
241884.8 
243867.5 

Table 3.4 

Calculated electron beam system 
load impedance, range two. 

250000 ~FN = 1985 
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2600 Parallel Resistance, RpAR = 3800 

3760 No. of nPoints = 11 
I> 

RLOADP GAMMA 

1543.75 .- .1250443 
1583~917 - .11.23824 
1622.678 - .• 1004308 

'1660.107 . -8. 9,13136E-.02', 
1696.27 . ,-7. 8432Q6E-0.2 
1731 '.232 -6.828636E-02 
1765.051. -:-5.865233E-02 
i797.782 -4.949229E-02 

\.', 1829.47'6 -4.077206E-02 
1860.183 

',/ 
-3.2.46069E:-02 

.: 1889.947 -2.453014E-02 

, 
I LOAD I PAR EFF 

84.13036 57.56288 .59375 
81.70265 58.3959 .5831799 
79.41112 59.18218 .5729795 
77.24463 59.92557 .5631298 
75.19321 60.62947 .5536131 
73.24793 61.29695 .5444126 
71.40076 61.930.77 .. .535513 
69.64447 62.5334 .5268996 
~ .', . 

67.97251 63.1071 .518559 
66.37893 63.6539 .5104782 
64.85837 64.17565 .5026456 

~,' 



Table 3.5 

Calculated electron beam system 
load impedance, range three. 

= 250000 RpFN = 1985 

70 

Rr.OAD MIN = 3760 

RLOAD MAX = 7229 

Parallel Resistance, ~AR = 2560 

No. of Points = 11 

3760 
4106.9 

'4A53 ~'8 
,480q.7 
5147.6 
5494.5' 
5841 •. 4 
61~a~3 
6535.199 
6~H32 .099, " 
7228~999 

,VLOAD 

217078.3 
221364 
225116 
228428.2 
231373.6 
234010 
236383.6 
23&531.7 
240485.2 
242269.2 
'243904.9' 

. : r r 

1,523'.0,38" 
1576.994 ' 
1625~614 

'166'9 ~~5' 
, ). 70,9 ~ 722 

1746.343' 
1779.94 
Hho'.87,2 
1839 ~ 444 
f865.917" ,: 

, '1890.514 ' 

I
LOAD 

" 

57.7336 
,53.9005 
50.5447 
47.58227 
44.94786 
42.58987 
40.46694 
38.5456 
36.79844 
35.2028 
"33.73979 

GAMMA 
, , 

~ ,". '1316'867' . - " , 

- ~ 1145442 , 
<' -9. 953612E:"'02, 

" 

", -,8 ~',628739E~02 
.,.,7~' 450566E-O,2 
-::'6. 396008E-02 
,~5. 446583E~92 
-4.'587311E-02 
-3.805936E-02 
-3-.092329E-,oi 
-,2,.438031E-O~ 

,IpAR 

84.79622 
86.4703 
87.93593 
89.22975 
90.3803 
91.41015 
92.33732 
93.17645 ' 
93.93951 
94.6364 
95.27536 

EFF 

.4050633 

.3839866 

.3649947 

.3477931 

.3321397 

.3178348 

.3047111 

.2926283 

.2814672 

.2711261 

.~61518 

. 



Table 3.6 

Calculated electron beam system 
load impedance, range four. 

= 250000 RpFN = 1985 

I\OAD MIN = 7229 

RLOAD MAX = 11000 

Parallel Resistance, RpAR = 1951 

No. of Points = 11 

" RLoAD ' 

7229 " 
7606.1 
7983.2,., 
8366~3' 

'87'37.399 
,9114 ~ 499 
9491.599 

"9868 .6~8 
102:45 • .8 

, 10622.9' 
'110PO 

RI.;OADP 

1536.359 
,l,p52.72, 
1567'.839, 
158i~852 
1594.876 
1607.012 
1618,.,348 
1628,.961 ,. 
1638 ~918 , 
1648'.278, 
1657.092 

. GAMMA 

-' .1274056,' 
, ... ' '.1221917 ' 
,- .• 1174163, 
" -;: 11302 (:; 5 " 

- .1089771, 
- ~ 10523'02 ' 
- '.101753,1 

,'~9 .,851761E-02 
-9~ 549941E-92 ' 
-9.267T36E-02 

, ,-9 .003286E-:-02 

71 

VLOAD 

218148.6 
219452.1 
220645.9 
221743.4 

I LOAD 

30.17688 
28.85212 
27.63878 
26.52338 
25.49451 
24.54248 
23.659 
22.83691 
22.07004 
21.35299 
20.68108 

I PAR 

111.8138 
112.4818 
113.0938 
113.7563 
114.1752 
114.6553 
115.1008 
115.5154 
1,15.9022 
116.2638 
116.6027 " 

EFF " 

i 22275,5.7 
223692.5 
2245651.7 
225370.6 
2261,25.2 
226830 ~7 ' 
227491.8 

.2125272 

.204141:4 

.,1963923 

.1892099 

.1825343 

.1763138 

.1705032 

.'1650634 

.15996 

.1551627 

.1506448 
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3.3.1 Circuit Analysis and simulation of a 

52 ~s, 5.5 n Tapered Impedance Type E PFN 

The baseline design for the pulse forming network 

utilized a 52 ~s, 5.5 n, six section Type E PFN. The 

52 ~s pulse-width was determined from an equivalent 

square wave arguement. Because a PFN is an imperfect 

approximation of a distribute,d transmission line, the PFN 

'is inferior \"i th respect to both risetime'and' f~ll:'-time. ' 

The doc~meJ1t:ed ri~etinte '0,( ~ . flve-~ec'tion PFN "is 

a:bout8% . into a - resistive'load~t 1]. ,The modulatorPFN 
.,,-'. 

however utilized a • ~ix-section' lin~~orki"~~nto a 
,- ~.. , 

, ./L' 
" . ~ 

cdnstantc'iJrrent/resisti ve 'lbad~" Large stray caIlaci tance 

across 'the "electton~b,eam, load was, also, present, due to 
, .', -' . . ',' . , ~' :.~:,.' .... ' . ' ' , " 

, '2, • '~'.' ,,' the 2500 em cathode area (Table 1.1) . A$ a, "first-cut" 

analysis it was assumed thatthJ:risetime and fall-time"' 

would be about 7 ~s, or about 6.5% of the flat part' of 

the pulse. An equivalent square-wave arguement was then 

used to determine the pulse-width used to calculate the 

PFN capacitanc~. Donaldsen has shown an equiyalent 
,····'1 

, ' 

based square-wave upon' the required pulse risetime and 
~ . . 

fall-ti,me can, pe J~ed to calculate ,the required PFN 
": ., 

" 

capaci tance [~O]. That ,is,' for the initial calculations, 

we assume that the rise- and fall-time is 7 ~s. If it is 

assumed that the rise- and fall-times are approximately 

linear at the FWHM points, a 52 ~s equivalent square-wave 

pulse can be used to calculate the modulator PFN 

capacitance. The characteristic impedance of the PFN can 

be calculated in a similar manner. It was earlier noted 

1 .. 

"I' 

:r 
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that a PFN having an average impedance of 5.5 n could be 

switched by available commercial thyratrons. If the 

average impedance of the PFN is 5.5 n, then the output 

PFN section may have a slightly higher output impedance, 
) 

e.g., 6.5 n, and the opposing PFN section, a lower 

impedance, e.g., 4.5 O. A 6 n PFN impedance affords an 

initial intermediate starting point for the circuit 

simulations. :' . 

. Th~ iridividuai-section induc~~nce and'capacitanc~ of 

the Type' E, PFN . can, be d~rived frqm the equations for a 
", '.' 

distr,ibuted transmission line ~., That is, given the: pl.llse . 

width and' impedance of the network, the total 'cap~citance .. '. . . '~ . .'"~. 

and inductance comp:rising the PFN can be talculated~ .For 

a transmission line, the pulse-width· is given by Eq. 
, , 

(3.8) 

where LT is the total PFN inductance and CT the total PFN 

capacitance. The factor of 2 arises from the manner in 

which a transmission line discharges into a fixed , ' 

" 
impedance load. If a charged transmission line is 

discharged into a matched impedance, the pulse voltage 

across the load is 50% of the charge voltage, but the 

pulse-width is twice the one-way transit time of the 

transmission line. The corresponding average impedance 

of the PFN is given by Eq. 3.9, 

(3.9) 
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Combining Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9, we get 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where RpFN is the average impedance of the PFN and T, the 

~equire&pUls~-width [1]. For a ~ix-section, Type E PFN, 
.-- I' 

the indi'yid~~l se<;:;tion" capaci tance 'IS .simply" CN = 'CT/6. 

As a starting ,point f6r the circuit simulatioris l a 

.; 6 n, 52.l.I.s fixe,dimpedance PFN \Vas chosen. 'As'shown in 

.'-';' 

Fig . ~ ,.' 4 " the :r-especti ve inductan:ce and, capacitance o,f 

,eachs~ct'i~n 'are appi:-ox'imatelY ~qu·al ... ,The first and iast 

~ectioninductaric~s ~r~adj~sted to beabout20i higher 

: than the ~iddle ~ection inductances [1]; ,~rom Eqs. 3.10 

aDd 3.11 :the "total calculated inductance is 156jJ.H and 
"j " ,t 

the total capacitance is 4.44 I.I.F. 

Roark has shown that it is possible to derive the 

differential equations for the PFN and to model it into a 

nonlinear load using Fourier design t~chniques [11]. 

However, for our purpose a much simpler analysis was 

chosen.' The· iTd tfal 6 n, 52 I.I.s PFN circuit along with 

constant current/resistive load, the associated f?tray 

circuit capacitance and the switch inductance was "coded" 

into a commercial circuit analysis code (SPICE). The PFN 

was then tuned on the basis of the SPICE-calculated 

vol tage and current response of the I ine when working 

into the electron-beam load (constant-current load). 



, . 

T
C1 

= .74 JiF T~2" = ~74 JiF T C3 = .• 74 Ji,F, 'T'" • ,. C4 = .74 JiF" T" ',' ::' "C,5 = .74 JiF ~ 
. . . .- - ., . ," ~ '. . ., - ,'.' . 

c· •• • _ ' • 

_ _ ___ • r • 

t------------------~--------, 
It.. 1 = 5.5 JiH '-t.2= 5.5 JiH 

: Imonltor 

Lp= 18.7 mH 

Transformer Model 

{;-. 

Csec = 0.126, JlF 

;:, ," 

Cca,ble= .6JiF . " 

Matching 
Resistor 

~ = .74 JiF 

All values referenced to 
prImary of transformer 

Figure 3.4 Fixed impe'dance,,:' 52 J1s, 6 n PFN" shown' along, with the transformer model and stray 
capacitance, 'used to model the ,mod\Ha.tor circuit. ' 

~ 

'" 
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The modulator/electron beam system specifications 

complicate the circuit simulation. As part of the system 

specification, the modulator is 6 m removed from the 

cathode. High voltage coaxial cables connect the 

modulator to the electron beam gun. The coaxial cables 

which link the modulator to the cathode introduce a large 

amount of stray capacitance across the output of the 

modulator. Mqreover,. the cathbde,.is grid-controlled. 

The cathode is . tur~ed' on /o~lY .' above '. an <anode-cathode'" 

voltage ,of" f35 ,kV top;revent deposition .of electrons into 
, ,'. 

thelaseris 'f6i;L , window. Thus the pulsed .current source 
, . . 

represents"cl .time Varying load 'which 
','" 'I 

capabit{ve, 'reslstiv~, and aconstant~currerit (load) 

during the' '~rtode':'cathode 'ac;celerator, pulse. ,During the, 
. ~.; , 

risetime of the anode-cath'ode acceleration vol t~ge> the 

;,impedance' qf the loa~'~'is determined o~ly bya conibil1ation' ;:,>' 

. of' the pa'rallel matching resistor selected and the st:r;ay 

capacitance across the secohdary of. the transformer (~ig. 

3.4) • Until the electron beam has been "turned on" by 

the grid pulse, the modulator current is determined only 

and the .secondary stray capacitance (cable 

capaci tance). . Once the electron beam cur,rent," or in this 

case, the constant-current load, is "turned on" the 

modulator's load then changes to what is, predominantly, 

a resistive/constant-current load. The charged cable 

capaci tance and the other stray capacitance across the 

modulator's output do however interact with the modulator 

circuit and to a lesser extent determine the anode-

cathode voltage pulse flatness once the electron beam has 
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been "turned on" . To model these interactions 

accurately, the circuit model must include the stray 

capacitance, the parallel matching resistor and the 

constant-current load. The model derived for the 

modulator/electron beam system, as shown in Fig 3.4, 

includes the stray load capacitance, the pulsed current 

source, and the parallel matching resistor to simulate 

I, the physical l'oac:i p+esent in~he "modl;llat()r/electron .beam 
, i' i.", '.. • .' 

I.", 

system. 
~ . . 

Irttuitively ,th~co~xial,'cable linking the ~le6tton 

beam, gun' to '~hemodulator'compiicates the mOdel.lingof 

',.'t,he PFN, , response to the C co~staht ,current load . 'Because', 

,the "cable ,impedance:is, low,' coinpar~d to the" driving 

impedance ,of,~heinod\J.lator "thecabl~, :, or in this.' case 

t.he t,hree 67' nparailel cables, 'c;:~n p-e 'modeled'as a 
'" 

lumped' 'capacitance and, inductance .• Of 
. , 

course, 
,v 

this 

approximation is valid only when the transit'time of the 

cables is much less than' the risetime of the electr,on 

beam.~ For the modulator of Fig. (2.7) the three 67 n 

cables have a combined impedance of 22.3 n and a one-way , . , 

transit time of 30 ns. When the cabl~ impedance is 

compared with' the 1985" n' driving, Hnpedance of the 

modulator, ' • the cables appear as a capacitance. The high 

cable capacitance dramatically alters the risetime of the 

cathode-anode acceleration voltage and must be used in 

the model. The 60 ns two-way transit time of the coaxial 

cables is substantially less than the 

theoretical 2 ~s risetime of the electron beam current. 

Thus, the simple relation C = 1/Z gives the cable 
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equivalent cable capacitance of 1.34 nF. It was found 

that the cable capacitance is the dominant secondary 

capacitance across the transfomer. Additional, stray 

secondary capacitance is introduced by the large 2500 cm
2 

cathode structure, and the grid-pulser case-to-ground. 

The cathode stray capacitance to ground is approximately 

320 pF. The grid-pulser case-to-ground contributes an 

additional 150 pF. Similarly, the large secondary 

transformer' winding has an effective capacitance of 

200 .pF ~ "Rather' than include all the', discrete lumped,' 

capacitarlce ,value's as' part ,'of the circui t model~ the 

,values can ,be summed. 'The ,320 ,pF cathC?d~ capacitance, 

when' col1\bined wi tht;.he, cable capacitance, gives a total 

'secondary stray capacitance of 1.66 ,hF. The stray 

secondary transformer capac~tahce and the grid-:pulser 

capacitance have" an equivalent 350·pF. ,~To further 

simplifY the model, the stray capacitance across the 

secondary of the modulator, the parallel matching 

resistor and the constant current load are referred to 

the primary of the model. When the 1.66 nF and 350 pF 

capacitance are referred to the primary of the modulator, 

the respective values are O. 6 ~F and ,0 .126 ~f 'as shown in 

Fig. 3.4.' The col1\bined o. 726~F unchar,ged stray 

capacitance is equivalent to one PFN section capacitance, 

and must be charged during the risetime of the anode-

cathode pulse. This, of course, complicates the tuning 

of the PFN to the desired ± 10% pulse flatness 

specifications and increases the amount of overshoot 

present on the leading edge of the applied cathode 
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voltage. 

Along with the lumped cable capacitance, the cable 

inductance was also calculated. Using the relation 

L = 1Zcable the equivalent cable inductance is 559 nH. 

When referred to the primary of the transformer the 

equivalent cable inductance is 1.55 nH. Compared to the 

transformer 11 ~H leakage inductance and the 26 ~H PFN 
~~ :;. 

output inductance,' the series, cable inductance can be ' 
, , 

"neglected. 
j' .' 

The effect'· of ,the' non-ideal pulse" transformer 
." . 

through wl}ich the ,PFN is coupled: to the .load mus~,also ,be 
.',. I '. . . 

inc:luded, ,in -thec1rcui t model. An' ideal.p:Ll1se 
t' 

tran~former would' have an" i~fini te risetime; no droop and 

no secondary capacitance . Although the transforfuer 

. secondary' capaci'tancehas 'already been included' in the 
. " . . .' .. 

- , 

mQdel, the leakageindu.ctanc,eand· self-inductance of the 

transformer must alsorie included in the model. These 

inductances ~ccount for the finite risetime and the droop 

of the pulse introduced bya physically realizable 

transformer [12]. For an ideal transformer the coupling 

coeff icient K is 1; in real i ty K is somewhat less than 

,uni ty. Since Kis almost always less than,unity for a 

physical transformer, not all of the magnetic flux 

generated by the primary is coupled to the secondary [1]. 

The associated leakage inductance introduced by this 

imperfect coupling increases the risetime of the 

transformer [12]. Several models of transformers have 

been developed which include the effect of this leakage 

inductance [13]. The model used for the circuit 
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simulation symmetrically distributes the leakage 

inductance about the transformer's self-inductance Lp as 

shown in Fig. (3.4). For the 1:19, 250 kV, 52 ~s pulse 

transformer selected, the primary leakage and self-

inductances are 11 ~H and 18.6 mH, respectively. Using 

an average load impedance and the average impedance of 

the PFN the droop is 0.7% and does not significantly 

effect the pulse;...width pr flatness _ [,13] . ',' 
" ." , 

SPICE, 'a commercial circuit simula~ion:, - w'as used to 

-model the' response of the' circuit c;>f 'Pl.9' 3. 4to the 

pulsed current . load ;, pr~sented by the electron beam. 
" ',I' 

During thes,~ll\ulations, it was found ,that the~mtape~ed' 
, ~ , , , .' '- '. 

,P-F~ 'of ,Fig. 3'~ 4 'wasun~,ple tom~et -~h~ .. 4,5 J,LS pulse-width 
'", 

,~equire,d by the ~c62\i,aser. ' ! As: part 0f' the: ~t~rativ~ 

design', p.r~cess ,'the,' im~edance of the PF,~ w'astapered, - ~~ 
, , , 

,shown in Fig-~ '3.'5. . Tapering of the PFN impedance' was 

'performed by increasing the ,inductance at the front-end 

of the PFN, and lowering the inductance at the back of 

the PFN. Because each section of the PFN has a 

characterist.ic impedance given by the section inductance 

and capacitance, z . = ·sectl.on the 

impedance·~fthe PFN is decreased along it~ iength. The 

voltage across the load increases with time in response 

to tapering the PFN impedance. Figure 3.6 shows the 

normalized voltage waveforms 'of both the untapered and 

tapered PFN response to the pulsed current source load. 

The dashed line represents the response of the untapered 

PFN (Fig. 3.4) to a constant current source load (Fig. 

3.6). During the initial risetime of the pulse, the stray 

,J" '-.;. 
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secondary capacitance is charged. As the electron beam 

turns on, the stray secondary capacitance begins to 

discharge. The voltage pulse, or in this case, the 

anode-cathode voltage begins to droop, as seen in Fig. 

3.6. This voltage droop can be reduced by decreasing the 

PFN impedance along its length, which effectively charges 

the . stray capaci,tance by increasing the pulse voltage 

slope.· . Analysis of the voltage waveform. from the 

untaperedPFN circuit model also indica"t;ed that the'pulse 

'wid'thcorresponding 1:,0 a 1: 10% flatness spec~fication was 

'only 40 IJ.s in width.' The 40 IJ.s pulse-wl.dth was 12 .. ~% 
. . . . . 

short pf'the desired' 45'lJ.s·pulse-width. 

".Asmen:tioned, an i t~rati ve' ;tuning procedure was 

<adopted during the cO,urse of the deE;ig'n 'pr?cess~,' BecaUf~e' 

of the risetime or' turn-on time,,of' th.e ' current' s'ource 

(electron beam load) ., 'phasing of the current source with 

respect to the anode-cathode' voltage is important. As 

aforementioned, the load impedance seen by the modulator 

is complicated and varies in time. The load is not only 

capacitive and resistive, but also contains a constant-

current load,~ To model the turn-on of the electron beam 

load, a constant current source:,with a 2 IJ.s risetime (0-

100%), 45 IJ.S flat-top, and 4.5 IJ.s fali-time was used. 

The constant current source was delayed 3.5 IJ.s into the 

anode-cathode pulse ( load voltage). Physically, this 

represented the electron beam turning on above a nominal 

135 keV energy level. This prevents the low energy 

electrons from being deposited into the foil and 

subsequent overheating of the foil. 
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The final version of the tapered PFN is shown in Fig. 

3.5. After several "tuning" iterations, during which 

small changes were made to the PFN section inductors, the 

simulated response of the modulator/PFN met the required 

± 10% voltage flatness specification, as well as the 

required pulse-width of .45 ~s (90-90). The normalized 

voltage pulse (Fig. 3.6) produbed by the tapered PFN is 

c~ntrasted with the voltage. waveform of the untapered P:FN 

of . Fig.. 3.4. The .impedanbe tapering .incr!3ases the' 

useable portion of the waveform by 5 ~s. 
.' . 

rl?ing·"slope o~ the pul"se" increases the 'avef-agev61 tage 
) . ". 

or in.the case ·of: an electron beam, the average electron 
"-! 

. " . enepgy.s:een by The iterative ,tuning 

proces~'allowed th~ voltage waveform· to be· tuned to 

± 8.5%.,1.5%.better than the. required.specification~' 

To understand, the subtler differences produced by 

varying the impedance of the load slightly, the 

normalized waveforms produced at the maximum and minimum 

impedances (Table 3.2) of the four ranges were overlaid 

< (Fig. 3.7). Three characteristic differences are 

apparent after review of the eight, overlaid' 'voltage 

waveforms. The;, phase of the maximum and minimum 

inflections or oscillations shift with respect to the 

initial peak of the waveform. This effect is accentuated 

on the third oscillation at the tail end of the pulse. 

As the load impedance changes, the rate at which the 

stray secondary capacitance discharges into the electron 

beam load also changes. Inherently, this also effects 

the fall-time of the pulse and the reversal across the 

\. 
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anode-cathode gap. The reverse voltage was also found to 

be higher than originally calculated. The 30% voltage 

reversal as noted from the circuit simulations was 10% 

higher than the anticipated theoretical value. To 

decrease these high voltage reversals across the anode-

cathode gap, a 375 kV - 600 0 snubber diode-resistor pair 

was later added to the modulator design (Fig. 3.8) • 

The circuits • "" 'c. 
of, Fl.gs. 3.4" and 3.5, reference all 

component' value~ to the primary si~'e qf' the~transform~r., 

This allowed,the,bircuit, si~ulationto b~ si~~lifie~arid' 
, ' , 

allowed the inter?lction ' of, the PFN and, uncharged 'stray 
; . t ~. >, ' ., •. 

capac~ tanc~' to b~. b~:tter " understood' while tuning the, 
, ,1-. " 

" , 

ci~cuit.,A~f~IL l~s~ing 9fon~ of the circuit ~i.~latiori 
,.', . 

spdes' is in Appendix' C, with a detail~d 
"" . 

expl~n?ltiort 'of ,thecode-listing~ 
• , 1-, '. ' • 

' .. 
the PFN," the prini~t:"y voi tage -wa~ scaled to represent the 

modulator secondary voltage ( 1 : 19) and plotted on an 

expanded scale. The secondary or electron beam voltage 

along wit,h a reference current beam is shown in Fig. 3.9. 

As aforementioned, the grid-controlled electton beam is 

not turned on until after the anode-cathode voltage 

reaches a minimu~ value of '-135 kV. sfmilarly,' the g:rid 

pulse, or in the case of the simulation, the ,current 

source, is turned off prior to the anode-cathode voltage 

falling below -135 kV or, in this case, -205 kV. Figure 

3.9 shows the simulated average -234 kV voltage into a 

parallel matching resistor Rpar = 4542 and a constant 

current (84.7 A) load. The total load impedance is 2737 

o. Correspondingly, the current supplied by the modulator 
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is shown in Fig. 3.10. The simulated current pulse shown 

in Fig. 3.10 is the modulator current supplied to the 

electron beam (84.7 A), the current through the matching 

resistor (51.5 A), and the displacement current required 

to charge the stray capacitance across the secondary of 

the transformer. The initial, slow-rising, low current 

section of the waveform corresponds to the displacement 

current requ~red to charge the ,secondary 'stray 

capa'citance. The' fast 2 ~s i'inear pulse curre~t' 'ri'setime' 

observed in the circuit simulation coincides with' the . '. . . . 
. . - . 

,modeled turn~on time ofth~ beam. current.' Sim~larly,the 

.linear ,4. 5 ~s fall-time is a consequence of the turn-off 

time or 'fall-ttme of the beam, model is, current. Uniquely~, 

the total purre'nt 'waveform sup~lied' by' th~, modulator is' 
, 'I • ,,,' - • • 

not linearwith'voltage. That is, an inc~ease":in, ~pltage 

does not correspond to' firiear incr'ease in modulator 

current, as would be observed into a strictly resi~tive 

load. Thus the modulator's circuit interaction with its 

load' is complex. A small change in the PFN impedance can 

~esult in large observed changes in the m6dulator's 

output waveform,as seen from the circuit simulations; 

',,:3.4 Layout and Design of' the 250kV, 52 ","S Modulator 

The size and component layout of the modulator is 

dri ven by four ,components; the 250 kV, 1: 19 step-up 

transformer, the 52 ~s 1800 J, six-section, 5.5 n PFN, 

the charging inductor, and the grid pulser. The most 

massive component found in the modulator is the iron-
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core, 250 kV pulse transformer. The 66.0 cm x 66.0 cm x 

81.2 cm transformer size is a result of the volt-second 

product and the insulation spacing required by the 250 kV 

secondary of the transformer. To accommodate the 52 ~s, 

250 kV pulse, a volt-second product of 14 is required to 

prevent saturation of the core. The transformer pulse 

specifications include the calculated 8. 25 ~s (10-90) 

r:isetime., the 4~ ~s flat-top and the 14 .~~ (90-:-io )fall-:-

, time "of the" anod'e-cathodeyoltage. . In . order to reduce 

the am()Unt ,'/of, silicon ,', iron-core' require~ • by 
, , 

.the 
'.',' ... 

swing . of the ' core is' 
• " \' J- , .' '. '. _ . 

A 50 A DC reset current'".opposite in 'direction: 
, " . ' "'.' , ,~'" "1.< I . , 

to.the PFNcurrent is used to reset the B-H loop o·f 'the 
", ,. " 

core ~ " Theres,~t c\l.rrent 4.? pro~ided,:' by. a 12 ' V, 50 A,' 

powel:" supply "is61ated'fr6m,th~ :28:-30 kV,52 ~s PFN' pulse. 

by '~'. 100 mH' isolatio~ . inductoi.~ The, 100 mH isolation 

inductor along with a few filter capacitors prevent 

transients from coupling into the power supply and allow 

the 12 V, 50 A DC power supply to be connected to the 

primary of the 1:;1.9 step-up transformer. The modulator 

layout, along with the high voltage step-up transformer, 

is shown' in Fig. 3.1'1. 

Filial aspects of the design of the 250 kV pulse 

transformer were settled by size and cost considerations. 

Although to first order the core volume is determined by 

the energy switched per pulse, core heating or core loss 

influence the transformer design [1]. It is well known 

that both ferromagnetic core loss and hysteresis loss 

depend upon laminate eddy currents [14]. The eddy 

r • ~ 



Figure 3.11 Photograph of modulator showing high voltage step- up transformer, PFN, and 
matching resistor. 
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current loss is strongly dependent on the thickness of 

the core laminate as shown by Charap and winter [15, 16]. 

As the laminate thickness decreases the core loss 

decreases [15, 16]. However, laminate thickness directly 

determines the core cost and thus the final transformer 

cost [14]. Lord has reported multi-megawatt, multi-
, 

microsecond design and operation pf both 1-mi1 to 4-mil 

laminate silicon iron' core transformers ., [17 f.' 'It J'las ,'. 

'also been found that substantial cost·· increases are, 

incurred when the laminate thickness is ,decreased [14]. 

Based on, this,' analysis a" 4-mil laminate ,'thickness was 

selected for ,the transformer. The estimatE!d core loss 

for the pulse transformer. wa~ ,estimated tp be· less thari 
. , 

2·~ 0, or 360 watts when transferring:1800 J/pulse-at 10pps 

[ 18]. 

A photograph' of the transformer and other circuit' 

components is shown in Fig. 3.11. To increase the volt-

second product of the transformer and reduce the overall 

size of the transformer the two secondaries are connected 

in seri,es. The: long pulse-width (52' ~s) and' the high 

(11 ~H) leakage inductance of the transformer allow the 

two se,condaries to be connected in series. One secondary 

winding is designed to operate up to about 150 kV. The 

second secondary winding is then connected to the first 

for operation up to 250 kV. 

The secondary of the transformer is wound in the 

bifilar arrangement. The bifilar secondary winding 

allows 480 V, 1 kHz power to be routed to the electron 

gun filaments (Fig. 3.8). The secondary coil was wound 
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with 16 gauge wire. Because the filament power is 

delivered at 480 V and low current, heating of the 

seondary winding is negligible. To insure reliable 

operation of the transformer, oil insulation is required. 

The oil immersion provides both efficient heat sinking 

and high voltage insulation of the iron core, and 

pr imary-secondary", windings . 

. " The breakdC;;wn field for oil is both time pependent 

and'pc:>larity sensitive [19]. Liquids have been 'found ,tb 
, , " -1/3 
" "have a ,t , ,breakdown. dependence in the microsecond to 

,nana'secorid:' range [1,9 j. ' "The breakd~w~ dependenC;9'of ,oil 

is p'o1.arity' 's~~sit~ve if :the',circuit ,drive impedance is 

" , 

'<, above , 10 n, [19].' For an applied 'negative pulse '·the " 
.,,:,, 

breakdown str,~ngth of transformer "oi1:is about 1.:7 time~ 
~ , - .. 

, , 

that ,~f a posH:i v~ 'pulse : [19] ~ : The negat{ve, electric 
.- ~, 

fleldbreakdown for tran~former oil is calculated to be 

-158 kV /cm for a 2 
100 cm area if a 50 ~s pulse is 

applied. To prevent flashover or breakdown between the 

priJt.lary and secondary, the transformer's peak' electric 

fields are ,designed for operation at about -100 kV/cm 
. ' 

(well below the calculated breakdown field). Moreover~ 

both secon'daries' of the 50 ~~, 250 kVctransformer are 

graded with respect to the electric field distribution. 

The inductance of the transformer winding grades the 

electric field, from turn-to-turn. Corona rings integral 

to the design of the transformer grade the electric field 

at the ends of the secondary winding, and prevent the 

primary-to-secondary electric field from exceeding -100 

kV/cm. 

:". 
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Generous spacing between the 50 ~s step-up 

transformer, and the surrounding low voltage components 

was included to insure breakdown-free operation of the 

modulator. Included in this design strategy were all the 

components or assemblies floating up to 250 kV. 

connections to the secondary of the transformer and the 

gr~d pulser were also in9luded in this list. A generous 
~, 

15cm spacing ~-was 'sel~ected between these high voltage 
• j' " • "', , 

r'.,· 

components "and' thelr su'rrou~ding' .low 'voltage components 

,'as""the design ~criterion. Alth6ughsome geometries "allow ~ 

the peak "electrie tield '~~ tOl?e, ,c;:alcul~ted" ,the many 

:coIl\ponents in' \ a, mbdulab:,r ,"of' this type .~ m;ake ~he 

calculation diffieult.~ Shar;p~ pO,i~ts ,ctssociated:' with', 
"" \ 

,bolted connection~' ,can': incre'ase thE!f i'eldenh~rtcement by 
.... :~ 1.' 

a fact~o:rof; fi~e "or'more ~ '~" Ih,' additlo'n
l

" ~ it < should, be,i 

ridted that the modulator was, specif i¢ally designed' to' be 

raised and lowered into an oil tank (Fig. 2.5). During 

the lifting and lowering process '0 the oil can become 

aerated. Thus, after reviewing the breakdown formulae 

for oil,' a conservative spacing of 15 cm was allowed 

ar6und all high voltage com~onents~ 'In addition, 

'~onnectiohs to all the high vo~tage components were 

designed with electric field reduction in mind. Copper 

tubing, 5 cm in diameter, along with specially machined 

end-pieces allowed easy connection to the last turn of 

the pulse transformer. The large diameter copper tubing 

was also used to connect the high voltage matching 

resistors, the high voltage snubber diodes and the grid 

pulser. The large diameter tubing limited the resultant 
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electric fields to below -125 kV/cm. 

The six 0.74 ~F capacitors in the PFN were securely 

mounted using welded steel rails. Each 0.74 ~F capacitor 

was conservatively rated at 35 kV and 3000 A peak 

discharge currents. Under continuous 10 pps operation 

and 20% voltage reversal, the manufacturer's estimated 

lifetime of the PFNbapacitors is 109 shots. 

""the ~ffect. of:"' stray :'inductaht:e' upcm th'e 

To redUce 

~odulatOi:s:, ' 
• • '\1 

'Output" wc:tvfaform and 'seri~s ,inductance· CE~'L) of, ,each, 

capacitor 'wasliini ted to 350 nH~ , Th~, ESL included the 
, , 

"inductance. of the two capacitor. feed,-through con~~ctions, 

and ,th~ . internal "inductiI.l1ce 6fthe', c~paci tor pads ~, ,In 

" ordEartolimit, the pow¢r, d.issipat~d,: in, the' capacitors 

during each. pulse, 'theinterI:'lal series resistance of each, 

'~ capacitor was specified to be 20 mn or less. 

To minimi ze ohmic losses from the PFN inductors, 
. 

copper tubing 0.635 cm in diameter was used to fabricate 

the' inductors. Inductors, L1 - L5 , of the pulse forming 

network were fabricated on a continuous 16.5 cm diameter 

lucite form. . The number of turns requ,ired for each 

inductor was calculated from Nagoaka' s forimilae as given 
,1, 

by 

b 

where b is the length of the inductor, r the average 

radius, ~ the permeability of free space, and K a 

correction factor for magnetic fringing effects. An 

.: ' 
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iterative calculation was used to arrive at both the 

diameter of the inductor form used and the required 

number of turns per inductor.' The length of each 

inductor was calculated to be 30.4 cm with a radius of 

8.25 cm. The calculated number of turns per inductor is 

summarized in Table 3.7. The theorectical value listed 

in. Table 3.7 is the requiredPFNinductance from the 

circuit simUlations •. , The' calculated value is from 

Nagoaka's formulae with K ~ 0.8 ,in the range ,cf'"interest 

[20] . The actual value, shown 'in Table 3.7 is the 

measur:ed'inductance after tuning of the indl,lctor. Using 

, ,a ,Z-meter' which digitally displays i,nductance',L1 - L6 

"was ' t~ned' by' varying' ,the pi tcll of the, windings, the, ," 

spacing, "and the 1ength~ Insulated spacer blocks were 

then 'used' to securely hol¢ theindlictor turns: in place'~ 

Table 3.7 

Theoretical Calculated Actual No. of 
Inductor Value Value Value Turns 

L1 16.6 ~H 17.8 ~H 18.6 ~H 16 

L2 23.9 ~H 22.6 ~H 22.6 ~H' 18 

L' 
3 27.6 ~H 27.92 ~H 26.3 ~H 20 

L 4 28.0 ~H 27.92 ~H 27.8 ~H 20 

L5 29.1 ~H 30.78 ~H 30.9 ~H 21 

L6 25.0 ~H 25.19 ~H 23.9 ~H 19 

with the exception of L1 and L6 , the measured value 

of inductance is within 6% of the calculated value. The 

output inductor L6 was conservatively made less than the 
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required theoretical value. At the time of fabrication, 

a review of the lead lengths required to connect L6 to C6 

and L6 to the pulse tansformer, showed that about 1 ~H of 

stray inductance was present. The inductance of L6 was 

correspondingly reduced by about 1 ~H. The increased 

inductance of Ll was a result of adding extra lead length 

to connect to C 1 . A value of 18.6 ~H was measured for 

The 'caiculated value' from Nag6aka~'s:formala was 
, , ' . . . 

.. . . 

17.81J.H or 4.5% low from'the measured value. 

Tne pulse' forming ~etwork' is resonah.tiy charged' from 

two 14 .. 5 IJ.F filter capacitors CCH (Fig, •. 3.8)." To ~imit; 

the complexity of the modula~br;' a passive charging 

scheme was' selected." A 1 H, 20 kV.,. iron-core charging ',. 

inductor along with a series ,50 kV, 6 A average charging 

'.diode, ~esbnantly .c~~rgesthe ,PFN in 6.6 ms. The 

charging inductor limits the peak current to 3 A, (18 kV 

charge voltage) and allows a commercial diode to operate 

reliably at 10 pps. In addition to limiting the peak 

charge current, the 1 H charging choke allows the 

thyratron to recover in the inter-pulse period. 

During layout of the modulator, a single~point 

grounding philosophy similar to that· described by 

Morrison [21] was adopted to eliminate ground loops. 

with the exception of the 250 kV pulse transformer 

secondary winding ground, and the 375 kV snubber diode 

stack, all ground tie points terminate on the modulator 

ceiling. A 30 cm wide ground plane does however link the 

secondary winding of the transformer to the single-point, 

ceiling ground plane. 
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The modulator's thyratron is oil-immersed and 

mounted from the ceiling ground plane. To prevent over-

heating of the thyratron, forced oil cooling was 

provided. A pump located external to the modulator tank 

circulates oil drawn from the modulator tank through a 

set of nozzles located on the walls of the modulator. 

,The oil is 'first' cooled;,using a water/oil ,heat 

,'exqhanger., The cooled oil 'is then. dlrectedat "both the, 

, thyratron a~ode 'and cathode.', 'This, prevepts,overheatin:g , 

of the thYZ:-atrOn under the' long pulse <?ondi'tions present. 

The' ',modutator ' was ' built , a~'a , sel,i'-contain'ed 

" 'assembly. The welded, steel-frame a,ssembly allowea, the: 
. " . . 

"",i ':modulator to ,be bU,il t on the, laborat,ory flo~r and then.' 
",:" , ' 

'! :' lowered on to sup~~rtin9, hydr'aulic 'lift~ (,Fig. 2,~ 5). When' 

flush V/i'th the' oil tank, 'the m6dulator' tank measured 

" 219 cm (Hl x 231.64 em (L) x 231.64 Cnt (W) . When filled 

with oil the modulator weighs 12,727 Kg and contains 

about 7,570 liters of oil. 

, .\ 

• I" 
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CHAPTER 4 

CIRCUIT MODELLING AND DESIGN OF THE GRID-PULSER 

4.1 Grid Pulser Design Considerations 

The design of the grid pulser is inherently more 

sophisticated than that of the modulator • The grid 

. '. pulser specificatIons. are imposed by tl1e r:equired + 10% 
- " 

ele~tron ,beam flatness specification ,(~able1.,1) ,The 

'. grid· pulser design is further. complicated by the space

charge:-l imi ted', current load int'o which it must ~perate., 

Becausethe'grid"';cathode ,electron beam (current) load 
. - . 

isspace~ch'arg,e-l~mited, the -:grid-cathode . load . is' 

g~~~rn~d' by 'th~ iChild-L~mgmuir eq\latio~[ -1].' ,The grid 

impedance: is therefore propo;tional ,too v-1/ 2 , thus the 

grid-pul·ser . is iequired to ,operate into a constant 
.. 

perveance load. Two important implications arise from 

this fact. To meet the 5-20 mA/cm2 post foil current 

requirements the grid pulser must operate over a wide 

voltage and\current xange. Consequently, the varying 

impedance complicates the pulse risetime, pulsewidth, 

and flatness,of the grid-cathode control pulse. 

Concurrent to the voltage dependent impedance 

presented by the grid-cathode load, a voltage dependent 

capacitance is present in gridded electron beam guns. 

This voltage dependent capacitance is classically known 

as the Miller capacitance [2]. If an equivalent 

circuit model of the triode is considered, the input 

capacitance across the grid-cathode region is described 

i' 
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by 

(4.1 ) 

where Cgk is the grid-to-cathode capacitance, CgA the 

grid-to-anode capacitance, and Ao the gain of the 

triode circuit.. The grid-cathode input capacitance, 

~i' can thus exceed the original Cgkif the electron 

gun has. a high current or voltage gain. If a modest 

grid-to- andde. capacitance o~ even 90 pF for the 2500 

cm2 ca~hod~ is consider~~ i~c~~junction with ~ ~oltage 
,I ~. 

gain of 500~, 600, the' :grid-~athode capacitance Cgk 

.- .1.7 nF can be exceeded by a factor 6f thirty. To be 

consistant with this c.onclusion, any' mode,l derived for.· 

thegtid pulsei.~ircuit simulations mu~t also includ~ 

the Miller effect [2]. Unfortunately, existing circuit 

simulation programs cannot be configured easily to 

model this capacitance in terms of the voltage gain Ao. 

As part 9f the investigation, an alternative. model 

which describes the capacitance in terms of the 

modulator impedance, the grid voltage, and the anode 

current was derived. The model, described in section 

4.1 allows the input grid capacitance to be simulated 

on existing circuit simulation programs. Both the 

modeling techniques and the capacitance model for the 

grid-cathode load are discussed. Relevant physical 

parameters which describe the interaction of the grid 

pulser with the 2500 cm2 cathode are also described in 

the following sections. 
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The voltage and current parameter space over which 

the grid pulser is required to operate is difficult to 

characterize theoretically. Derivation of the grid 

voltage and current is not straightforward. If the 

2500 cm2 electron beam gun geometry is considered, the 

filament surface area which emits current can not be 

calculated easily, J Fig. 2 .1A) . In classic triode 
~ " 

, tubes, the' extraction. grid' is normal to the entire 

'surf~ce, ,Of:,' th~ "cathod.e filament'. 'Thus i the" entire' 

'filament surface' 'co~tr'ibutes ,tottle .extr~cted electron'" 

c~rrent, ~ndthe ;Chilci':'L~ngmuir ,equation ,can be used to 
. r ' . . 

, '. "I)' , .'~' • • 

calculate the requiredgr~d cC)J1trol voltage.' ,Unfor-, 

" tunately,tl1e ,concentr~ch~mi-cy)iridrical ,extraction' 

grid-filament geometry' is not, easily: ~naly:ied :",usirtg 
:' . ~ . "- , " 

" , clos~df'orm ,SOlution's. Alt~ough a rough ~ppro~i~ation 
. . ' 

of the grid voltage and current requirements can be 

ascertained from geometrical arguments, a computer code 

is necessary. In order to calculate the space-charge-

limit and the electron trajectories, an electron 

particle trajectory code known as EGUN was utilized 

[3] .. Using' theresul ts of the p~~ticle code, the 
,; 

geometrical, transparency (0.6-0. 7') of both the control 

and extraction grids, and the 0.75 cm spacing between 

the filament and extraction grid, the grid voltage and 

current were derived [3]. The corresponding grid 

pulser current and voltage range is 28 A - 166 A and 

185 V - 650 V, respectively. The corresponding grid-

cathode impedance over which the grid pulser must 

operate is 4 0 to 6.6 O. Concurrent with these 

.. : ' 
,',' 

"': , 
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impedance requirements, the grid pulse voltage must 

have a ± 6% voltage flatness, a 2 IJ,S risetime, 4 IJ,S 

fall-time, and a nominal 45 IJ,s pulse-width. 

4.2 Analytic Model Derivation of the 

Grid-to-Cathode Load 

'." Modeiing, of:'c'ircuit or~:pUls~e~formirig-n~twork 
" 

response' to': r~sistiye or linear' vdlt'a:ge loads is well 

documented".',. Avaitable circ~itsimulation C~des' incl,ude 
. '.' 

network' el~ments which' al16wsimulatibnof :t.heSe'\CCiSeS 
~ .," .' ~. L , 

[4, , 5,6] ! ',' However, when~' the ph~sical:,loa'ddeparts, 

dram~~icall~ 'fro~ a' resistive loa~"(for, .xamplea 

, plasma, load or a ,space-charge-limi ted" electron beam 
" . "c, ' 

'I,Oad) ,al~ern~ie mathematical' models are' required which 
.; ,'. 

can be iInplemehted with, available circuit simUlation 

codes. During the investigation of the design of the 

grid pulser for the 2500 cm2 cathode, it was found that 

available circuit simUlation codes could hot easily 

model the grid-to~cathode, space-charge-limited 

electron beam ~load, or"the inherent ,Miller 6apac~tClnce 
" 

arising from the'triode geometry~: 

cathode current is proportional 

Because the grid~ 

to V 3/2 ';"the 
gk ' 

impedance history of the grid-to-cathode pulse is 

non-linear. Moreover, the grid-cathode load includes a 

time varying capacitance which greatly accentuates the 

non-linear load characteristics over which the grid 

pulser operates. As the grid-cathode voltage changes 

slightly so does the Miller capacitance. This results 
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in a slight displacement current in addition to the 

space-charge-limited current. In order to develop a 

circui t model which takes into account the physical 

interaction between the grid pulser, the modulator and 

its space-charge-limited load, a Thevenin equivalent 

model of the system is derived. The model includes the 

modulator, the grid pulser, and t~e finite fixed 
, ," .. 

capaqi tance' be,tween .the'gridand,. anode~s:~hqwn, in Fi'g,. 
J. .- ~~ .. ,~: .. ;,.:,,"- '" ~; ',' "'n'~ 1: -.,-'. 

4.1. "The"'~odelderived, from this TheVEmin~,' equiv~lent,' 
.-, ~, " 

circui ta'llows thE! voltage depEmderit M~11e~ :capaci tance 

to . be , mode~ed 'as. a functio~ bf. the, cJr~ui t:,' para~eters ~ 
i, independent' of t.h~closed circuit gain 6fthe system. 

'",' L' 

, Two assumptj,on~' were' made: prior to the derivation 

,usi'ng the, 'M:i,l+(;!r ,c'~paci tanc;e model'~ '; ',Physically ,th~ 
-. . '" . . 

" 

'g~id 'posse?ses ,a fihi tEl geometr~cal transparency~," The 

transpare'ncy resui ts in the grid intercepting a small 

portion of the cathode~to-anode current. However, the 

intercepted anode current represents a small portion of 

the current flow between the grid and cathode, and can 

be disregarde<:i in order to simplify the capacitance 

model. The second assumption "is dictated by the 

physics of el~ctron flow. In order to extract 
" 

electrons from the cathode, the grid must be positive 

with respect to the cathode potential. Thus, the model 

must take into account the current supplied by the grid 

pulser in order to extract current from the cathode. 

Based on the above assumptions, the equations for 

the capacitance model can be developed from Fig. 4.1. 

Because the model assumes that the grid remains 
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positive and stable during anode voltage fluctuations, 

the grid current must cancel the displacement 

current through Cga or Ig = -Ic [7]. By definition, 

the displacement current through Cga can also be 

written as 

(4.2) 

. . 
where Vp is the" time deri vativl9 of the anode' vol tage .. 
and Vg is the derivative with ,respect to. time of .. the 

grid . voltage. correspondingly, ) the current I ' m 

supplied by the modulator is the result of the anode-' 
. ' .' 

. cathode curremtj Ip and· th~ displacement. current 1;(::' 

through the grid-anode capaci~ance,,'Cga • Thus,. the 

. modulator current can be written' as 

(4.3) 

Similarly, a representative expression for the 

anode current can, be defined as 

(4.4) 

where a is the perveance of the grid-anode space [1]. 

It should be noted that a is derived from the geometry 

of the electron beam gun, and to first order, is 

independent of current and voltage variation. For the 

electron beam cathode of area 2500 

a ~ 0.01 for the grid-to-cathode region. 

2 cm , we have 
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One additional equation is required before a grid-

cathode circuit model can be derived. To deduce the 

interaction of the modulator and grid pulser, the anode 

voltage in terms of the modulator voltage, current, and 

impedance is required. utilizing the Kirchhoff voltage 

equations and the Thevenin model shown in Fig. 4.1, the 

anode voltage can be written as 

1,'-

. Vp'" - V ,- I'· Z,. . ' m m' '~', 
'( 4.5.)' 

where the anode voltage Is. a. fUnction 'of the modulator 
'-. " -,: 

• r r , 

. ,output ,impedance Z ',' ,the m6dulq.tor~~r~ent Im 'q.nd ~he i 

':mod~lator;v:qltage Vm. b~,ff,erent:lat~cm o·f,Eq. 4. 5 with 

.... respect.,,'to' time ' gives, ,.;.' 

• 'V 
P 

(4.6) 

• • where Vp ' and Vm are the derivatives with respect to 

time of the anode and modulator voltage, respectively, 

and Im i~,the time derivative of th~ modulator current. 
-.~ , r1 

Equation,~.6 can be simpl~fied to give 

(4.7) 

During normal operation of a grid-controlled electron 

beam gun, the grid pulse is applied near the "top" of 
• the pulse at Vm ~ o. Differentation of Eq. 4.3, and 

substitution for the derivative of the modulator 

current yields 
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(4.8) 

Substi tution of Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.2 allows the 

displacement current Ic to be expressed in terms of 
• • 

the time-varying anode current, I p ' and I c ' the time-

varying current through Cga' and the time-varying grid 

• 
vol tag~ ,Vg. Thus ,the displapement current Ic,c;:an be 

written as 

(4.9) 

'oJ • 

'Equation;4'.9defines J the. displacement currentth,rough, 

,Cga as 'a function of,: the t~me-varying ~node current, 
" ." ' 

the time-varying displacement durrent' through C'· and , ,"", ' , , " ' ' ga" ' 
'., ,- . 
the ti~e-var~ing:grid volt~geV[7}. Howe~er, fUrther 
"': " ".', .', ;:, 'g' , 

manipl.llation of Eq. 4.,9 is required before the Miller 

capacitance model can be derived in a form which can be 

"coded" into a circuit simulation. 

Equation 4.9 can be manipulated using the 

definition of the anode current or Ip = aV 3/2 
g (Eq. 

4.4). Differen,tiation of Eq. 4. 4wi th some simple 
.;. .. \ 

,'algebra gives 

(4.10) 

substitution of Ig = -Ic and Eq. 4.10 into Eq. 4.9 

gives 
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(4.11) 

Inspection of Eq. 4.11 allows the Miller effect to be 

wri tten using the Thevenin circuit parameters. The 

first term of Eq. 4.11 describes the voltage-dependent 

grid current as a function of the grid voltage, anode 

current, and modulator impedance~,,. By use, of similarity 
." • ,< c, " •• . 

~ 1'1 .. '.' ' .~ 

'" 
argu~ents, ,the'fir:s,f.~t¢rm can be shown in the ,form 

.". ," 

I == C ffV' ,. g,e . g 
L~ • 

" , 

" I, .~ • • 

where c", is the voltage';'depe!1dent Miller' capi:icitarce. ,eff 
", "". '(-

Thus the Millel:" capacitance' from' ,'Eq. 4.'l',l:, can be 

written as 

3 Z 
Ceff = C [ ga 

2 

where Z (ohms) , Ip 

previously defined. 

I' 
P + 1] 

Vg 

(amps) , 

The 

(4.13) 

and V g (voltage) are as 

second term of Eq. 4.11 

describes the resistive-capacitive decay of the grid-

to-anode capacitance, [7]. Because the second term is 

small compared 'to the first term, it can be neglected. 

Equation 4.13 describes the Miller effect or 

Miller capacitance in terms of the circuit parameters. 

However, before Eq. 4.13 can be implemented it must be 

rewritten. At the initialization of a circuit program 

or t = 0+, Eq. 4.13 has a mathematical singularity when 

= o. However, this singularity is removed by 

.", , 
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combining Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.13 to give 

(4.14) 

Although Eq. 4.14 cannot be directly entered into 

SPICE, a simple polynomial expansion of Eq. 4.15 allows 

the equation~o be incorporated into the circuit 

· simul~tion code. 

Concurrent with Eq. 4.14, thespace-:(;:harge charac~': 

teristics . of ,the grid:-cathode region must. also be' in:-

· corporated irit6 the cirquit ~!mulatio~ m~del.·The model . ' -'" -', -. . , ~,' . ' 

. developed to evaluate the Miller capacl:tance neg,lects 
. . 

· the current,fiowin the grid-cathode region. To first 

order, the impedance of t,he grid-cathode region is.' 

(4.15) 

Substitution of the Child-Langmuir equation 

Igk = a Vg 
3/2 (4.16) gk 

into Eq. 4~15 gives 

(4.17) 

where Zgk is the voltage-dependent impedance of the 

grid-cathode region, and a gk the perveance of the grid

cathode region. The perveance a gk is approximately 

0.08-0.1 for the grid-cathode region. This includes 
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the transparency of the grids. 

utilizing Eqs. 4.14 and 4.17, the model shown in 

Fig. 4.2 was constructed to allow the grid pulser 

response to the grid-cathode load characteristics to be 

determined. 

section 4.3 presents the circuit simulation 

results of the grid-pulser response to the grid-cathode 

mO'del. ·As part of.. tp~' imiestigaticm~ ·the results of 

·secti6n4.j are comp~r~d with the- gri~-p~is~r aper~tion' 

into the grid"'-cathode load, and' an 'analysis' of the. 

'res).il ts is. ~presented. 

. . 4.3 ' '. Simulation "of the Grid" pJ,llser' 

intc> the Grid-Cathode., Load. 

. '/ .,' 

\ ~ . 

Integral to the performance of an electron beam 

system, the grid pulser parameters determine the 

risetime of the electron beam, the peak current, the 

flatness of the current pulse, the pulse-width, and 

finally the fall-time of the beam. As part of the 

investigation, a grid pulseri~having a 2 ~s risetime, a 

"! nominal 45 ~s pulse-width, and a 2-.4 ~s fall-t·ime was 

required. Additionally, a grid pulse with a ± 6% 

flatness specification and a controllable pulse-width 

were required to meet the constant current load 

parameters imposed by the modulator circuit simulations 

and the electron beam parameters (Table 1.1). A block 

diagram of the grid pulser is shown in Fig. 4.3. The 

grid pulser is based on a fifteen-section pulse-

. ,. . ~ 
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forming-network of fixed impedance which is 

transformer-coupled to the grid-cathode load. The 

pulse-forming-network is switched by a high voltage, 

high current SCR. Moreover, the pulse-width is 

controlled by a crowbar SCR. The crowbar SCR allows 

the PFN to operate into the 4.4 n - 6 n impedance 

presented by the grid-cathode region under mismatched 
' . 

.. load conditions." R~sidual voltage left on .the. PFN' by 
" . 

'the 'mismatch'ed impedance iS~ffectively· disch~rged, 

. ,thus' . allowi~g .the for~ard.cohducting. SCR to' recove~' 

during the inteq1ulse period. 
. .. 

Desig.n and ,analysis of :t.he 'g?id,r pUlse:r tppology 
: - ", '-t " ,~., ' " • • " 

, .' 

was based on, a trade-off study. ,The study revie~edthe 
. , I 

siz~. constraints.ofthegrid ·pu:r~e!(35 'cm x. 45 cm x 30 

cm) , 
• • • " '. I. - , • 

as· 'we'llas the life specification requirement of 
. . , , ' 

8 ' . , 
10.. pulses~ Based uJon, these co~sHderationsapuls~-

> , .' " 

forming~netwo~k impedance matched to the grid-cathode 

load by a pulse transformer was selected. Because of 

severe size limitations, the design of the grid pulser 

utili~ed an SCR as the ~witch. From a lifetime 

standpoint, a thyratron switch was quite attractive, 
, .~. 

"however the" arici llary' support . ~ystems were. too bulky.-
,~ " <. , 

. After review of available SCR' s, the 'voltage of the PFN 

was set at 800 V. Moreover, the peak current rating of 

commercially available, fast risetime SCR's was limited 

to 400 A. Wi thin these constraints, a 1.4 n pulse-

forming-network impedance matched by the 1: 2 step-up 

transformer to the grid-cathode load was selected. In 

addition to matching the impedance of the pulse-

, J.-' • 

", ! 
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forming-network to the space-charge-limited load, the 

transformer reduces the transients coupled into the 

grid pulser during fault-mode conditions. Inherent to 

electron beam .guns are fast transients generated by 

arcing in the electron beam gun. The resultant 

transient is coupled into the grid pulser by the 

coaxial cables linking the modulator and grid pulse to 

the electron gun .',Transformer coupling of the pUls'e 

formi}1g network and the SCR switch substantially redu'c~' 

thetransient~ ~oupled into the grid pulserthus 
, " 

increasing the life of the solidstate~witches in this 
'. " . . " . 

'-'J"' 

appli9ation. Addlti'onally, 'a negative bias is',~equit:ed,: 
" , 

to prevent:, premature turn':-on of i th'e "electron bea:m 

during the risetime of the 'modulator. 'Transformer 

coupling ~llows "th~ ',bias 'voltage to ,De capac'i ti vely 
• ~ .' ,1 

r coupl~d through the transformer secon,dary to the grid. 

Analysis and design of the pulseforming network is 

complicated by the non-linear vo:J. tage dependent load 

characteristics and the associated Miller capacitance. 

Both the riset~~e and the pulse flatness interact with 

the loa~ characteristics. To first order~ the 

risetime of the applied grid pulseisa function only 

of the risetime of the network section nearest the 

load. Consistent with the 2 ~s risetime requirements, 

as well as the nominal 45 ~s "flat-top" specification, 

a 49.5 ~s (equivalent square-wave), 1.4 0, fifteen 

section pulse forming network was chosen as the initial 

design. utilizing Eqs. 3.11 and 3.13, a first 

approximation of the capacitance and inductance for the 
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pulse-forming-network was calculated; the total 

capaci tance and inductance was 17.7 IJ.F and 34.6 IJ.H, 

respectively. 

Because of the non-linear load characteristics, a 

detailed circuit simulation of the pulse-forming-

network response into the grid-cathode load is 

required. As a first approximation, the pulse forming 
, , ' 

, , 

network is" constructed ,as a fixed, impedance network. 

That' is, the total' capacitance and inductance of the" 
. \ . . . 

network> is divided· equally among the sections (Fig. 

,4.4).' To reduce th~ co¢ple~ity of, the computer circuit" 
. . .' 

calculations, the ,pulse forming el~ments ~re refe~ence4 

to the', seccindaryOf the 1 : 2 step-up transformer.·,' The' 
..' ".' < 

" 
capacitance is, of course,' scaled, down by a fa¢tor, of 

four and the iriduc~ance ~f each sedtion scaled up by a 

,.,factor of four. The model of the grid-'cathode' load 

which was derived in section 4.2 is used to simUlate 

the Miller capacitance and the voltage dependent grid 

impedance. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the circuit 

simUlation consists of many 'elements and is quite 

complex, interactively. 

As part of, the i l1yestigatiori, an iterative 

approach was utilized similar to t6e one adopfed for 

tuning the modulator PFN to its constant current load. 

Iterative calculations over all four electron beam 

operating ranges were required to tune the PFN. The 

resultant pulse forming network is shown in Fig. 4.5, 

along with the load model used in the calculation. For 

clarity, the pulse forming network capacitance and 
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inductance are shown on the secondary of the pulse 

transformer. The primary PFN values can, of course, be 

found by scaling the capacitance and inductance values 

in Fig. 4.5 by a factor of four. Figure 4.6 shows the 

final grid-cathode waveform (circuit code is listed in 

Appendix D). The final simulated waveform was flat 

to ± 6% with a pulse-width of 45.5 ~s. The waveform 

'overshoot and front ~sc'il.:lati'9n" 'is. a res.uitof the- non .... -,s. _. " ~ ,r . . 
'. . . 

linear' 
:~ . , ' ", " . . . . 

load" ',chai-a~teristics. 
I • " , _ 

, .,.,.j. , 

. The '. osc'illation 
I' :, 

ampli t~de, h9wever, chahges' over ttie operating range,.,,' 

, ' ~ . , , 

.,. - ' 

.both the modulator butput impedance and' the grid- .. :, 

;cSthode ~6ltage (Eq~4.14); th~ voltag~ d~pendept 

capaci tan~.e varies 'over' the electron beam operating 
, '. '. ''1'' 

'. As an example of the load 

cap,aci tance variation, the calculated Ceff for the 

highest current range is 

Ceff = [26 * vgk
1/ 2 + 1] ~O pF 

or 59.7 nF. Com~aratively, the calculated Ceff for the 

lowest current range is 

Ceff = [17 * Vgk
1/ 2 + 1] 90 pF (4.19) 

In both cases the Miller capacitance is more than ten-

fold higher than the 1.7 nF combined cable and electron 

gun capacitance. When the Miller capacitance is 
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included with the 1.7 nF cable capacitance, the 

grid-pulser must "drive" 61.4 nF. Moreover, comparison 

of Ceff for the two operating ranges shows that the 

grid-cathode load capacitance varies by a factor of 

roughly 2.5. Inherently, this changes the PFN risetime 
-1 

and overshoot over the entire electron gun operating 

.<. range. Concurrently, th~ amplitude of the overshoot 

varies, and oscillation on the frontofi the '. grid"'" 

cathode waveform 

operating range. 

is. 
" ~' 

dependent upon the electron beam 

Ilituiti vely, the complex" interaction of the pulse- . 

forming-network and the grid~cathode load can be 
" " 

,unde,rstood by examining the physics of . the qircui t. 

During the' risetime of the grid ,'pi,llse, the 'pulse

forming-network interacts with the Miil~~ capacitance. 

,Review of the' equivalent circuit ofFig:~ 4.7 shows that 

the' first PFN section capacitance is much larger than 

the equivalent grid capacitance. .When the grid-pulser 

PFN is triggered, the voltag~ across the Miller 

capacitance "rings" up as a result of the C-L-C circuit 

formed. The impedance of the grid-cathode region does 

however tend to damp out the oscillations. As' the, 

grid-cathode voltage increases across the grid, the 

vol tage-dependent impedance of the region decreases, 

and thus helps to damp out circuit oscillations. As a 

consequence, the Miller capacitance charge is drained-

off as the grid-cathode load decreases in impedance. 

However, because of the initial charge stored in the 

Miller capacitance, some oscillation on the front-end 
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of the pulse persists until the Miller capacitance is 

fully discharged. A close examination of circuit 

operating parameters shows that, indeed, this is the 

case. As an example, we consider the regime of the 

highest electron beam currents. The grid pulser 

operates at a voltage of 650 V. The subsequent Miller 

capactance is 59.7 nF from Eq. 4.18. When the Mi 11 er 

capaci tance is consider,ed in· 'conjunction wit,h, the first 
"',"', .' 

section fnductance~ 

12.67 n from the jL/C value. However, from ·Eq.4.17, 

the grid impedance is 3.92, or ,a factor of, '3~2 .lower 

than the circuit impedarice.' 

: .' .)' '. '.:, ~ ; , ..' .' , .', • .' .lr'~ '.' ~ .', " 

the, appll.ed grld-ca:thod~ pulse.' 'How~ver, during the.' 

initial' . ris,etimeof'1;:he'gr,id-cathode pulse., "the 

impedance. of the region is quite high. Thus ,i' the pulse' 

tends to overshoot slightly, while the grid-cathode 

impedance decreases. 

A similar circuit condition exists throughout the 

operating range of ',the grid-pulser. As an example, 

consider the 5 mA/cm2 , or. lowest· range of the electron 

beam. In this range the grid pulser operates< at about 

250 V. The consequent Miiler capacitance is 24.2 nF. 

When the impedance of the circuit is calculated using 

the equivalent output PFN inductance of 9. 8 ~H, the 

initial circuit impedance is approximately 20.1 n. The 

calculated parallel impedance of the grid-cathode 

region is 6.3 n, from Eq. 4.17. Uniquely, the damping 

ratio stays constant. This results as the Miller 

\', ': ': 
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capacitance decreases at the lower operating range, 

thus decreasing the oscillation seen on the simulated 

grid-cathode voltage waveform. 

4.4 Grid Pulser PFN Layout and Testing 

The small physical size of the grid pulser 

the. grid". 
- 1; , 

... pulser.' PFN. 'As, a -c6riseq\,lence~f the' low (1.4 or PFN,' . 
. . 

impedance, a folded PFN design was ~elected tominimlze, 

the' ~tray. ',inductanGe,inherent in .the,PFN layout.'· 

More~ver ,'a.,'folded PFR d~sign,that,''is a ~F:N 'Whi~~is-
physically "fplded . in- geometry, was "required' to 

pulser' design. these design 

requireme~ts, a PFN de~igri was investigated based upon 

spiral inductors. Classicatly, PFN. design and layout 

h~s relied upon solenoidal construction of the PFN 

inductors as described' in Chapter 3 ~ O. However, a 

preliminar~ design calculation using Nagoaka's formulae 

showed that. a physical length bf 30 cm was _required to' 
. . 

accom~dda~e one of the PFN section inductances 'required 

by the PFN T 8 ] . This length, as well as the large 

number of inductors needed, presupposed the use of 

solenoidal inductor design. As a result of the spiral 

inductor design and the folded PFN design which makes 

calculation of the mutual inductances difficult, exper-

imental investigation of the final PFN design was 

emphasized. 
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The folded PFN is based on a "split" design. 

Seven sections of the PFN are accessible from the 

bottom of the grid pulser and the remaining eight 

sections accessible from the top. Figures 4. 8A and 

4.8B are photographs of the grid-pulser and PFN. An 

"open" construction of the PFN allows easy removal for 

tuning of the inductor and capacitor values. Although 

not apparent in Fig~ 4,.8 ,:the PFN is 'buil t'on a, common 

plastic fraIile.,C0~mon 'tie rails are insufated' from.' 
. . . . 

groundand~asily removed with the entir,e prN assembly. 

,. High 'density reconsti tu:ted, mica, capacitors rated 

at 1200 V were used: for tp,ePFN.' Each capac~tor .was ", 

Maxfmum variation', in 

" capacitance' was found to be, 5%. 'The capaci tanc~ per: ,,' 

section was 1. 24~F (cf . the cal,culated value of 1.18, 

~F, section 4.3, Fig. 4.5), apd'the capacitance of ~the 

last' section was 1. 7 ~F (cf. 1. 6 ~F, Fig. 4.5), 

measured and calculated values differ by only 6%. 

A spiral inductor geometry was adopted for the PFN 

inductor. To optimize the inductor ~esign, Eq. 4.20 

~as used: 

L = 40 N2 r2 K (nH), (4.20) 

where we have 

k = r 

r + tlr(2/3) + w 



A. Side view of Grid-pulser 

B. Bottom view of the grid-pulser showing view of 
the removable PFN. 

Figure 4.8 Photograph of grid-pulser including a 
side-view of the PFN. 
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and N is the number of turns, r the average radius of 

the inductor, l1. r the build-height, and w the width of 

the inductor [9]. The simulation, calculated and final 

inductance values are shown in Table 4.1. The 

inductance values shown in Table 4.1 assume a width of 

1. 27 cm. The build-height assumes that the inductors 

are constructed with copper ribqon of 1.27 x 10-2 cm 

" thickness ,~, insulated"9n ,:both sides ,with kapt0p tape of 
:':""" ',:,' .' , .. ,', '. -'3', , 

'>, thickness' 8.89 x.IOcm., To trim the inductance the' 

• form radius' was' shimmed. ' 

Du:ring, the inductor ccmstructioh;"'it' was fc)Urid' 
.... ,.'., ',. 

that the', the0ret'i~alihdu~tancevaiied by 8%' from' the 
• I : ~ . 

de!:;ired v'alue (Table 4.1) '. ',Trimmi~ng of each individual 
" '. '. • "', i ~ I , '. ' .) , • , • • " ., \ .~. 

i,nducti:mce was diffi~ult' and pr,?ne to, error. The 

," indivi'dual, inductance' values' were'measured 'with a z-
') ~ 

meter having a 'resolution' limited nH. 
.. 

to ± 200 

Inherently, the representative inductances were 8% 

b~low the original calculated value. Al though the 

spiral inductor offers a compact design, accurate 

trimming of the inductance to, the desired value is 

qui te difficul ~. ;However, as, a starting point, the 

grid-pulser PFN was constructed from ,'the values shown, 

in Table 4.i. 

To tune the PFN, a 4 n, non-inductive load was 

placed across the output of the impedance matching 

transformer. Al though the charge voltage on the PFN 

was varied throughout the tests, a minimum of 300 volts 

was used to check pulse fidelity through the iron-core 

pulse transformer. The pulse shape was also checked at 

"J . 

J,,',-:' , 

,'." , 
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Table 4.1 

PFH inductance values including simulation, 
calculated and measured values. All values 
refer to the primary of the grid-pulser. 

Simulation Calculated Measured 
Reguirement value value* 

Ll = 1.96 ~H L1 =1.S6 ~a Ll = 1.S ~H 

L2 = 2.05 ~H . L = 2.05 ~H L2 = 2.1 ~H .. 2 

L3 = 2.14 ~H L3 = 2.21 ~H L - 2.2 ~H 3 

L4 = 2.25 ~H L - 2.21 ~H L4. - 2.3 IlH 4 

L5 2.32 ~H L5 - 2.21 ~H L = 2 .• 3 ~H 5 

L6 = 2.45 ~H L6 2.35 ~H L6 = 2.5 ~H' 

L7 2'~ 45 ~H L· =. 2. S. 
.. 

~H . L7 2·9 ~H = = .. 7 

Ls .- 2.45 ~H LS 2.S ~H . . Ls = 2.6 ~H 

L9 = 2.45 ~H L9 = 2.S ~H L 9 = 2.6 ~H 

L10 = 2.45 ~H L10 = 2.S ~H L10 = 2.5 ~H 

L11 = 2.45 ~H L11 = 2.S ~H L11 = 2.6 ~H 

L12 = 2.45 ~H L12 = 2.S ~H L12 = 2.6 ~H 

L13 = 2.45 ~H L13 = 2.S ~H L13 = 2.6 ~H 

L14 = 2.45 ~H L14 = 2.S ~H L14 = 2.6 ~H 

. L
15 =.2.45 ~H L15 = 2.S ~H L15 2.6 ~H . 

*Includes leakage of transformer and correction for cable 
inductance. 

., , 
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both the minimum and maximum pulse voltages to 

ascertain the tranformer pulse fidelity. 

The initial test waveform into the resistive 4 n 

load is shown in Fig. 4.9. Two relevant characteris-

tics are obvious after review of Fig. 4.9. The most 

obvious is the impedance variation along the length of 

the PFN. As the impedance of each section varies, the 

voltag~: across the fixed resi~t~n6~ load chan9~s. 

Figure 4.9 shows, this effect clearly. After the pulse 

riseti~~ th~ voltageslo~ly incre.ses. The ·test 

voltage waveforml~vels out andth~~drops abruptly at 

appr~ximately 21 IJ,S .AI though the. waveform voltage 

contribution by ,',each indi vidual 'section can be 

identified 
. i . 
by ~ the, ripple· on the .waveform, . the 

", ' , .. 

qu~ntitative ~ariatio~ of each . section . imped~nce ' is 

difficult to calculate analytically. As the PFN 

discharges into the load, internal voltage reflections 

occur along the length of the PFN. As a result, 

forward and backward travelling waves are present in 

the PFN. These voltage reflections are a result of the 

~brupt impedance changes, ~ection to section. 

The second most prominent characteristic of the 

load voltagewa~eform is the voltage "di~" (Fig. 4.9). 

Because of the folded PFN design, an abrupt impedance 

mismatch occurs between section 7 and Section 8 of the 

PFN. Measurements done during the tuning process have 

shown that this impedance mismatch results from the 

inductive connection between Section 7 and Section 8. 

Also in pulse-forming-networks of low impedance, 
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Figure 4.9 Photograph of· initial g~id-pulser 
PFN being discharged into a 4 n load; 
10 ~s/div, 50 V/div. 
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relatively small inductances introduced by the long 

lengths of lead significantly influence the pulse 

shape. Long lead lengths can easily introduce stray 

inductances of the same order as the PFN inductance 

itself, and can thus significantly alter the output 

waveform. 

In order to simplify the PFN tuning procedure, the 

. PFN response into a·.re~istiv. load wa~ simulated using 

SPICE ~ . The" . ,,0.1 tage~depend~rit: load of .Figure 4.5 was 

replaced with a 40 re~istor. 

The resultant waveform" is shown 'in ·Figul;'e, >4.10. 
~ " 

Becau.se' of ':the impedance' tapering' requi:r:ed ',to tune the' 

~FN to the, desired ± 6% tlatness speclfi'bat.iqn into the 

.constq.rit perveance , grid. load, '. th~.~ pulse 
<_, '.' • r 

'has a 
" .... 

df'$tinctive' slope wheri':~~rking intQ a 'resistive lo'ad. ," 
, , 

t- That is, the top of the;' pulse h.as a 9radu~i' negattve'" 

slope as a result of its impedance tapering (long 

pulses are notorious for this, anyway). 

To match the actual PFN characteristics to those 

of the simulation (Fig. 4.10), an experimental approach 

was chosen. During: the investigation it was found that 

small adjustment of the individual section capacitance 

or inductance would change the PFN waveform. Tuning 

was also complicated by the internal voltage 

reflections present in the PFN. Trimming of the 

section capacitances and inductance would change the 

waveform characteristics slightly. The folded PFN 

design also contributed to this problem. As a result 

of the abrupt connection between sections 7 and 8, 
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standing waves were present along the length of the 

PFN. The reflected voltage waves add in the two 

discrete halves of the PFN, as demonstrated by the two 

peaks in Fig. 4.9. Of course, the consequential 

internal reflection make systematic identification of 

indi vidual section impedance changes impossible. To 

circumvent this problem, an active tuning procedure was 

adopted. A O/~ 1, ~F capacitor 
,', 

was mountied on an 
... -,.~ 

While 'operating' at 'lOpps" "the " 

'capaci tor was' tnen, insert~d 'ac~oss 'the ,PFN sectioI1 

under test ~,' During testing. the waveform, was displ~yed 
'- " ; 

on ~n,oscil16s~ope anditl'ie PFN wa\7ef9~m m~nitoreg. The' 

s~ction ,which' required "trimming, '~ould pe, identified 

,easily by a "small change in the ripple, q~oscil+\a~ion 

present oti-the,~o~ of'th~ vavefbrm~. Orice ~dentified, 

the section impedance was trimmed either inductively or 

capacitively. 

The PFN was systematically tuned from front to 

back. Once the "problem" section was, identified, the 

inductance-or capacitance cou;t.d easily be trimmed with 

,small hollow ferrite slugs or dis,crete 0.1 ~F capaci-, 

tors. During the investigation it was ,found that an 

i terati ve tuning procedure was necessary, due to the 

interaction between sections. If the final PFN 

waveform (dashed line of Fig. 4.10) is compared with 

the circuit simulation (solid line), the two waveforms 

agree nicely. Both 10-90% risetimes are 2 ~S. 

However, as shown, the experimental waveform displays 

much less overshoot than the simulation. If the actual 

.', . ': 

, ' 
" . 

;" ' 
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waveform of Fig. 4.11 is reviewed, we see that this is 

the case. It was found that the transformer coupling 

reduced the high frequency overshoot and oscillation. 

At high frequencies, the iron-core of the coupling 

transformer becomes lossy, thus damping out unwanted 

overshoot [10]. Because the circuit simulation did not 

include a detailed model for the transformer, the 
, 

experimental waveform wasfoul1d to be. better than the' 

c{rcuit si~ulations indicat~d. However, as noted in 

S.ection 1.J,the prime purpose of·. the .. simu.la.tion 

studies was. to guide th. practical design features so' 

that, the per:formance specifi~at10ns could be attained 

or bettered. The excellent perfOrmance'ac:::hieved 
, I", 

cl~arly demonstrated the success of this ~trategy. 



A. 

B. 

'"', 
Final ~rid~p~lser response into.a 4 n lbad 
50 ~V/div; 10 ~s/div. 

Expanded view of grid-pulser waveform into 
a 4 n load; 5 ~s/div, 50 V/div. 

Figure 4.11 Photograph of final measured grid
pulser waveform. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTEGRATION AND EXPERIMENTAL EVAULATION 
OF THE MODULATOR/ELECTRON BEAM SYSTEM 

5.1 Experimental Approach Background 

139 

An experimental approach similar to that adopted for 

the grid pulser test was selected for the modulator

electron beainsystem investigation. The modulator response 
. - - . 

was first characterize,d into a:resistiv~. load' usi~ng the 

matching resistqrs integral to the modulator'. (F1g.· 3.8). 

utilizing the e)cperimental voltage and current measlire

,ments, the waveforms' were compared with the modulator 

cireui t simulations. The . ~esult.;; of 'the investlgat'ion and 

the analysi~are~res~nted .. in saction 5.2~· 

Full voltage and current tests. of the integrated 
, '" 

modulator-electron beam system wer~'used to experimentally 

verify the system models. Upon int~gration of the electron 

beam system, vbl tage , current, and Faraday . scanning cup 

diagnostics were employed to "check-out" the system. 

concurrently, the investigation included diagnosis of the 

foil window respqnse to the high energy pulse loading 

present·· during continuous operation at 10 pps. The 

response of both aluminum and titanium foils are reviewed~ 

Both the operational characteristics and the system 

analysis results are presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
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5.2 Modulator Characterization into a Resistive Load 

The verification tests to "check-out" the modulator 

prior to integration with the electron beam system were 

divided into two phases. The first phase was tailored to 

"tuning" up the modulator on a single shot basis to prevent 

damage to major modulator components. Attention was 

focused' 'on. the c:urrents' 'and vcH t~ges 'de livered ,by th~ 

, " "'Plils~-form:lng-~et~ork~hile working .into a re~isti ve loa,d. 
, . ,.' . , ", ' ' " ~. , : . ' 

The second phase, of the 'nibdulator test',~program was 
, . . " . 

designed to lnves'tiga.te,the modU:lat6~ perfortrtance' at fuli. 

aver~ge power- . ~ubseque~hl~, the modulator's reliability 
. , . ,', , "."" 

,at ,~" full vOltage and" curren,t, was determined. The 

,pkrformartce of the majormodul'ator <compoJ?~nts under fu,p: 

,p'eakpower was also investig9-,ted. Both,' the thYri:3.trO'n 
, 

operation and the high voltage resistor' operatiori were 

reviewed. Predominant failure ~echanisms studied includ~d 

voltage flashover of the high voltage resistors~ oil 

insulation integrity of the high voltage step-up 

transformer, and th~ratron perfotmance und~r continuous 

operatioJ:1. 

5.2.1 Phase 1: Experimental Modulator Check-Out 

As part of the Phase 1 experimental tests, the high 

voltage matching resistors were calibrated with the 250 kV 

voltage probe integral to the modulator and a commercially 

available current probe, calibrated to ± 2 ~ o • Voltage and 

current measurements of the modulator output into the 

,,,." 

'/ 

., 
I 
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matching resistors were verified under single-shot 

conditions in the 40-100 kV range. During calibration of 

the resistor stacks the modulator's voltage was restricted 

to this operating range to prevent component damage from 

excessive reversal. 

Analysis of the matching resistor voltage and current 

calibration data. showed a strong' variation of resist-ance 
• '> .~ . _ ' ,A . J •• 

. " 

: "·with, vol't~ge.' This," ·voltagecoefficient iofres.istance. was 

not' surprfsfng for. it is well known' that carbon-ceramic 

" resistors h~Ve a' strong ~01tage~~c~effi6ien~ when' the, 

elec~tic field exceeds several kV/cm. , The va.1 tage 
I • .• ," ~. ,', -, 

'. cgefficientwas ,found to be linear in the 40-1,00' 'k'v range., 

On t;.h~ basis of the «;:!~perimen~al data ,an additional number 
," , . 

" ~ , .' . . ""., 

of re'sistors were' added to the m~tchingresis,tor stacks.' 

The moduJator,\Toltage was. increased,an~,the resistor 
. ' " ,-, 

response in the 175 kV ~ 200 kV voltage range check,ed. 

When the average electric fields across the resistor stacks 

were' in the range 3.6 - 4.1 kVjcm, the resistance was found 

to be unstable in concurrent tests. This was a rather 

uri expected re~ult. Test data from the manufacturer showed' 

a 7.9 kVjcm to 10 kVjcm breakdowhfield in oil. An 

;: .examination of the', resistor stack's surface did not reveal 

tracking, even though high energy modulator discharges had 

occurred. 

After examination of the matching resistor geometry, 

the unstable resistance was attributed to an unforeseen 

geometrical problem. The resistor stacks were mounted 

vertically to insure a good current contact. Compressible, 

bronze wire screen was used between the resistors. The 
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vertical geometry of the resistor stacks, along with the 

propensity of the screen to trap air, was found to be the 

problem. Upon raising and lowering the modulator into the 

oil bath, air was trapped between the resistors. Once 

lowered into oil, the air escaped, clinging to the surface 

of the resistors. The volume of air trapped between the 

resistors is easily calculated. If the screen thickness of 

0.076 cm is consi,dered in conjunction with tlle2.54 cm 

ii1~fde ;'diameter,andil.,l em,outside diameter of the' screen ~ , 
. '''' " ' 

, " ," '.:" 3 ' "'e' " ,<,', ' 

the volum~ of trapped a~~ 'lS 1.7~ cm , w~en a geometrlcal 

scr~en transparencyqf25%: is used for the' calculation. DUe 
? ~~ 

to, the c0mpl~x :geornetry", itt is diff'icul t,' ,to ' accura~e~y 

dc;tlculat,e the actual diamet'er" of' the escaping air·bubbles . 
. ", .~ . . 

If, an average diameter of, 0.1 cm is' assumed for th~'" 
, ' 

, esca'plng' gas 'bubbl~s then· approximately 3, 3~~ bubbles' ,wi I}: 

escape from one of the resistor screen interfaces "before: 

the interface is fully outgassed. Th~ above is, of course, 

a worst-case calculation. 

Breakdown as a result of gaseous inclusions in an 

insulating fluid has been reported p~eviously [1,2]. Both 
'" 

Alston and Kao have developed theoretical formulae for the 

observed breakdown fields in, liq'uid dielectrics. It is 

interesting to', note that the inception of the breakdown 

process is attributed to the electric field in the gaseous 

inclusion or gas bubble exceeding the breakdown field of 

the gas. Alston derived the following formula for the 

electric field Eb 
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(5.1) 

as a function of the liquid's dielectric constant € 1 and 

the applied electric field Eo. Assuming that the average 

field Eo across the resistors is 4.1 kV /cm,@) and that the 

dielectric constant of the transformer oil is 2.5, Eq. 5.1 

gives 5.2 kV/cm for the electric field, within the gas 

bubble. It is rather interesting to note that the observed 

instab~lity of ther~~ista~ce cannot bes61ely attributed 

to breakdown of one gas bubble ~ The calculated field 'of 

5.12 kV/cm is well below the 25-30kV/cm breakdown field of 

air- [3], but as-shQwn below, a field enhancemj3nt-factor of 

about 30 can be exp~cted. 

Two alter-nate _ expl-anations - have .been offered for the. 

unstable matching resistor characteristics found at 175 kV 

- 200 kV. The first is based on the dielectric mismatch 

which occurs at the surface of the resistors if air is 

present in oil. The dielectric constant of air is one, 

that of oil i~ about 2.5, and th, dielectric constant of 

the carbon-cer~mic resistor matrix is in the range of 4-8. 

Thus, a small air bubble clinging to the resistor surface 

can create a very localized field enhancement. If a bubble -

of diameter 0.1 cm is assumed, the field enhancement is on 

the order of 30 • The ensuing streamer formation in oil 

results in flashover of the carbon-ceramic-oil interface. 

Thus, one or two resistors in a resistor stack could 

"flashover" without causing a breakdown of the entire 

stack. 
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The second explanation is based on the calculated 

volume of trapped air. If the air slowly escaped from the 

sixty interfaces found in the matching resistor stacks, 

consecutively generating a stream of bubbles along anyone 

resistor interface, the stream of bubbles could be aligned 

by electrostatic forces and so cause a breakdown channel to 

develop. Again, it is likely that flashover could occur 

er~atically at'one o~,two r~sistor~. 

Once identified, theres'isto~ flashover, problem was 

. easily eliminated. Each resistor in the resistor, stack 

, inci uded a 2. 54·cm hole. Prior to lowering the modulator 

irito oil, a hand:"pump was 'used to force oil'd6:wn the center 

of ,the individual matching resist:.or stacks. The bottom 

resistor was plugged, forcing ?' high' pressure :oil stream 
1 

into ,the space between resistors. Further, tests at full 

200 kV - 250 kV operating voltage sho~ed stable resistance 

characteristics. The parallel combination of all three 

resistor stacks were fo~nd to be 1~00 n, or 15% lower than 

the calculated value of 1951 n at 220 kV. The voltage 

coefficient of the resistors was found to be 15-20% at an 

average electric field of 4.1 kV/cm. 

To complete t~e Phase 1 single-shot modulator tests, 

an analysis of the modulator PFNresponse into a resistive 

load was verified using circuit simUlations. The measured 

response of the modulator into the 1700 n matching resistor 

load is shown in Fig. 5.1. The measured risetime of the 

204 kV pulse was 5.74 ~s and the measured 90-90 pulse-width 

was 46 ~s. The required pulse-width was 45 ~s. The 

similarity in waveshape of the normalized circuit 

"'1 



Figure 5.1 Measured response of modulator 
into the matching resistive load: 
10 ~s/div, 40 kV/div. 
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simulation, Fig. 5.2, shows a close correspondence between 

the simulated and measured waveforms. However, we note 

that a significant difference does occur late in the pulse, 

particularly at the falling edge. 

The experimental data indicates that the modulator 

voltage actually increases during the pulse. This is 

contrary to the circuit simulation results which,indicate a 

pulse dr09P, rather than ,an' increase in ':~;the ~ort~,ge. The 

increasing' voltage,; characteristic is,,easily, eXPfainect' by I 

one, physical factor which was' not, included in ,the circuit 

simulatibn'. " In'the' physical l'ayoutof the 'PFN, ,mutual 

induc,tance is ,present,.,' The. mutual inductc;lnce coupling.: th,e 

"~9jacentPFN !?ection inductors" reduce th,e equivalent series 
. . ' , . 

. inductance . o~ , each, section capacitor.' It has:been shown by::~: 

;,Guillemin' ,.that; th~ 'mtitua'l 'induct?lnce ,betwe,eI1 ", collsis 

'equi valent to' ~ negative' inductance, modeled in s~ries wi til 

the ,equivalent series ihductance of each PFN section 

capacitor [4]. Thus, less voltage is seen to be dropped 

across the stray section inductances (so increasing the 

voltage, across the output of thePFN) when the mutual 

inductance is considered. 

" ' 
From the 'Pha:ge 1 experimental program, 

'\ ' 

it ,was, 

determined that the modulat6r voltage waveform did indeed 

meet the pulse-width and pulse flatness specification. The 

increasing voltage waveform characteristics are an 

advantage if a constant current load is to be driven. 

Thus, no tuning of the modulator PFN was required. 
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5.2.2 Phase II: Full Power Modulator 

Tests and Thyratron Tests 

One apparent trend did become obvious during continu-

ous modulator operation. The thyratron performance was 
, 

dependent on the triggering scheme, the heater and 

reservoir settings~ and the anode and cathode cooling. The 

unusually long pulse (5,2 ~s) along with the '30 kV,3 kA 

circuit parameters distInctly ~nfluenced the "thyratron 

behavior. A conventional single grid triggering scheme was 

t~ied, but the thyr~tiori pe~tormancewas erratic. A dual 

trigger scheme was" established to stabilize the thyratron 

discharge~ ,A high curr~nt 300 V,5 A, 1 ~s pulse w~s used" 

to preionize grid #1 of the CX1574C hollow, anode thyratron. 

Follow'ing the low" vol tage, high current . preionization' 

pulse, a 1 kV, 1 ~s, 20 A pulse is applied to grid #2. The 

low voltage grid #1 pulse provides "seed" electrons to 

stabilize the thyratron discharge. The delay between the 

preionization pulse and the main 1 kV trigger pulse was 

determined to be critical for reliable triggering of the 

thyratron. A 1.5 .,. 1. 8 ~s delay of the' grid #.2 pulse with 

respect t6 the preionizatioh was found to both reduce the 

thyrationjitter and eliminate all prefi~es. Exact delay 

times varied with the three thyratrons tested, and required 

fine tuning to the individual thyratron. The heater and 

reservoir voltage settings were also found to be critical. 

During continuous 10 pps operation, the heater and 

reservoir voltage settings were optimized to 6.1 V and 4.0 

V, respectively. At higher heater and reservoir settings, 
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prefires and high jitter operation was noted. The long 

52 ~s discharge was found to result in anode and cathode 

heating. Directed oil flow across both the anode and 

cathode was found to stabilize the thyratron operation. The 

unstable thyratron performance is attributed to the gas 

dynamics of a thyratron. Under high-repetition rates or 

high energy dischargecondi tions it has been shown that 

pressure gradients restil t from anode heating '[ 5] • ,The 

reported gas gradients' 'de-stabiliz~ , the 
. . " ,,' 

thyratron 

discharge. Additionally, it is well known that continuous 

operation~f a thyr~tron results in ~le~~ted heating at the 

,cathode [6]., Forced cooling of' the cathode removes this 

additional heat component, and stabilizes the thyratron 

perform~nce. 

5.3 Electron Beam System Investigation 

Following the modulator "check-out" a four-part 

program was established to integrate the electron beam 

system. The four...:part program'included the following: (1) 

the integration of' the modulator and, grid pulser with the 

electron-beam gun., (i)' Lifetime testing of the, vacuum/foil 

interface of the laser operating at full' power. (3) 

Verification of the electron beam system over the required 

5-20 rnA/cm2 (12.5-50 A into the gas) current range to 

establish electron beam adjustability, and (4) Character-

ization of the electron beam spatial uniformity. The 

following discussion highlights the key aspects of each 

test phase of the program showing the inherent physics 

, , 
i 

" i 
I 
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issues relevant te the successful demenstratien .of an 

electren beam system. 

Prier te applicatien .of high veltage, character-

izatien .of the grid pulser inte the space-charge limited 

grid-cathede lead was required. Altheugh the grid pulser 

respense inte a resistive lead verified the circuit 

simulatien medel, a space-charge limited lead is nen-linear 

with .. voltage:.. '. InherentlY'~h7'~: PFN "respens~, .can,..,chal1,ge:". 

~ubstantially inte a nen-l~~ear ~ead. utilizing th~ fiber 
• 0 .t ) 

'eptic~llY ~eupledvoltage and'c~rre~t menitersintegrai' to 
-.'. ' . , " .. " 

, . 

I,': 

the' grid pulser" eperatien "of', 'the' grid pulser ~ into the . " .. ' 

electren beam gun lead was verified'~ As shewn" in Fig.' 5 .. 3, 
, , 

,the' grid pulser waveferm· has minimal oversheet' even at the 
., 

.. ' <;Jridpuls,er ~ Cencurrently, .' it was,feund that the. grid ' 

'waveform· waS· flat' to within 4.8% (if the eversheet '1's net 

conSidered), well wi~hin the required 6% grid pulse 

'specificatien. Inherently, as shewn in Fig. 5.3, seme 

eversheet is present en the waveferm. Experimental~y, it 

was verified that the eversheet at the grid-cathede lead is 

reduced substantially.. The cable inductance linking the 

gr~d-pulser te the electren' beam, gun, and the Miller 

capacitance .of the grid-cathede'regien reduce the eversheet 

by filtering the high frequency cempenents. Based en the 

initial grid-cathede waveferms, ne tuning .of the grid 

pulser was required. 

As part .of the investigatien, the medulater respense 

inte the electren beam lead was required. Initial single 

shet, het cathede electren beam tests indicated beth 

veltage-dependent and time-dependent vacuum breakdewn. 
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Figure 5.3 The measuredgrid-pulser response 
into the space~charge limited load 
represented by the grid-cathode 
load. No acceleration voltage 
or electron beam is present. 

Top Trace: Voltage across the 
grid-cathode load 360 V/div, 
10 ~s div. 

Bottom~race: Current into the 
grid-cathode load 40 A/div, 
10 ~s/div. 
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Vacuum breakdown was evidenced by rapid collapse of the 

cathode-anode acceleration voltage and increasing cathode 

current. The rapid collapse of the cathode-anode voltage 

was similar to that found in vacuum gap breakdown 

experiments [7]. However, exact breakdown mechanisms were 

difficult to identify. Both cathode-anode plasma closure 

and/or voltage flashover of the ceramic high voltage 
, . 

bushing could.' ,result in collapse of ,the cathode-anode 

voltage. Rath~r than' damage the cathode" by mult~ple high' 

energy: breakdowns i a . cold cathode fiela emission 

" condi tioriirig pr6cedure, was ~dopted ,"ior' bot'h', thecathodj3, 

and hi~h ~Qlt~~ePlishfng 2~ndlti6n proc~ss.· 

5.3.1 Cpld Cathode Conditioning Proced.ure 

\, . 
. . ,': 

To avoid bfe~kdown·at· low voltage anff further decon-

ditioning of the cathode-anode gap, a low-energy cold 

cathode conditioning process was developed on the basis of 

the ini tlal hot cathode-modulator tests and the observed 

conditioning processes reported for small vacuum gap 

resea:r:ch. That ,is, tbe initial 100 kV modulator-hot' 

cathode tests' indicated breakdown ~ at cathode-anode 

fields of 13.3 kV/cm and high voltage i"nstilator 

breakdown at 1.97 kV/cm. Even if field enhancements in 

the system are taken into account, the electrical field at 

which breakdown occurs is a factor of -10-100 below that 

reported previously [8,9]. Concurrently it appeared that 

the 1800 J PFN pulse deconditioned the vacuum system 

further, degrading the reliability of the electron beam 
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system by increasing the number of breakdowns. The 

decondi tioning effect under high energy is a well known 

effect and has been previously reported by R. Hackman [10]. 

Based on these very preliminary results, a conditioning 

process was developed which limited the breakdown energy to 

about 10 J. The process which is discussed in the 

following section was developed on the basis of cold 

cathode emission experiments . To prevent damage to the 

thoriated tungsten filaments, the cathode and high ~o1t~g~ 

bushing were conditioned at ambient temperature. Thus, gas 

poisoning of the hot thoriated tungsten filaments was 

avoided. 

Investigation of "both small area vacuum gaps and large 

area" gaps, as' reported by Kuenning, an~ Hackam, have shown 

. that the . optimum .~hergy reguirectto condition 
. , 

vacuum 

electrodes is about 1-:10 J [10, 11]. Several m~chanisms 

which are believed to be responsible include "cratering" 

and whisker growth which may lead to . high field 

enhancements, reducing the voltage hold-off of a vacuum gap 

[12] . Thus, a low energy conditioning procedure, such as 

the use of a current-limited DC power supply, appeared to 

,be more appropriate than using the modulator to ,condition 

the cathode. 

On the basis of this observation, a DC conditioning 

procedure independent of the high energy modulator pulse 

was chosen. Initial calculations showed that the cathode-

anode capacitance was approximately 320 pF. At 100 kV and 

250 kV the integral cathode capacitance stores 1.6 J and 

10 J, respectively. Based on these findings, a circuit was 

! 
i 
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chosen to charge the cathode-anode capacitance using a 

1 mA, 250 kV, current limited power supply. The 

conditioning circuit did however require a current 

limiting resistor. The 250 kV DC voltage programmable 

power supply is connected to the high voltage oil bushing 

on the electron beam gun by a 300 kV coaxial cable. The 

67 n dable is 10 m'long and has an ~quivalent capacitance 

of 736 'pF;. The energy" stored in the' cable, at 100 kV and 

250 kvis 3'.68' J 'and 23 J. ,To, prevent the cable ,energy 

f.rom discharging into the cathode-anode, region' 'during the 

condi tioning process ,a current limi ting resistor' is 

required. Experimemtal investlgations'haveshownthat a1-

10,Mn resistor is sufficient to iSblateboth the power 

supply 'and pqwer',' ~'UPPlY cable from the' dis6h~rge [10]. A 
.. 

10 Mn isolation resistor' was selected on the basiS, of, t'his 

data. However, ,the 10 Mn resistor does not limit'the 

current associated with charging the cathode-anode 

capacitance. The power supply output impedance is 

programmable using an internal current program mode and 

vol~age mode. To control the charge time of the cathode

anode capacitance the current output of the power supply is 

programmable up to 1 mAo 

To setup the system for the cold cathode conditioning 

of the 250 cm cathode, as well as the high voltage ceramic 

bushing, the cables linking the modulator to the electron 

beam system were removed. The DC power supply cable and 

limiting resistor were installed in place of the modulator 

cables. 
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As part of the conditioning procedure, the power 

supply voltage was raised to -100 kV over a 10 minute 

interval. At -100 kV, an of emission current of 0.5 rnA was 

noted. During the conditioning process, the background 

f th h b rose from 5 X 10-7 to pressure 0 e vacuum c am er 

3 x 10-6 torr as monitored by a cold-cathode ion gauge. 

Generation of soft x-rays and~occasional voltage breakdown 

'. in' ~he vacu·um':':chamber. was'~lso observed. \ Over afoul- hour 

per~Od ·the 'conditioning voltage 'was increa,sed ·to~150 '. kV~', 

At -150 'kV, a··::'lrnA .. emission current was measured~' At -150, 
._ . '1. • 

kV,' .. i twas .. also noted,' that of emissiog~current 
, . '~ ... 

res\ll ted in frequ~ntvacuum breakdown' occurences. That is, /. . "" " " - - . 

voltage' br.eakdown . was' noted, 'every10"';15 seconds,." It was 

found' thqt reduction of the power supply cu~~e:nt to 0.6. rnA 
'. ,.... c'.' .... ' . " ... ," ~. 

~educed the'trequen¢yof 
.:. - ~ 

breakdown ,to once every 

minutes. At a power supply curr,ent of 0.6 rnA the power 

supply voltage was ramped up to -250 kV over an 8 hour 

period. 

Initial conditioning of a new cathode required a 12-i6 

hour peri~d. After initial conditioning both the cathode. 

and high voltage bushing could be exposed to atmosphere for 

a . day" or two, Yl~;t~out total loss of conditioning. Sub .... 

sequent conditioning after exposure to atmosphere required 

only 1-2 hours of full 250 kV DC hold-off. A "reworked" 

cathode which had been removed from the vacuum chamber 

would condition after 7-8 hours. It has been hypothesized 

that the 7-8 hours conditioning procedure required for a 

reworked cathode resulted from minute scratches and/or the 

presence of dust particles due to handling of the cathode. 

'" ",/ ' 

, .' 
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For a fully DC conditioned system it was observed that only 

0.2-0.3 rnA of cold cathode emission current was noted at 

250 kV, for the - 2500 cm2 cathode area. 

5.3.2 Experimental Evaluation of the 

Modulator Electron Beam System 

,:1'he system tests were re,sumed fol,lowing the cold-
" , 

cathode" Cdtldi ti6nlng proc'edure~ InitiaL, 'pulse, tests at 

~150 kV d¢mo,nstrat'ed both single. shot and full 10,. pps 

repetitive rate~!eliability. Based on these ,~ata 'points;, 

. single~shotf~lJ voltage'tests w~re tried~ 
• , • • < •• • ;' •• ~ ,\. • 

At -:-220 kV no . . ,. " ' 

voltage breakdown of the 'electron-beam system was noted."' 

Full power '10 pps tests at .. ":?20 kV arid 20 mA/cm2' C11P"A) " 

emission current 
" ' 

the, ; r:equired 

pe~formahce' of, . both .the· m6dulator'andthe~1:ect'ron beam 
. <" 

syste~ (Table 1~1). The cathod~ voltage and current ,are 

shown in Fig. 5.3. The constant current load 

characteristics are illustrated by the lower trace of 

Fig. 5.3. Although the peak modulator voltage varies from 

198 kV to 224 kV, the grid controlled 110 A cathode current 

remainscc:>nstant. 'j Thus, :. :the modulator's load impedance 

varies during the pulse. 

To demonstrate the load characteristics imposed by the 

constant current load, the normalized modulator response 

into a resistive load and into the constant current load 

are shown in Fig. 5.4. The constant current load tends to 

accentuate the pulse characteristics. Both voltage ripple 

and overshoot are more prominent in the constant current 
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load case. One additional characteristic is noted on the 

constant current load pulse. During the fall-time of the 

voltage pulse, the electron beam current is turned off by 

the grid-cathode pulse to prevent damage to the foil 

interface. This prevents the low energy electrons in the 

"tail" of the pulse from being deposited into the foil. 

When the cathode current is turned off, the load seen by 

the modulator" is transformed from a predominantly constant 

'c~rrent load to a resistive load. Once th~ cathode cQrrent 

i~ turnedoff~ the modulator dissipates .the remaining pulse 

energy into" the modulator". matching resistor. The 

transiti6n from the constant current lo~d to the. resistive 

"load tends tQ decrease the amount of· droop on the pulse. 

This effect also increases the puls~-width slightly. 

During the che6kOut pha~e of the electron beam ~ystem~ 

the cathode and the high~oltage vacUum insulator~ voltage 

reliability was investigated. An interesting trend 

manifested itself while the system ~as operated at -200 kV. 

After DC high voltage conditioning of the cathode and 

vacuum bushing to -250 kV, the cathode and bushing would 

only stay conditioned for two weeks if no voltage was 

applied to the system. Further experiments reveal~d that 

the DC conditioning of" the vacuum system degraded if DC 

vol tage was not reapplied for one or two days after the 

main conditioning procedure. However, intermittent, pulsed 

cathode operation of the system required no prior or 

additional conditioning up to two weeks between system 

tests. During the tests a vacuum integrity of better than 

5 x 10-6 Torr was maintained using a cryogenic vacuum pump. 
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As part of the experimental program, the high voltage 

reliability of the pulsed cathode, and high voltage bushing 

was also investigated. Three one-hour full power tests at 

2 
224 kV, 10 pps rep-rate and 20 rnA/cm (110 A) cathode 

current demonstrated high voltage reliability. During 

three one-hour tests only four or five vacuum breakdowns 

were noted. For the system to operate reliably without 

yacuum breakdowns required ,a vacuum pressure of better 
, ' . -6 

.. than 5 x .10 Torr. During several one 'hour tests of the 
. . 

. - . . . .' '.' ~7' -6 
system, pressure r~ses from 5x 10 to 5. x 10. torr were' 

-6 .. 
observed. Above 5 x 10,' Torr frequent vacuum breakdown 

disch~rges occurred under repetitJve conditions. 

. 5.3.3 Applicability of the ColdCa~ode Tests 

to the Hpt Cathode Results 

Analysis of the c61d cathode conditioning procedure and 

its applicability to the pulsed, hot cathode system tests 

is compl icated by a large number of parameters.' For the 

cold cathode conditioning procedure, field emission and 

subsequent vacuum arcing has been hypothesized to be the 

predominaqt conditioning mechanism. However, the presence . , 

of the two high voltage ceramic (alumih~) support bushings 

also play a role in the conditioning process. That is, 

charge must be applied to the insulator surface before the 

theoretical voltage hold-off can be achieved [14]. 

The experimental parameter space is further com-

plicated by the geometry of the electron gun and the 

Hibachi foil support structure. The front of the electron 

I 

I , 

I 
·.1 

.,1 

I 
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gun is comprised of an eighty percent transparent mesh 

which makes up the control grid. The mesh forms an 

equipotential surface although the surface electric fields 

are increased due to the field enhancement arising locally 

at the wires of the mesh. The ribbed Hibachi structure 

(anode) also increases the field at the anode surface. 

These field enhancements cause field emission, especially 

'during "the conditiohingproce,ss'. 
, ,! '.' , ,', 

, , 
It should be mer1tioned that during the 'conditioning 

process~ surface cO,ntamination such' a~ adsorbed gases may 

be removed. AS a, precaution against iayers of gross 
,- , . ~ . 

contamination prior to installation r' the. electron gun, 

vacuum' 'inS~lato~s i ,vacuum ~hamper~and Hibachi, structure 
','-

,and, ',cleaned throughly 
, , 

".d~greased using"" vacuum 
, . - . ~ 

were 

~o:mpatible s?lvents~ How;ever',' this cleaning. prc)ces~'does 
, , 

not, ,prevent gas t:non,olayers (or' mul til ayers ) from forming 

during installation at atmospheric pressure. These layers, 

which form as a result of being exposed to gas, may also be 

desorbed during the conditioning process. The des orbed 

layers can resul~ in a vacuum ,pressure rise. Conversely, 

the pressure ri~£emay result in IJ" plas~a and metal vapor 

being presen,t during the ~bld cathod~' condi tioning process~ 
:, ' .~". ' -,' , " u', 

Also, as vacuum arcs occur, metal is sputtered from both 

the anode and cathode (electron gun). 

The hot cathode test parameter space is even more 

complicated than that of the cold cathode tests. The 

presence of heated thoriated tungsten filaments implies 

elevated temperature operation of the cathode structure, 

the ceramic bushings, the anode or Hibachi, the vacuum 
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chamber, O/ring surfaces and the foil interface. Thus, 

these surfaces may desorb gases for several weeks before 

corning to equilibrium [15]. The presence of an electron 

beam in the cathode-anode gap further complicates the 

comparison between the hot and cold cathode tests. An 

electron beam can easily ionize gases on surfaces [15]. In 

the event that gas layers are desorbed, a local Paschen 

'" minimum may occur, near the surfa,?e, lea,ding to a local 
.'. ' 

br~akqown. . Also, whiskers.or enhanced microprotrusions can· 

. rapidly <'be heated to vapour temperatures ~evol ving . both gas 

and metal vapours .. 

During hot cathode operation" loy;, energy 2'od .500 eV' 

electroI)s areextracted'frC?m,.the thoriated 'tlipg~tEms~rface 
. " ;J. . • . ' 

by 'the extraction' grid. These low energy elec.trons~are 
. .' , ' , .' . 

the ,extraction ·control ,gridr,egiol1. 
• ,c ' " 

. After . , focused . ~n 

'leaving' this region ,they are aC'celerbatedin 'the control , 

grid-anode (\Hibachi) space to 150 - 250 keV. For the most. 

part,' the grids are quite transparent., However, 30-40 

percent of the electrons emitted by the filaments are 

intercepted by the grid structure. The intercepted 

electrons can cause desorption and ionization of .gas'layers 

if t l1eyare. on. the grid surfaces". Thus the geometry a~d 

physical operation of the hot, cathode and cold cathode 

tests make quantati ti ve analysis of the two experiments 

quite difficult. However, the contribution of key physics 

parameters can be estimated. Common parameters as well as 

parameters unique to each experiment are discussed in the 

following paragraphs. 
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As aforementioned, field emission leading to collapse 

of the anode-cathode voltage was observed prior to cold 

cathode conditioning. It is also interesting to note that 

anode-cathode voltage collapse occurred at a pulsed voltage 

of -150 kV. The voltage breakdown across the vacuum 

bushing and/or the cathode-anode gap may have resulted from 

field emission. This hypothesis is supported by the high 

voJ,.tage DC condi tionihg,;, tests,~, Upon .. application o( -90 ky 
',' 

to : the cathode.~grid. struct'-:1re,sbout: 1mA 'of 'current 

, emission w~smeasured. 

'Eie.9tron' emission" at these; low ,voltages," has been 
, .~, ,> (,'. • -; r 

p~eyi6usly noted ,by other irwest,i.gators.' Vacuum electr~n 
, 

emission at. 37 kV/cm h~~ b~eri doc~mented' tor v~rlous metals 
,,;.' 

" 

with thin 'oxide, layers [ 16J;' " However I this electron 
. '-, . 

emission ptoce~s. ~~n be:discount~,d'wrth the, following 

considerations of electron generation rate. The Peak' 

calculated cathode field at 90 kV is 48 kV /cm. This 

includes a field enhancement factor of four based upon 

published field enhancement corrections for a mesh above a 

planar surface [17] .At 37 kV/cm, the reported electron 

generation rate is ~n the ordet 'of 103 - 106 electrons per 

second [16]. Expeiimentally an electron generation ~ate 
. 15 ' , . . " 

of 6.2S;x 10 el!ctrons per second was observed during the 

cold cathode conditioning tests. This is many orders of 

magnitude above that reported for thin film electron 

emission, even though the surface fields are comparable. 

Thus , it is unlike,ly that electron emission based solely 

upon the presence of oxide films is responsible for the 

emission current. 

.,' 

'-J 



Two explanations are offered based on vacuum field 

emission experiments reported in the literature. Although 

the macroscopic field enhancement of four was computed from 

the geometry, the microscopic surface enhancements can 

easily be an order of magnitude above this number. 

Investigations have shown that, prior to conditioning, many 

surfaces have clumps or microprotrusions present on the 

. metallic surface [18]. These clumps or microprotrusions 

can give rise to field enhancement factor~ on the order .of 

10 to iooo times that over, macroscopic field enhancement~ 

[19]. The electron bea~ gun how~ver did not lend itself to 
. . . 

the g~neration of data whiqh could be used to determine the 

field enhancements present on. the· cathode surface. As 

previously mentioned, .the anode-cathode el~ctric field was 

within a factor of 7 of the high . voltage bushing . field. 

Thus, the' field emisf?ion current measured included both 

leakage current across the insulator surface as well as the 

electron emission. 

Based on the microscopic field enhancements reported 

in the literature, it has been hypothesized that clumps or 

microprotrusions were partially responsible for initiation 

or emission of electro~s at the cathode suif~~e.· If even a 

modest field enhancement of 7.5 is cdrisidered for the 

protrusions, subsequent surface electric fields of 

360 kV/cm can result at applied voltages of -90 kV, or so. 

This could, of course, easily explain the high electron 

emission currents of 1 rnA for it is well known that 106 

107 A/cm2 field emission current densities can 

result from surface fields above 250 kV/cm. 
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Once emission begins, the microprotrusions or clumps 

begin to heat. At this point three things may occur. The 

microprotrusion may heat to a temperature above which the 

metal may have a sUbstantial vapour pressure. The field 

enhancement at the tip of the microprotrusion is 

subsequently reduced as metal is mel ted away [21]. Once 

the many sharp projections present are removed, field 

emis~ion'stops and the vacuum gap is conditioned [21]. The 

cionditioningproces~ at the surf~ce is somewhat more 

complicated than' this would imply. ,'Two, addi tiona! factors, 

may result. If the p1asma'or metal vapour evolved ,closes' 

theanode~cathode gap" a vacuum. arc may occur: The energy 

of 'the vacuum arc must , howev~r, ,be 'limited to ,l~ss thim 

~o J ~orc~nditioning to occur. If the arc energy is less 

than 10 J, the fie1denhancel\lent, may be ,remov'ed'~ and ,:t;,hat," 

particular emission si teconditioned ,[ 19] . Above' about, '. 

50 J"surface damage may be enough to effectively 

decondition the surface. It is likely, that vacuum arcs of' 

small energy were one of the conditioning processes present 

in the cold cathode experiments~ As the voltage was 

raised,subsequent vacuum gas pressure rise was noted along 

with the arcing. 

There is, however, an additional phenomenon which may 

be observed if microprotrusions, "whiskers" or clumps are 

present when an electric field is applied. Cranberg 

reported the clump theory in 1952 [22]. If the clumps or 

surface imperfections are loosely held to the surface and 

become charged, an electric field may accelerate the 

charged clumps toward the anode or cathode. Or, as the 



microprotrusions heat from the deposited energy they may 

pinch off to form a clump and be accelerated toward the 

anode where it may arrive with sufficient energy to 

vaporize the clump. In any event, vacuum arcing may 

develop in the evaporating clump. This effect is only 

valid if the anode field is less enhanced than that at the 

cathode surface. Maitland further expanded upon these 

resul ts, showing tpat· the observed _breakdown mechanism is 
. "t ' '. ' , ," , c,' ',',' ' ,.' " .. ",' 

. rather complicated, "and may bef' a res'ul t' ,of other. fact.ors . 

[ 23J • The, clump theory,hqwever may not,.account, for the ,.' 

. effects seen ,in large yacuu~ g~psat .the initiation of the, 
• ';·7~.r . 

discharge. The 'clump i,nitiation theory has, not been 

conf.irmed· for' the breakdown .mechanismfouncj 1n the cold 
. '. , . . . . 

cathode .or hot cathbd~,~xperiments~ 

Although it is ~elieved that surface im~erfections are 

primarily responsible for the' field' emission fi~en duri'~g 

condi tioning, one cit 1 ternate explanation has arisen based 

upon research reported by Prichard [24]. That is, on the 

basis of Prichard's research, an ion exchange mul tipli

~ation mechanism could also account for the voltage 

breakd.own observed in vaccum gaps with electrode se,para

tions of 5 cin or m~re. In 1972, Prichard: investigated the' 

, voltage breakdown behavior of 1~15 c~ vacuum e1ectrod~ gaps 

at voltages up to 400 kV. When DC voltage was applied 

using a Pel1etron generator, the voltage breakdown of 

vacuum gaps varied linearly with electrode separations of 

1-5 cm. At electrode spacings of 5-15 cm a constant 

breakdown or conditioned voltage of 230 kV was observed. 

Moreover, Prichard also found that emission current was 
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present when voltages as low as 90 kV were applied to 

unconditioned electrodes, even though the electrode spacing 

was on the order of 5-15 cm [24]. A similar behavior was 

observed during the cold-cathode conditioning process. 

Research by Prichard also confirmed a pressure-voltage 

breakdown dependence similar to that reported by other 

~nvestigators at small gap s~acings. Admission of gas with 

a subsequeJ1trise in ,background gas pressure increased the 

,~oltage hold~off of bofh the large a~d small cathode~a~~d~ 
, .•.. . 'r". ~ .' 

gaps ,[ 24] .' 

Prichar,d observed that, the' 5-15 cmgaps, did .not, fol).ow the 
" -"".,' .. 

"Cranberg model." Based upqn' this obs~rvation" ,the' ini tia..." 
, . 

tion 6fthe' dischargesobs~Fved\ (for' ,the.5-1'5cm spacings) 

,d~ring,t~e experi~ent cannot be ~ttrtbuteato cl~mps. 
" I;' 

, ., 

To .' invest,igate ,the . observed' breakdown ,process, ' 

'prichardfnjected
C 

ions into the' ~'apu~iI:i9 sodium; cpior~de'" 
films applied to the electrodes. Mass spectra ,and Faraday 

cups were used to confirm the p.resence of ions. The 

discharge ,and predischarge currents were closely correlated 
" 

with the presence of negative ions emitted from the cathode 

surface rather ~han electrons. To c,onfirm ,this, pri,cl1ard 

also injected electrons int~· the' large area "gap. Upon 

injection of electrons, the gap voltage and the frequency 

of breakdowns remained constant. This indicated that large 

area gap discharges may arise not as a function of electron 

generation, but as a result of ion initiated current. 

Upon review of the cold cathode test results described 

in this thesis, similarities are noted between Prichard's 

experiments and the conditioning experiment. Initial 

"i-.-' 
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emission current was measured at 90 kV at a anode-cathode 

gap of 7 cm when the hot-cathode was conditioned. It is 

interesting to note that the emission current at these 

relatively voltages and large vacuum gap spacings was also 

found by Pritchard [24]. During the cold-cathode 

condi tioning procedure, the conditioned voltage attained 

slowly increased to 245-250 kV. Al though the DC power 

supply would ,supply. 260 kV" thel,arge '7.~,cm gap would n~t 

, , cOJ1di tion above 250kV. 
_l',' 

Moreover, frequent ' ~:vacuum ' 

, discharges "were noted during the cOld;..cat~ode COhdi tioni~g 
"process. ' When the power, supply c,urrel:t"and ,thus' the 

catbodeconditionin,g current, ,was, limited to 0 .• 4-0.5 rnA, 

the, vacuum discharge frequency d~creaseh by' a factor o'f' 4 

" " ' 

to 5, or to ,about one discharge ev~ry ,2~4 minutes. Thus 
':" 

. ::.~: >.. -,.' J ' -J. ' 

',the ,frequency of the " vacuum"' breakdown process· of.large 

area, large vacuum gaps spacings may be a function of the 

ion mUltiplication process as found by Pritchard [24]. By 

reducing the power supply current, the ion multiplication 

(or ionization) process may be decreased, thu~ decreasing 

the frequency ~f vacuum breakdown. A similar process was 

postulated by Pritchard based upon his Pelletron 

experiments [24]. When the Pelletron charging current was 

detreased, the ftequency, of discharges decreased although 

the voltage across the vacuum gap remained constant at 230 

kV (5-15 cm spacings). The voltage breakdown frequency 

dependence on conditioning current in Prichard's 

experiments was found to be a result of an ion exchange 

mul tipl ication process [ 24] . Negati ve ions are emitted 

from the cathode during conditioning. The negative ions 

,"{ 
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bombard the anode which thus yields secondary ions which 

are then accelerated back onto the cathode to create 

further anode directed ions. This ion multiplication 

process is primarily dependent on the anode-cathode current 

and, to second order, the cathode voltage. If either the 

cathode-current or cathode-voltage is decreased, ion 

~ul tiplication drops and the generation of secondary ions 

falls below unity. 
" ' 

The vacuum' breakdown dependence upon current, and, 
" ' 

voltage suggests that a particle ~x~hange process may lead 

,to a vacuum breakdown. ,':The positive~ion hypothesis' has 
, , 

, ' 

howevei.be~n ruled out~ due to the frequency depend~nce,of 

vacuuin br~akd~wn. ,i upon, current [16 ] • ' The positive:-ion, 
, , 

n~gative-lQn' process, however' is sintilar to the observ~d 

" vacuum' breakdown dependence upon curr~ht seen during the 

cathode condi tioning experiments. The positive-ion, 

negative-ion, hypothesis suggests the vacuum breakdown 

occurs when the following inequality is satisfied 

(AB + GH) ~ 1 (5.2) 

where A is the average numb~r of positive ions produced by 

one electron, B the average number of secondary electrons 

, produced by one of these posi ti ve ions, G the average 

number of negative ions produced by one positive ion, and H 

the average number of positive ions produced by one 

negative ion [16]. The G-H products have been measured at 

250 kV and have been found to be less then unity or 0.51, 

0.25, and 0.25 for copper, aluminum and steel electrodes 
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respectively [16]. Thus, the positive-ion, negative-ion 

process depends quite strongly upon the vacuum gap voltage 

and current pr ior to breakdown. If either positive or 

negative ion production falls as a result of a current or 

voltage decrease, the probability of vacuum breakdown 

decreases. Thus, it could be hypothesized that the 

dependence: of the vacuum breakdown frequency upon current 

was a,result ofa particle exchange process, •• 

. The similarity between Prichard's .res~llts· and the 

.\ cold~catho4e conditioning tests ~re remarkable.' The 

freq4ency of the vacuum breakdowns in botll experiments were 

depend~nton the conditioning current. Moreover, emissioh 

current at 90kV was noted in both experiments even though 

the electrode spacings were quite large (5-15 em). . , 

. It~s , however,' unlikely" that the observed vacuum 

breakdowns were a result of electron emission alone. The 

mean free path of electrons in vacuum is hundreds of 

centimeters even at modest energies of 100 eV [25]. At 

- 100 keY the mean-free path of electrons is thousands' of 

centimeters .. Thus it is lik~ly that an ion exch~nge 

multiplicatioh process did indeed contribute to the voltage 

breakdowns observed during the anode-cathode· condi tioning 

process. Further research is required to sUbstantiate or 

confirm the presence of this phenomenon in the cold-cathode 

conditioning process. 
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5.3.4 Vacuum Insulator Flashover Conditioning Phenomenon 

other vacuum discharge processes may also have 

influenced the conditioning procedure. The most likely is 

the conditioning of the two ceramic bushings, which support 

the cathode. As aforemention~d, the average calculated 

,electric ,field across the ceramic bushings is within. a 

factor of seven of . the', average cathode-anode efectric' 0 

'field~ 'Thus, it-is' quite difficult to "l.infold'~theieakage, 

current ~cross' the insulator: and the ,cold· cathode ' field 
• '. , ' J • 

,emission current ~ ,', ,However ,',many of" ,the: vacuu11l, conquction 
. " ,t._. : 

'''' .. 
processes obserVed for vacuu~ gaps' are similar to tho~,e of 

. " ','. -' 

vacuum "insula.tor processes.' ,For complet~ness, a review of 

vacuum breakdown p~enomena 'across 'i.I1sulator surfaces and 

their reievance to the conditioning process isd'iscussed. 

prio~ to conditioning of the vacuum system, single 

shot, hot cathode tests confirmed the presence of cathode-

anode voltage, collapse. The fall-time of the voltage 

collapse was not measured, however. 'The response time 

(risetime) ,of the voltage monitor was 200-300 ns. 

Moreover, the voltage monitor was a,t a distance of 6 m' from 

the vacuum ~ystem:Although the voltage data indicated, a 

fall-time somewhat less than 200 ns, the formation time of 

the arc or breakdown could not be determined accurately. 

It should be noted that the collapse of the cathode-anode 

voltage was quite fast. Thus, insulator flashover cannot 

be ruled out as the possible initiator of a complete anode-

cathode breakdown process. 
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In 1960, Ian Smith, while at Aldermaston (AWRE) 

investigated the formation time of discharges across vacuum 

insulators [26]. Smi th found that the breakdown process 

was quite rapid. In fact, even across 50 cm long 

insulators, a discharge could form in 20 ns. Based on 

Smith's work, watson proposed an electron avalanche 

mech~'n1S~ :which explains, tile rapid growth, of the discharge 

.~ ;acro~~ vacuu~ i~sulators [27]. Watsonsurmized,that 

th~rmiOl'ic electrons 'emitted off of'the c~thod~ strike the 

insulcitor surfac~." sec'ondary"emis~ion greater .thall,uni ty: 
. .. . 

'," leads 'to :,a,netP~sit~ve! charge' on' 'the ",insulatorsurfa~e~' 

This positive, charge' further ,enhances the electric" field 
"I"' 

ne'ar the .. cathode., tfthe' .surface field, and cathode field 

are above the threshold for, .avalanche, 'electron,aval1!nche. 
. '. "- . . " \ 

insulator surface. Watson also postulate~' that the 

dielectric constant as well as the shape of the insulator 

with respect to the applied electric field influence the 

breakdown process. This was supported. by the result 

obtained by Smith while at Aldermaston. ,Experiments by 

Smi th showed a voltage" breakdoWn curve dependent oil the 

a~gle~of the insulator with res'pect to the electric field. 

It should also be mentioned that both smith and Watson 

found a strong conditioning effect for nanosecond pulse

widths. Initial test samples would "flashover" well below 

their theoretical limits, but would subsequently condition 

to a set breakdown voltage. 

Milton SUbstantiated the conditioning effect reported 

by Smith and Watson for nanosecond pulse-widths [28]. It 
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is, however, interesting to note that Milton was unable to 

find a conditioning effect for microsecond pulse-widths. 

Milton did find a DC conditioning effect for insulators as 

previously noted by Gleichauf [29]. 

Gleichauf observed a DC condi tioning phenomenon 

similar to that observed during the DC conditioning of the 

,cathode assembly an9 the high voltage bushing. Gleichauf 
; "" 

found that a se'riE~s' of breakdowns ~ould' gr'adually ~ncre~se: 
the: vol tage'; hold'~of'f of,' the'ins.ulatot. 

'cqnditi0I1ing voltage, led to a, d~crease, in' the 'ability ,of 

"' the. insulator :to holdvoftage [29].' sui)SequEmt application": ,,' 
t .' 

of vo,itag,e' resulted, in fast "re~oi1(H ti,<;mirig ~; of' 'the 
. ' . -

. ' ' 

ins.uL:itpr. PriOr history of, the ., i,nsulato,r . alrso' gr~atly 

":/effectedthetime 'which was re,quired to . recondl tionthe 
0( ,. , 

~T insulator. That is" . the time be:twe~n reco.ndi tioriing 

determined the initial breakdown voitage' and the time 

required to condition the insulator back to full hold-off 

voltage. The same loss of conditi~ning was also found if 

the insu+ator was brought up to at~ospheric pressure, 

irresp~ctive of the time fori which it was exposed to 

atmosphere [29 f. 

A simila~ ~ffect w~s found during the cold cathode DC 

conditioning process. Removal of the DC voltage was found 

to "decondition" the insulator. If the DC conditioning 

voltage was re-applied to the electron beam system, 

breakdown at a substantially lower level than that 

previously observed was found, although the system would 

condi tion much more quickly. It is also interesting to 

note that DC conditioning was also lost when the electron 

'. " , , 
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beam system was exposed to ambient atmospheric pressure. 

This is, of course, similar to the results reported by 

Gleichauf [29]. 

The electron beam experimental results described 

herein were also similar to those reported by Smith. The 

ceramic (Alumina) bushings, 50.8 cm in length and 25.4 cm 

in diameter,. were of the . same length as those tested by 

Srili tn [26] • The pulsed breakdown conditions 'occurred 

during the risetime of the applied 50 'lJ.sec . pulse. As' 

previously mentioned, the voltage d~agnostibs didndthave 
.' 

the . response-time to resolv'e the formation time of the 

.breakdown process . However, the flashover process did 

. a~pear to' be quite fast,and in. review ~( Smith's 
. . , . . 

e~periments, surface flashover in vacuum can occur in 20-30 

ns even across 50 cm iong insulators~' 

It should also be mentioned that the rise in 

background pressure during the cold cathode conditioning 

process may favor ceramic bushings conditioning as one of 

the predominant mechanisms leading to high voltage vacuum 

flashover. both prior to conditioning and during 

conditioning. Electron a~alanche~ ove~ insulator surfaces' 

have been shown to desorb gas both prior to surface 

flashover and as a result of surface breakdown [30]. R.A. 

Anderson and Brainard confirmed this experimentally by 

measuring the mass spectra of the background gas and the 

time of flight of ions generated at the insulator surface 

[30]. Pillai and Hackman derived a model based on Watson's 

results and the experimental evidence presented by Anderson 

and Brainard [31, 32, 33]. Pillai and Hackman postulated 
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that as electrons bombard the insulator surface, molecules 

on the surface (CO, H2 , N2 , H20, etc.) are copiously 

desorbed. As the molecules are liberated from the surface, 

the probability of development of charge avalanches is 

further increased. 

It is rather intriguing to note that a rapid rise in 

the vac~um ·background. pressure was found during the DC high 

yoltage conditioning process. If,indeed~ the model 

presented by Pillaian~ Hackmari'is ~alid,d~soibed gases or ' 

m61~cule~ release~ by el~ctron-ion bombard~~nt may account 
• >. " " 

partially for t~~ ~h~mber pre~sure rise. 

Pulsed h~t cathodetest~ done' prior 'to coridi tioning 

~howed voltage bteakdow~characteristics similar to those 

. measured during the DC conditioning process. Thus, it is

likely that both the vacuum gap processes and the -cer~mic 

insulator characteristics discussed were responsible for 

the low voltage breakdown behavior during the applied 

50 IJ.sec pulse. Pillai and Hackman have shown that DC and 

pulsed voltage breakdown are the same for insulators which 

are straight [33]. Thus, the mechanism for 50 IJ.sec pulse

widths may be tl?-e same as those for DC conditions: 

One other factor should be mentioneQ.. During 'full 

temperature operation of the hot cathode, a pressure of 

3 x 10-
6 Torr was noted prior to application of high 

voltage. The background gas was analyzed using a residual 

gas analyzer (quadrupole mass spectrometer, DYCOR 

Industries) . Residual gas analysis showed four prominent 

mass spectra. Carbon Monoxide (CO) accounted for 31.2% of 

the background gas, with water vapor (H20), Carbon (C) and 
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carbon dioxide comprising 12.5%, 5.6%, and 3.12%, of the 

measured mass spectra, respectively. No hydrocarbons or 

silicon components were observed; this absence is probably 

due to the use of a cryogenic pump. The remaining 48% of 

the spectra consisted of contaminants too small to resolve 

with the residual gas analyzer. 

The mass .spectra.measured. are believed to 'result from 
. ',.' 

ga~ des~r~ti6n~f~rit'i~ kho~n thati~sul~t6rsurtac~s ~nd . 

vacuum surfaces ~ d~s6rb cO2'; ,co,' ' .. H20,~ .arid-N2,' . [34] • ." 

Thoriate<;i.tungs:ten filament:;; are also. known to desorb CO 

when heated [j~}. 
. , 

D~ring pul;sedoperation, . eUectrons. are extracted from 

the filament surface by the extraction 'grid and: control 

,The • :100-500 ~v'.·elections' 
- ., . 

'then enter the. control giid ari'od;e~cathode' region· and are,'. 
• . . , ." . -r 

.' 
accelerated to 150-220 keV. To determine ·if the low energy' 

electrons could possibly ionize the resjdual gas present in 

the system, the mean free path of 100 eV electrons was 

calculated. The collisional 'cross-section of CO is 

10-16 2 [36]. At ·pressure of 3 
. -6 

Torr and cm a x .10. an 

ayerage gas ,temperature of'500o 
K the mean free PCith 6f the 

electrons~a's calculated. t~ be on the order' of 104-105" cm. 

Thus, it is unlikely that vacuum breakdown as a result of 

the background gas was responsible for the pulsed low 

voltage flashover observed. 

consistent with this result it is likely that both 

insulator flashover and/or vacuum gap flashover was the 

primary mechanism responsible for the pulsed low voltage 

breakdown originally observed. 

~" 
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5.4 Verification of Electron Beam Uniformity and 

suitability of Foil Windows for Extraction of 

the Electron Beam 

To verify the current density of the electron beam 

into a gas, filament emission current and electron beam 

uniformi ty . were measured with. a scanning Faraday cup in . . "'. 
I ~.", i 

',', air;" concurr~~t~y . the '. rc:!sponse and . l~fetime of .. both 
'. ~', 

2. 54, ~ 10-3 em aluminum and 1."78 x· 10-3 em titaniu~ foil~ 

"were . tested .. .Lifetime. of . the foils were' deduced by 
. . 

.monitoringthe.foilsforpin-hole leaks~ 
. . 
Theover~pressur~ 

"; 

stres~ . arising from the electron. beam 'energy deposition 

into a gas CHl~ theche'mical readfibn of the gas with, the 
. . ,,' 

. . 

'. foil were found to' have an ,e~fect on' foil p-erformance. The 

. re.~;ul,ts of. the tests are reported below and thei'r effect' bn. 
,:' .1-' ., 

the final system parameters is discussed. 

5.4.1 Test and Evaluation of Aluminum and Titanium 

Windows for Extraction of the Electron Beam 

Two different foil interfaces were tested . during the 

exper iments •. Both aluminum and titanium foil' were the 

primary foils of choice. From a' system standpoint, 

aluminum foil was the most desirable. Aluminum foil has a 

much lower areal density than titanium, thus less electron 

beam energy is deposited into the foil. The electron beam 

energy (voltage) can thus be lowered to reduce the stress 

on the modulator and electron beam components. The lower 

areal density of the aluminum foil also implies less 

: ~. , ' 
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scattering of the electron beam as the beam traverses the 

foil. Less scattering results in a more uniform electron 

beam and less divergence through the foil. From a 

practical standpoint, aluminum has several distinct 

disadvantages. The first disadvantage is the chemical re-

activity of aluminum. Aluminum is known to react 

chemically, with ." oxygen .. , and. nitride.s even at low 
•. n ,1 

~~ ~' , h' 

temperatures ,whereas' ti tanium ;react,so~lY at tempera,tures 

over 3isoc •. Titanium is . fairly, inert· i~oxygen at the:930c' 

operating.temperatu:r:eof ' the·' foil-Hibachi-gas ,interface. 

The' .. second "disadvantage of 'aluminum arises from' "the 
, . 

material . $tr~~gtlL Titanium can operate' at stress levels 

of 80, oqo p~i." Aluminum foil ha's.a,st~ess-~train lev~l two' 

;to' >th'~e'e . times .lower than ti taniuni' and .",!sthus "less 

resistant 'to' pin':"116leforma,tion. 

To resolve the question' of which' foil .material to use 

for the final CO2 laser tests, both aluminum and titanium 

foils were tested at 20 mAicm into air at STP. Foil 

lifetime and performance was based on the time required for 

pin-holes to develop. A procedure based on the effusion 

rate of gases was de~eloped to detect 'pirt-holescusing the 
, ,v [L 

mass spectr9meter (r~sidual gas" analyzer) . 'Gases of' low 
} 

" molecular weight effuse more rapidly than' do those of high 

molecular weight [ 37] • Thus, by determining the lowest 

weight background gas which results from atmospheric leaks, 

a qualitative estimate of the time required for pin-holes 

to develop could be surmised. At atmospheric pressure, the 

lowest molecular weight gas is helium. Before the start of 

each foil test the background helium level was measured as 
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a calibration level. The background helium level was found 

to be in the 10-9 to 10-8 Torr range. 

Aluminum foil was the first material tested. At a 1-2 

pps repetition rate and 20 mA/cm2 beam current, the 

aluminum foil quickly degraded over 2-3 hours of operation. 

A factor of 2-3 rise in helium background gas was found 
''. 

after 2-3 hours. Du~ing .operation into air a ~hite 

discoloration. was visually 'obser~ed .onthe foil surface. 

Further tests 'of the aluminum foil at· full 10 pps 

repetitive, .rate . quickly degrac;ied' the vacu~m chamber 
. . 

pressure to the point where tests' had to be . aiscontinued. 
.. -

. -6 
The'. chamberpressllreros.e to -8x '10 Torr at which time.o 

. ", ,: . - .. 

the tests were terminated. 
J ~. ,,", • 

The _ rath~r. ~hortope~~ting 

lifetime . of alliminum foil (5-l)ours) was found to be 

impractical from th~ systemlevei~. In fact, the relatively . 

-fast .j chamber pressure rise was found to degrade the 

filament emission level probably by a process in which the 

background oxygen strips the thorium surface from the 

filaments • Prior to continuation of the foil tests, a 

. carburization pr~cedure was developed to reactivate the 
. , 

filaments- (Appendix E) ~ 

Following reactivation of the filaments, a titanium' 

foil was mounted on the Hibachi structure. The vacuum 

helium partial pressure was measured as a reference. 

Initial 2-3 hour operation of the foil at 1-2 pps and 

20 mA/cm2 current density did not show a change in the 

helium partial pressure. Thus no pin-holes were detected 

in the initial foil tests. Three, one-hour tests at 10 pps 

and 20 mA/cm2 were then done to verify the foil lifetime. 
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No degradation. during the accumulated 180,000 shot tests 

was noted. Based on these results, titanium foil was 

selected for the system integration phase. 

5.4.2 Electron Beam Uniformity Measurements 

In order to measure both the filament emission current 

and .the 'electron beam uniformity along th~ Hibachi length a 

scanning Faraday cup was' installed 5 cm from the. foil. The 
, 2 2· 

Faraday cup consisted of eith~r 1 cm or 1Q cm charge 

collector coupled .back to the elect.ron beam, chamber ground. 

~hec~r~e~t thr6ugh the chan~e collector ~as~monit6re~ ~ith 
• ~< • ' • t • 

,a Pearson commeri9al cur~ent probe ~Th~ charge col.lector 

was motori.zed 'to, allow uniformi ty measurements 'while 

operat~ng ~he elec~~bn bea~ system ·(Fig. 5.5)~· Thfs~llows 

the Faraday cup to move at a velocity. correspondirig to· the· 

Hibachi-rib/filament-filament distance between pulses. The 

threaded shaft upon which the Faraday cup moved was coupled 

to a potentiometer •. A power supply coupled to the 
'" . 
potentiometer allowed the X trace on an oscilloscope to be 

synqhronized to' the position of the. Faraday cup (Fig. 5.5). 

It should also be mentioned' that a variable speed mO,tor was' 

used to drive the Faraday cup. 

Before characterizing the electron beam uniformity, 

stationary Faraday cup measurements were used to verify the 

filament emission current. For a measured beam current 

densi ty in air of 20 mA/cm2 the current density at each 

filament was 2.55 A/cm2 . The corresponding grid voltage 

was 557 V. Indendent pyrometric measurements during the 
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experiments showed a filament temperature of 1900oK. Both 

the 2.55 A/cm2 emission current and filament temperature 

were found to be within the established parameter space for 

3.81 x 10-2 cm (15 mil) thoriated tungsten filaments, for 

lifetimes of several thousand hours [38]. 

utilizing the stationary cup measurements the 

adjustabil~ty ,of the post foil electron beam current 

'den~itywas also co~firmed.Electronbeam, current density 

was confirmed f~r beam en~rgies, ofi50 to 200 keV in air. 

"The measured electron be'am density 'was,'f~undto meet or 

'exCe,ed' ail desired electron beam specifi~atioris (Table 1.1). 
,',,' 2':" 2 ,', ,',", ' 

of'S. rnA/em, - 20 rnA/em. (12.5.-50 'A)~, 

'" 

• To conclude qualification of :the' electron be,am system, 

~¢~nning, Faraday c\lI>'mea'§tiretn~n"fs were 'done to verify ," 
.. 

~ el~ctron beam uniformity '(llong the length ,of the 250 cm 

cathode; Both 1 rnA/cm 2 and 10 rnA/cm2 . charge collectors . ' 

were used to verify uniformi~y over both the 10 cm wide 

electron beam aperture and the centre of the electron beam. 

A ± 10% variation of electron beam current density along, 

the cathode length was measured ~Both the 1 rnA/cm2 and 

10rnA/cm2 measurements 'are shown in Fig. 5.6., 

tJpon,:i:-eview oft Fig. '5.6 'a fine repeatable structure iil 

the electron beam current density is noted. This 

repeatable structure has been attributed to thermal 

expansion of the cathode. Thermal expansion of the cathode 

resul ts in a small misalignment of the extraction grids 

with respect to the Hibachi inter-rib spacing. The 

electron beam is partially intercepted by the deep inter

rib geometry, reducing the geometric transparency of the 

, ' 
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Figure 5.6 Spatial uniformity of cathode including 
pulse-to-pulse power suppl¥ non-reproduc
ibility, 200 keV, 18 mA/cm current 
density. 
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Hibachi-foil interface. The ± 10% electron beam uniformity 

however, met the desired system specifications. 

5.5 Summary 

Based upon detailed design calculations, an electron 

beam syst~m which expands the parameter space for ,electron 

beam pumped CO 2 laser~ has been built and ,tested. Two such 

systems have presently been installed ,in CO2 laset:s and ,are 

'operational. To ' date, 

over 5' x "10 6 shots. 

the systems have accumulated well 
~ . . 

Moreover ,the system has :m~t or 

.,exce~ded the ~.sign· s~ecific~tio~s. At present, both 

electron 'be~m .,' guns havebee~ operated well outside tl'lelr 

intended parameter range 
: ' 2 

both above 20 rnA/cm and below 

5 mA/cm2 cur:rent' densities. Both electron beam. systems 

have been adapted to these requirments. Moreover, over 

1500 hours has been demonstrated on a set of filaments 

before replacement. simil~rly, the 1.788 x 10-3 cm 

titanium foil interface has proven to be extremely trouble 

free. Concurrently th~ pulse power modulators have 

requir,ed no maintenance , thus proving the , suitability of 

hollow-anode thyratrons" for use in' electron beam systems, 

even with pulse durations of 52 ~sec. 
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APPENDIX A 

REVIEW PAPERS 

The following 'papers .review th~" 12MW E-beam 

system~ The first p,aperreviews ,tile essentiala'spects, 
, ',. 

of the· design, construction, and per~ormance 
;, " ~ 

of . the . 

elect.ron', beam, system in "its, final . form as· incorporated. 

int"o,lhe CO 2 ,laser. The, second, .·paper give~, <rel~,vant 
~ _ 1 .' , _ '. • " , _ .. 

detail~ which ~~tA~iished~thebasic~ technology ~rom 

~hich'~he finai:sxstem,was developed. 

" .• -',< 



A REPETITIVE PULSED POWER SYSTEM FOR THE CENERATION OF 45 liS, 200 keV ELECTRON BEAMS 
FOR CO2 LASERS· 

R.D. Curry~, P. Champney, L. Demeter, S. Lyons, D. Morton, R. Nisb~to, D. Pellinen. 
R. Seacs. L. Schlitt~t, and W. Weseloh 

Pulse Sciences, Incorporated 
600 McCormick Street 
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ABSTRACT 

A two .odule electron beaa source operat
inq over a wide ranqe of output peraaeters baa 
been de.iqned and febricated to be used in 

,conJUnction with ."~ir of electron be .. sua-. 
tainedC02 ' laser.. Each .odule coaprised • 
qrid-controll~ thermionic electron be .. qun 
includinq ,a compact qrid pulser for control of 
the electron be .. , • 250 kV thyratron _itched 
.adulator ,for acceleration of the electron 
bea., 1 kHz fil .. ent beater and • co.plex co.": 
puterized control syst... Ta.ble 1 .-rhe. 
the overall system, specifications. 

Tabla 1.' Suaaal"Y, of electron be .. require7" 
.. nts. " 

cathode Area: 

The qrid' pul.er eaployes • SCR switched, 
15 .ection PI'M. Design and .adeUinq of the 
qdd to cathode load, •• _11 .s the inter
.ction of the qrid pulser with the'electron 

',; bea., ia pre.ented.'Coaputer .adel •• re_f'iVft 
WIlich .Uov accurate .adell1nq of the V , 
qrid to cathode load iJlpedance. 

ni'l'BODOCTXQN' 
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" E-iMaa Len9th: 
2500 ca2 

,250 em 

The 1_ current density. 45 /la, pul.ewidth 
and the require.ent for 1iwSependent ciontrol of 
electron be .. enerqy and current, preclude the 
,u.e of c;old cathode electron source.. A 'lrid, 
controlled thermionic qun eaploying an array 
of directly heated filaaenta vith, individual ' 
extraction, qrid. wa. selected.' 'In the ~t~ 
ented triode contiquration, (-1) precise can,'" 
trol' of the electron fl_, 'i. achieved by de., 
couplinq the funCtions of 'current extraction 
and electron .cceleration in" the' anode to 

',OJ 

E-be .. Width: 
Post Foil-CUrrent Density: 
CUrrent Density Uniformity: 
Post Foil Electron Averaqe 
Enerqy: , ' 
Be .. Pulaewidth (t 10',: 
llaxiaua, E-be .. Rise anei, 
Fall Time: ' 
Puls •. Repetitive Rat'a: 

·syst .. Lifeti.e:' 
Pub. Power to £-Gun '. , 
Distance: : 

10 em 
5-Z0'iIA/emZ 

t.10', 
150-200 keV 

45/1a 
4.5 /Ia 

10 pps' 
coitinuous 
10 sbots 

" _ters 

The hiqh voltaqe cathode a.s&ably -.ploys 132 
thoriated tunqsten f~la.enta distributed over 
the area of the 250 CII x 10 CII output window. 
The cathode assembly includinq the control 
'lrids is supported by tva hiqh volta'le cer .. ic 
bushin'ls in a stainless steel v.cuum chamber. 
For acceleration of the electron beaa •• 
pulsed 150-200 kV volta'le is applied by a 
thyratron switched modulator" betv_n the 
cathode a •• elllbly and anode wind_. The 
cathode current i. ,controlled by • 200-800 V 
'lrid pulse. The qrid pulser which i. fiber
optically proqr .... ed is floated .t the cathode 
potential and i. located in the aodul.tor 
tank. 

The 250 kV. aodu,lator provi,d .. 45 /la, 150-
250 kV acceleration pulses .t 10 ppa. £lec-' 
tron be.. load t.pedances can be .~ted· 
over • 6: 1 r.nqe. ~ 1100 J, 35 ltV pul_form
in'l network (PI'M) iii coupled to the electron' 
be .. qun by • 1: 11 .t!P-UP transformer. De- , 
.i9n .nd aodellinq of thl aodul.tor .re di.
cussed wbiCh ••• ure • 10 shot lifetiae. 

·Thi. work wa. .pon.ored under Contr.ct No. 
.1.1457-386 to Spectra TechnolOCJY. Inc. 

t'Pre.ent .ddres., P_er Spectr •• Inc •• 
Fr~nt. CA. 

'~Pre.ent addre.s: Leland Schlitt Consult1nq 
Service •• Livermore. CA. 

" cathode' 'lap (A-It). ,To Obtain uniform electron 
extractionfroa the 132, 15 .il diaaeter tho
riated tun'lsten fi1aaents, e.cb ftl .. ent i., 
coabined with. concentric.extraction,qrid. 
As ilhovnin Piqure'l. thi. bUiCYli~ical' 
qrid extracts • .~ce cbarqe U ... i ted' flow from 
the thoriated tunqsten filaaant .nd injects 
the electron. into a field_fr.. reqion esta
bli.hed between the extraction qrid and a com
mon pl.nar con,trol qrid. fte control grid ill 
po.itioned .0 that the extracted electrons , 
,uniforalyilluainate ita surf.ce. The re.ul
'tant .patially uniform electron bea. i. .ccel
erated in the A-K g.p. The biqh ,3D kV/em 
acceleration fields, .re .. parated fro. the 
low extraction fields by the interqrid field
free reqion. While the total enerqy of the 
electrons depends on the combined effect of 
,the extr.ction and acceleration fields, the 
current den.ity ia only • function of the 
.pplied qrid pul •• yoltaqe. 

I ____ L~-
P19ure 1. Dual qdd controlled electron be .. 
qun configuration • 

The 132 tllaaent/qrid .rray. are ..... -
bled on • ba.epl.te .. slIown in Piqure 2. 
Self-ten.ioning spring. incorporated into e.ch 
f1l ... nt-qr1d .rr.y prevent droop of the fila-



sents as they expand at the 1900-2000 K tes
perature of the esitter. Although the tila
sent to extraction grid electron flov is space 
charge limited, the A-K gap requires operation 
veil below space charge lisits. Nominally the 
control grid of the hot cathode .. saably is 
locate<l 7,5 c:a froa the anode. At 150 kV 
operating

2voltage, the space charge liait is 
2.41 A/ea , two o~ers of magnitude greater 
than the 20 sA/ca be&a current density. Con
sequently, space charge efteeta in the anode
grid reqion are neq1igible. Bec,ause the 
cathode asseably is pulsed to 150-250 kV with 
respect to the vacuua chaaber, tield enhanc.
.. nts can lead to cold cathode aaission, and 
aust be avoided by elLainating sharp eaitting 
surtaces. This is accoaplished,by enclosing 
the 132 diacrete tUa-nt arrays in an 
electro-poUshed stainl_s st .. l covling 
(Figure 3). The covl1nq also 'assures unitor. 
acceleration fields be~n' ,the ca,thode . 
~s .. ably an!!.anode. 

Figure,2. Photoqraph'of filament extraction 
'grid arrays partially ,asslSbled onto the,' 
cathode reflector.' c._.' 

'''_M_ e:-... 

' .... ~'.CI" ' ........ , ...... . ,., ' 

Fiqu're 3. Cross-section of cathode' a .. embly 
and: electro-polished .nclosure. 

Fittaan-aU~iaaeter, ,n thodated tung
sten tU .. anta _re .. lCted, to obtain the re
quired 2000 hour liteti... Thoriated tungstan 
alloys have'deaonstratad durability under ad
verse operatinq conditions, and are relatively 
inexpen!ive. Larqe ana electron quna (2000-
5000 ea ) have used thoriated tungsten tila
.. nts with deaonstrated litetiaes of over 2000 
hours (2) even after repeated cyclill9 to 
ataosphere. In addition, trace aaounts of 00, 
CO2, and H20 vapor do not noticably daqrade 
ths .. iss ion characteristics of the tilaaents. 
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The high voltaqe cathode is supported by 
two hig~ vacuua, ceraaic bushinqs (Fiqure 4). 
Ourknq operation, a vacuum pressure of 1-3 x 
10- torr is saintained to prevent hiqh volt
age breakdown and deqradation ot tilament 
.. ission. Th. accelerating potential is sup
plied throuqh one bushing alonq with fila.ent 
power and the grid pulae. The hiqh voltaqe 
acceleration pulse, qrid pulse, and til .. ent 
power are separately routed throuqh three par
allel 6 .eter coaKial cables which oriqinate 
at the aodulator. Since the voltaqe drop 

Fiqure 4, Electron, beam qun and vacUUm 
,chAmber layout shoving th'. cathode feed. 
ceramic sUpport bushinCJ, ilnd filament step-down 

. tran.fo~er. ' ' , 

alonq eacb iUaHntaust' be ssall coapared 
. with the grid .. to-filaaent c:Ontz:ol pulse volt

aqe" fUaaent power _,st be delivered at hiqh 
current (500 AI', and low voltaqe ,(15 V),' which 
is not coapatible with the use 'of eoaaerically 
available hiqh voltage COIUCial cable.' The ' 
fU .. ent power is triUported by the aod,ulator " 
electron beam qun cables at high voltaqe (400-" 
480 V), and low current (15 A), aJ'!d stepped 
down,to 15 V at the elect,ron be .. ,qun. In 
order to reduce the she and weight of the 
til .. ent atep-down transtoraer; which' .ust be 
"chan,ically ,and electrically isolated trom 
qround, a 1 kHz power system is use<l rather 
than the noraal 50-60 Hz line trequency. As 
illustrated in Fiqure 4, the trenstor.er is 
lOcated in the high voltaqe bUshing asssably. 
The grid pulser is also powered tro. this 
syst ... 

ftOQYLATOB SYSTEM· DESIGN 

The aodulator lIbich provides the cathode 
acceleration pulse is based on a thyratron 
switched, Type E pulsetor.inq netvork (Fiqure 
5) (3]. Table 2 outlines the respective spec
ifications of the aodulator as veIl as the 
thyratron vOltage and current. ' 

Ttl., Pulsetor.inq network is resonantly 
c:barqed 'and then disc:barqed throuqh a step-up 
pulse transto~r. Fault sode condiUons 
in~ludinq a aborted load present .iniaal 
probl ... to tha hollow anode thyratron~' (EIV 
1574C), priaary switch. Protection troe open 
Circuit tault sodes is provided by a .. tal 
oKide varistor stack across the output'ot the 
step-up transtormer. fbis type of aodulator 
has a tbed ialpadanea. Sinea the aodulator is 
required to operate into a wide range ot out
put loads, _tchinq resistors can be paral
leled with the electron be&a load. The _tch
ing naistors reduce the overall atficiency ot 



, ' 

the system at low beam currents. however they 
provide a seans ot matchinq the PFN to the 
electron beas load. 

,-,--'., ....... ,. 
..... -! 

-... 

'Fiqure 5;' Sch.satic of lDodulator layout .nd 
fi1a=ent, circuit. 

Table' Z~ S_ry of iIodulator and thyr'.tron, 
voltaq.· .nd curr.nt .pecifications derived' 
fros the .l.ctron beam.··qun r.quir ... z:.ta. 

'Load ";ol1:&qe: 
Modulator CUrrant: 
Peak Pov.r: , . 
Enerqy,Stored: 
Pula.vidth: 
Electron'BeDLOad 
Iapedanc.: . 
Thyratron Voltaqe: 
. Thyratron Peak CUrr.nt: 
'ThyratrOn dI/dt: 
Rep-Rat.: . 

Lit.tilDe: 

'150-200 ltV 
20-160 A· 
37'.5 MIl 

,1800 J " 
. 45 ".. 
1.7-11· Jtn 

35 kV 
3000,A . 

. 4;3 x; lolA/sec 
':Sincj1. aIlot.to 

.. ·10 pps . . 
'.' 1· x 108 puls •• 

, '." DIlrinq nOrlllAl, operation a 2: i- t.peda~c. 
s~._tch~ .or 20' vO,ltaq •. rev.r •• l,; 1. qu1te 
tol.rul. to • line-type modulator •. ·,TtI.· tWas.
lin. d •• iqn .sauae.d • 15'· volt.q. rev.rs.l •. 
allov~nq for the cons.rv.tiva philo.ophy'r.
qu1r.d to .cco .. od.t. the 10.·.hot lit.tiae. 
A simplified sodel for the mOdul.tor v •• 
analyzed to s.l.ct'the required _tchinq. r.
sist,:,rs .nd the subs.quent current and v'olt
a,e oper.tin, r.n,es. 

Th. .ffective .l.ctron be.. iaped.nc. 
r~qui~ ••• o ••• ~l.n.tion. Durinq the .pplied 
h~,h volt.,. pulse the curr.nt .. itted tro. a 
qrid-co~trolled cathod. is .•••• nti.lly con- . 
st.nt·. Ttl ... iss ion curr.nt troa the cathod. 
i. not the curr.nt which ·re.ch.. the l.ser q.s 

Jlolua.. Approxu..t.ly 60' ot the currant is 
interc.ptedby the hib.chi ribs and the anOde 
toil. ,At low el.ctron .n.rqi •• , 150 It.V, '. 
.pprox~t.ly 20-30' ot the .l.ctron.an.rqy ·i. 
l,ost. •• the be •• qo •• throuqh the anode foil. 
Thelo.d volta,. v •• th.r.tor •••• uaiodto v.ry 
tro.'187-ZS0 kV. Thi •• ccount. for the en.rqy 
lo.t in the .nod. toil and • 1st load reflec
tion coefficisnt. , Tti. v.lu •• mown in hitl. Z 
includ.· the int.rc.pted be •• ~ant·. and. the 
curr.nt throuqh the _tchinq resi.tore. Ttl • 
• quiv.lent .lectron be.. lo.d laped.nce v.ri •• 
~ro. 1700 Jtn to 11 Itn. vith • 6:1 variation in 
aped.nc. ranq •• 

'rule 1 .11_. the calculated valu... '!'b. 
c.lculated oper.tinq r.nq ••• r. based on tvo 

· ••• uaption.. Th. first •• suaption i. that • 
neq.tiv. r.flection i. pr.t.r.bl. to a posi
tiv. r.flection. Thi. iapli •• that the -rst .. 
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be •• tch.d at the low current .nd of .ach 
op.ratinq ranqe (hiqhest ispedance). Th. 
..cond assumption is that • 80' efficiency for 
th~ modul.tor i. desired at the hiqhest oper
.t~nq curr.nt lev.l. Ttlia •• ts It,.. at about 
• 4:1 ratio with r.sp.ct to the lSV1at load 
resistanc •• 

Table 3. Operation.l and c.lcul.ted .. tchin, 
re.istance .nd dynamic t.pedanc. r.nq. of 
iIodulator. 

Ilectran ........ d 
l .... nc. ""ge (n) 

-10' c r 1 c 0' 

1100 c AI. C 1100 
aloo c al. ~ "'0 
)1'0 c ~&,; c 12:2' 
722'·,e ,.1. c UOoo 

7071 (0' ('1' 
"DO (e, ('1' ~I 
nao 'I' "1' a,1 
1"1 (A, ('1' iii. S~I 
"",rCD~" .i~ 

, 8t~.'~U, 

IliKt.ron .... 
~M.'C • • ...,.fICe 

, 0 

"""e 
1.&: I 
1.&: 1 
1,':1 
1."1 

., ··.on 

A detailed ci~it ~.l vas _.iusted·' 
¥bich inclu.d.d the .i.ctron beaa load eIl.rac-. 
tari.tics' .nd the inh.rent stray Capacitanc. 
and inductanc •. found in a pbysic&l.layout. To, 
.cco_odat. ~. four operatinq 'ranq .. • ~own in' 
Ta.bl. 3. a S2 /IS. S. S-ollll Type E PF1I va. d.
·819n.d.The six-section PF1I. is .t.pedanc.;' 

. tapered to .coapensat. tor the transtoraer 
pulse droop .and to provide • 4S ,. (90-90t) 

. puls_idth with'. t •. 5tn.tn .... pecific
.tion;·· A' 81.p~ifi.lS circuit aadd is .mown in 
"i~r.· 6. Th •... puh.forainq network .vas d.- . 

. siqri.d ,tel ope~ata .• t illZ kV peak cIlal'9. volt
.98 in cO'njunction with the .v.ilabl.· 3S ltV . 
hollov .nOd. thyratron. A 1:19. ZSO.ItV iron 
core··tr.n.toni.r. _tch.s the f_ voltaq. PF1I 
to:: the .l,.ctron :b ••• load~, ,·All.'p.r __ t.rs .r. 
r.~.rance4 to the prialary' (Piqure .,). , 

riqure 6. Simplified circuit aadel used to 
simulate the tapered pulseforainq Htvork re
spon •• to • const.nt eurren~ load. 

Th •• l.ctron beaa loalS !apedanc. 'Iliatory 
v •• ai.ul.t.lS with • pulaed current aourc. 
uainq SPICE. a circuit ataul.tioD·cOd.. Be
c:,au.. th. 9rid controlled cathod. current ia • 
function of th. 9rilS voltaq. aDd·not the 
appli.d cathOd.voltaq •• til. load .t the aadu
l.tor .ppears .a • constant currant sourc.. . A 
f.ix.d ,r.aistiv. lo.d ia not a qood .pproxi.
.tion of a apaca-charq.-liaited .v.cuua diode 
or a .qri~ controlled' cathod.. &ath.r. puls.d 
curr.nt .ourc. is used to aial&l.t. the be .. · 
load.' ·Th. curr.nt sourc. risetu.. and fall~ 
tta. var. chos.n t~ be 2 ". and 4.S,.. An 
int.ractiv. circuit .!aul.tian.aDd tuni", pro
cedure all~. th.pIIa.inq of the currant 
pul.. and aadul.tor Pulse to be adjusted for • 
'pul •• natn ... of :t eat.' . 

PifUre 7 .tI_ the no~l1&ed A-E, or 
load voltaq. v.v.foras of both • 6-dUa con
.tant !aped.nc. PF1I and S.S-oba a •• r.,. 
tapered PF1I (PifUr. 6) response to • constant 
curr.nt load. Th. dashed line repreaenta the 
conatant t.ped.nce PFtI r.apons. to the elec
tron be&a load, or in the ce_ of the simala-



tion, a pulsed current source. The response 
ot the fixed iapedance PFN to the pulsed cur
rent load 1s not unexpected because the 
coaxial cables linking the .adulator to the 
electron beaa source represent an uncherged 
stray secondary capacitance on the order of 
one PFH section capacitance (riqure 6). All 
the electron be .. turns on, the stray secon
dary capacitance beqins to diec:barge and the 
A-K voltage droops. Although the .adulator ,is 
still supplying charge to the stray capaci
tance a constant t.pedance PFN cannot supply 
enough charge to coapensate tor the voltage 
droop. The vol tag. droop across the load can 
however be coapensatedby tapering the iape
dance of the PFN along ita length. It the 
leakage inductance ot the step-up transforaer 
is consider~d as an inteqral part ot 'the PFH 
output inductanc'e, the tapered iapedance ot 
the PFH varies troa 5.9-ohas down to 4.7-ohms. 
The tapered, apedance allowS' the 'PFN to coa
pen.ate ,for the load vol tag. droop as shown in 
riqure 7. In addition, tapering ot the PFN 
apedance during the tuning process d.mon
strated the required 45 ~ (90-90'), pulse
width with a better than :t •• 5i pulse Hat
ness. 'Analysis ot, the constant iapedance PFN , 
,wavetora Showed a 40 ~ pulsevidth which vas 
12.5' short ot the desired 45pulsewidth. 

Figure 7. Impedance tapered and constant 
apedance PFN 'response :to ;'a constant current 
load. 

Although the .odulator's 1985-oha output 
iapedance is tairly weU aatcbed to the load 
vith the parallel aatching resistors, the load 
voltage vavetors does very over the different 
load ranges. To understand the subtle ditfer
ence. produced by varying the i~ance of the 
load at the maxiaus and ainiaua points of the 
four operating ranges, the noraalized veve
foras vere overlaid (Fiqure 8). The ph,ase of 
the aaximum andainaua intlections or oscil
lations shift vith respect to the initial peak 
of the vavefora. This effect is accentuated 
on the third oscillation at the end of the 
_veform. .... the lO,ad iapedance history , 

'changes, the rate at which the stray "econdary 
capecitance'disCharges into the ~lectron bea. 
load also changes. Inherently, this also af
te,cts the fall-tise of the pulse and,the re~ 
veraal across the A-K gap. Ttle rivers. volt
age vas also tound to be hiqher, 'than the 
siaple aodel of the aodulator predicted. The 
peak 10' voltage reversal as noted troa the 
circuit saulations vas lot lIic;her than the 
anticipated velue. Because the siaple sodel 
does not include the large stray secondary 
capacitance, and does not account for trans
forser backawing, the sodel did not predict 
the actual yoltage raversal. To decrease the 
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high voltage reversal present across the A-K 
gap, a 375 kV - 600-onm snubber diode resistor 
pair vas added to the .adulator design (Fiqure 
5). In addition, the thyratron used in the 
.adulator ves specifically selected to accom
aodate the reverse current noted in the simu
lations. ror aicrosecond pulsewidths, the EEV 
1574C thyratron vas rated at 15 kA and 7.5 kA 
peak forward and reverse currents [4}. Lite
tiee tiae tests had previously shown 11 kA 
pulse discharge currantl with a subsequent 
reported Ufetiae of 10 pulses [5). For con
tinuous operation at 10 pps and 50 ~ pulse
vidths, derating of the thyratron to the spec
ifications shown in Table 2 vas required. 
Long aulti-aicrosecond continuous operation 
elso required oil flov across both the anode 
and cathode. 

Figure 8. '~"Normalized vaveforas from the four 
impedance,ranges showing the subtle differences 
in'the voltage pulse frtIID varying the load 
'iJiIpedance ., ' , 

"GRIP PQLSEB SYSTEM 

The desiqn of the grid pulser 15 inher
ently aore coaplicated than that of'the aodu
lator. :I'o aeet the required acceleration 
voltage flatnes., a qrid pulser vith a 47 ~ 
pulsewidth and a 2 ~ iiset1ae vas required. 

,A l-obD, 15 section, Type EPFN vas chosen. 
The 15 section PFN vas selected to _et the 
t n grid voltage flatness requireaentia
posed by the circuit siaulations and electron, 
beaa energy specifications. In addition, the 
PFN vas designed to have a 2 ~ risetille and 
4 ~ tall-time correspondinq to the electron 
beae or putsed current source used in the 
aodulator circUit siaulations. The aodeling 
of the grid pulser PFN response is not 
straightforward. Because the qrid-cathode 
current is space-charge-liaitad, Killer cap
acitance significantly effects the grid pulser 
riaetille [6). Killer capacitance, or the 
voltage dependent capacitance across the qrid
cathode ragion,does not lend itsalf vell to 
transient sodeling, 'on available circuit codes 
such as SPICE.' 

'A rather staPle sodel of the sodulator 
and' qrid circuit interaction does allow the 
yoltage dependent capacitance of the &yst_ to 
be sodded ",ith'SPICE. A siapUfied equiv
alent circuit of the sodulator.and qrid cir
cuit vas conat~cted as shown in riqure 9. 
'l"he sod.l assu.ss two conditions. Ttle first 
condition 1s that the qrid does not intercept 
currant floving betv_n the cathode and anode. 
In reality, this is not the case for the qrids 
bave a , __ trical transparency and do inter
cept a ... 11 fraction of this currant. 8ov-



ever, for aodeling of the voltage dependent 
grid-cathode capacitance this effect can be 
ignored. The model also assuaes that a capac
itance CQA , exists between the grid and anode. 
Because the grid does not intercept cathode to 
anode current, the aodulator current, la' is 
determined only by the displaceaent current Ic 
and the anode current!p. Thus, the aodulator 
current I •.• I + I c ' rlgure 9. For aodeling 
purpo.es tne ~id current I Q, vas a.suaed to 
be equal to the current through C a' or I • 
-Ic ' The ~isplaceaent curren; th~9ugh CQ~ ~n 
also,be vr1tten a. Ic • C A (V - V ) where v 
and V are the time varyi~g an&de valtage andP 
grid 30ltage. Because the grid-anode current 
i •• pace-charqe-liaited the grid ia~gance i. 
proportional to V k -Ii and I • a V ~/. The 
parvance or G i. 2qual to 0~0125 far the geo
,.etry described. Writing the Kirchkoff volt-' 
"ag~ equatic;,"s for the aodulatorgives the , 
. anode: vol tage, ,V .• Va - 1m ,Z.· To furthe.r 
siapl1fy the aodCl the, aodulator voltage is 
~ssuaed to be c9nstarit,before the grid voltage 
lS applied, or Va = o. Coabining the equa
tions vith .oae simple manipulation give.' . 
Equation (1), . ' 

Ig • CgA (3/2 Z IP;Vg + 1) Vg'~ Z CgA Ig (1) 

vhere the 'qrid Cu'~rent 1 is· 'described' in' ' 
'terms of the aodulator i~pedance, ·aoduliltor 
vol taqe and anode. current. Equation' (1') con
.ists ot two terms. ,The first tera' de.cribes 
the vol tege depenelent c:# id 'current.' It the' 
grid current, I • C~tf V ,i. written' in the 

. form .hown, the gVol tage d~pandent capacitance 
can be written as ."hownin Equation (2) . 

'Cet,t • ;~9A (.l/2 Z IplVq '" 1)'" • (2) 

,: Th.· .econiS term'desc'ribss the ~re.istive- , 
capacitive decay of the ,grid to anode capac-
'i ~ance. " 'Because the, te.rm" is' ... 11 compared to 
the tirst term in Equation (1), the. decay ter. 
'is · ... 11 and can· be neglected. . . , 

' .. 

• 
....... Ior --

" ---
Figure 9. Thevinen equivalent 80del of the 
8Odulator and grid pUlser. . 

Utilizing the "siaple lIOdel tor the grid,. 
cathode load a circuit lIOdel vas eon.tructed 
(Figure 10). The aoCSel, included the fixed 
grid to Cat.'\ode: C;ap..citance, C k' and th" 
voltage depe~~e,:,t or Mil1erca~citance, Cett • 
Moreover, the c1rcuit lIOdel al.o 'inclpded tne 
.pace Charqe load iapedance or the V-Ii grid
cathode iapedance. Circuit .iaulationa on 
SPICE allowed the iapedance of the grid pul.er 
PF1I to be tuned tor the desired :t it pul.e 
t1atnes.. To a110v the grid pu1.er PFN to be 
matChed to the tour .odu1ator iape<lance ranges 
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the voltage dependent grid capacitance anel the 
voltage depenelent grid impeelance was calcu
lateel using a curve fitting program indepen
dent of SPICE. The polynomials describing the 
voltage dependent components were then useel in 
SPICE to aodel the response of the PFN to the 
grid circuit (Figure 10). 

Figure 10. 
to siJDulate 
the voltage 

- en z, .v ... 
Block diagram of SPICE 80del 
the grid pu1ser PFN response 
dependent grid capacitance. 

used 
to 

, Prior ·to i'nteqrai:ion~ith the electron 
., be .. ~.t'" the .qrid pu~ser v,as tested using 
',a reu.tiv~ .load. ,To tune the grid pulser PFN 
" to the deured tlat,ness .and pulse .hape, adl1i-,:., 
tiona1 circuit'simulations vere required. 'The 
Voltage. depenelent load .vas replaced with a '4-
'OM resistive·l·oad. The vaveforas generated 
from the circuit .iaulations were then u.ed to 
~une the PFN ~is~tiae and "pulse flatness. : The 
lnductance of the spiral PFN inductors were 
tuned'by inserting small, bo110w, territe . 
~ores into the center of the inductors. Ad
!Sitlonal tuningw.s· done by placing ... 11 dis
crete. capacitors across thefixeelFFJrcapac
-itors. As shown in Figure 11, ·the I!FJr' rise-c 
time (dashed line) .corresponds vell to the . " 
'c'ircuit simulat:ion risetime '(solid liner. The," ,,' . 
PFN vaveform however does not exhibit the 
oscillations, shown'by the circuit .imulation. 
Becaus'e the .tep-up transformer act. as a'lo",' 
pass ~ilter. the oscillations predicted by the 
C1rCUl t si~u1atioc:care .. reduced' substantially. 
The vavetorm dV/dt of the PF,N howevu''':tches 
the circuit·.imulationc10.ely ,(Figure 11). 

Figure 11. Simulated response of grid pu1ser 
PFN versus measured voltage response :into a 
four-ohm load. 

The grid pulser. is located in the oil 
·tilled lIOdulator tank and flOats at cathode 
potential. Tbe qrid pulser 'inc1udes the l-ohm 
PFN which is iapedance-matChed by a1:2 step
up tran.toner to the 4-6 olla qrid cathode 
iJI~ance. ... ."ria's requlated power supply 
which is proqr.aaable by fiber-optic link is 
u.ed to c:barqe the PFJr (Figure 12). fte1:"ohm 
PFN i. di~ch.rqed by. a 100 V SCII through the 
output .tep-up transformer. To insure that 
the PFN SCR turns oft, a second crowbar SO i. 
triqgered to crowbar the PFN pul.e. The crov
bar circuit also allows the grid pulsevidth to 
be controlled. 



rigure 12. Block diagram of grid pulaer .nd 
controls. 

'SYS'l'D! INTECRATION Wp PgPQB!WfCE 

The size and ·COIIpon.nt layout of the 
modulator is driven by four coaponents: the 
250 kV st.p-up tran.former, thech.r;inq 
'inductor,ttie52 JUS, .5.5-ohll PrN, and the grid 
pulser (FigUra 13). ,Th. modulator f~ is 
_unted via 'a hydraulic lifting sy.t •• to a 
steel ,tank .e.&suring 7.2-ft. hifih x '7.6-f~. 
long x 7.6" ft ~ vide. When filled vi th oil, 
the aodulator veighsabout 14 tons and con
tains about, 2000 gallons of oil. Oil cooling 
for the thyratron, and aatching re.istors·is 
asaured by directed oil nozd ••• nd, an inte
gral oil coolin; syste.. The modulator i. 
linked to the .lectron bea. qun .y.t,,·by 
thr •• ·coaxi'al cabl.s, .ach' rated at 300 kV 
~ak voltaqe. ' 

Figure 13, •. Photoqrli~h of.odui~~or layout." 

Befor. tuninq'the .odulator PrN, the 
.odulator vas inteqrated with the el.ctron 
bea. qun. Initial el.ctron be .. cathod. tests. 
indicat.d plas.a closure of the cathode to 
anod.. The 1800 J .odulator PFN .. de pulse 
conditioninq of the cathode iapouibl •• 
Rather than daaa;e the cathod. fro. _1 tiple 
hiqh enerqy breakdowns, • dc high voltage 
condition'inq procedure va. adopted. A 1 aA, 
250 kV current li.ited power supply va. u.ed 
to condition the cathode. Initial condition
ing of the cathode and hiqh vOl.tag. bushings 
required 12-15 hours. SUb.equent condit~on
inq of the cathode aft.r openinq the cha.abe'r 
to ataospheric pressure required 1-2 hours. 

'Checkout of·th. sy.t .. over the .full. 
operating ranqeverified the .ccuracy of the 
.odeling. Independ.nt adju.taent of the cur
r.nt and el.ctron enerqy (cathode voltaqe) vas 
achieved. Reliability of the electron bea. 
syst •• vas al.o t •• ted.at full power. ''!'he 
modulator vhen operated continuou.ly at 10 
pps, 230 kV, and full 160 A output current, 
perforaed to specification.. In addition, no 
tuninq of the modulator PFN or grid pul.er va. 
r.quired. Ttl. c.thod. voltage and C\lZTeJIt are 
.hown in riqure 14. Although the circuit 
lledeling indicated a trend in the operating 
range., tiaing adjustaent of the cathode grid 
pulse va. required to tune the overshoot pre-
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sent on the cathode voltage pulse. The cir
cuit calculations had predicted a slightly 
faater dV/dt on the rise of the cathode pulse. 
Th •• lower riaeti.e, due to stray PrN induc
tance and higher cathode capacitance, re.ulted 
in a longer requir.d d.lay tiae betw •• n the 
.pplied cathode vol tag •• nd the grid pul... A 
d.lay ti •• of 5 ~ vas r.quired versus the 
mod.l'. 3.5 ~ prediction, In addition, a 
hi;h.r di.plac ... nt curr.nt due to the under
eatimation of the cathode to .node capacitance 
vas noted. The initial .lov curr.nt riaetime 
seen on the current w.vefora of riqur. 14 is a 
result of displac ... nt current. Ev.n though 
a naqative biaa vaa applied to both the con
trol and .xtraction grid, adjustment of the 
bias h.d no effect on the di'splac .. ent curr.nt 
noted on .the electron be .. current vavefo:nu. 

Figure '14. Top tnc,e: cathode accelerat'ion 
vol,tage, VA-I(' 40"kV/div shoving·the modulator' 
"response to tJ:Ie ,constant current load. Bottexn· 
trace: electron beam .current, IA-1(' 10,0 Aldiv" 
at 18 lIIA/em2 averag'!"current de?!ll.ty: . " 

, ", - '. 

" ¥' al.ctronbeam curr.nt d!U'sitY of '5-20 
. aA/em vaa v.rified by .operation into air. A 
'· ... raday cup .ounted on' .• _tor driven track, 
trav.rs.il the l.ngth .of 'the hUlachi durinq 

. rep-rat. operation of the .y'st... A ,:t 10' 
variation.of current d.nsity .long ,the cathode 
l.nqth vas d .. onstratad· thus ,_ting full . 
sy.t ••..• pecifications a. outlined in TaI:lle'l, 
As shown in riqur.· 15, the el.ctron beaa Cur
rent, denai ty is :t 10' vbelt the lledulator' 
pulse-to.-pulse voltage v.riation'of :t His, 
includad. The fin. repeatal:lle .tructure .lon; 
the length of the. Structure is. due to thel'1llal 
.xpansion of the cathode. Theraal .xpansion 
of the cathode results in • sasll .isaliqnment 
of the extraction'grids vith r •• pect to the 
hibachi .upport ribs. The resultinq .l.ctron 
bea. 18 pa~ially interc.Pted by the deep 
inter-rib g.o.etry, reducing the qaoaatric 
transpar.ncy of the bUlachi. How.v.r, preion
hation of the la.er qas 18 IINlff.cted and the 
.l.ctron be .. sy.t .. met full sy.t ... pecific
.tions. 

1 ca2 Are .. , 
Faraday Cup 

I io ca2 Area, 

.::.,..-:;~~~!!!J. Fa~aday c~p: 
Fiqure 15. S;iatj.l uniformity,,':"! cau.ode in
cludinq pulse-to-pulae power .upply/non
reproducibility, 200 keY, 18 1IA/C112 pe.k 
current. 

'l'vo such electron beuI sy.teas have been 
intaqratad vith the cuatoaer's CO2 1 ... r 



A CXlIU'AC; MDllU;';'TQR FOR CDl£.AAT!N~ rU>.'T 250 kV. ; ..• co ..... --_. 
• ~Io,..,,)~~ 

•• D. CUrry. L.C. Scllhtt. C.B. Eichenberqer 
D .... ""rcon And W.N. Weseloh 

"'be Sciences. Inc. 
U796 lIick. Blvd. 

San Leandro, CA 94 5 77 

A ~cC 250 .. V _ .. beor baa been de.iqn'" eo 
pnnide nac 1 u .. c po&l ... iDeo a 400-0"'" eleccron 
_ load cluru.,.1oo ppl, bo&raC -. operaUon. 'l'be 
_ .. lacor _I de.iqnticS ~,a 15:1 IUP-IIP Uan.
fomer Ch ... _i4~9.f .~cc de.iqn. To ,,':iafy 

, . ilia de.ired IUiD<Jtiilt '(Iaene .. -",ificaUon of U' 
wit.h a ali91\Uy .~i'" load ~c •• Ch. 1 u.ec" 
625'10 oucput pul .. la' ,enarateeS by • 't\ll\&bll, 1 .... ' 
1I>ductance, low i.IIpe4aIIc. tyPe E I'nI. 'rhe .o...sllatOr 
h, able co "provide, lIP co so pul ... n 100 W. or eon~ 

. c;';'lIOua operaUan at 1 pp5. '!he oll iDNlac'" outpuc 
pulae Uan.for.er hal _lUpleMCOndary w1n4i.nIi. 
vl\icl\ can be ..... d eo provide _ur power for a 
tharmoionic: CAthode electron "baa murc:e. ,'fhe r •• o
Mntly charq.d 1.8-o!W PP1i i. can.tnicud 11> a foldad 
·.tr iplin. atrancjeioen't eo reduc. .tray 1I>ducunc •• 
'rhe 10 leA. II kV pria&ry diKhar9. pul •• i. ewitCt>ad 

A ~ct 250 kV ...sIlIator has _n deaiqn.d 'by 
"'1M Sciac ... Inc. (PSI) wlticl\ can ... ily operue 
uncleI' tb ... Itringent condit.ion.. ", • .odl.llator .a. 
duiqnad e •• 'Jenera! purpo .. driver for. biql\ ~ 
danc. tl\emionic diode. 'rh. _lator "AI daliv.r.d .. 
• C\U1I-"ay ay.taa =-pl.te vith inteCJr.l oil p.pinq 
an,s .cor.q. c.pAbiU ty. A partial bloc!< '4iacitu' 

·'(Piqur. ,1). illllstrate. __ of Ch. kay future. of tbe 
ay.t •.. An .Ilco.atic control eyot .. c.pAbl. of ' 
.... itor1nq .U ...... tia! conc1J,tion. of tbe ancilli.zY' 
8IIppOrt equis-ant and' f.llft' _ •• Va. ,suiqnad "inCO . 
"th. ayat.. Althouql\' Ch. control" aylta i.dillell •• .., 
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. by ,a l\i,l\ .curr ... t, boll .... .-- CIIyratron. EEII ' 

U. .. foUowinq .. cti'!". a .brief " • .-ry i. nqu.;,i-ed 
before pnoc_inq. Bee.u.e tI\e _illator VI. de.iqnad'· 
AI • ,atand-alon. ee.t facility for diode dev.l-"t, 
CCIIIplet..' ~ut:caatic: con'tr.ol w •• required. , "'.-.con~rol 
ay.t. _.' d •• iqned to ... nitor and c,.,ntrol cb&r9inq 

"90.1taqe. Mte<:t ab9rt cir'C'Uit and open cirC\li.t,. Con~ 
4itiOZl.~ and provide ahutd.own in ca .. of reoccurring 
fa .. lt _15.' In ,.ddition, Ch., ~o.\trol ay.e.. .... ," 
cIe"",ad t.O ... ni ~rt.h •• tat;',.· of the anc'il1i~ equip.: 
.ant (re .. t npply, PP1I char"CJ. volta,., .tc.) and 
'provide .iiut.dcwn to aYOiis' d.ui.liq. eo' the kay ~ ... nta 
of tbe" ay.uil iDcludin,j' Ch. tbyruron; Ule .tep-IlP 

01S74C. ' ' 

'l'be CODtrol ayat.' aUow. u.. operator CO' 
.. l.ct a qiv ..... t of rw., Par-tu. ;.nclud1l>, 'pill •• 
r.petition frequency &ri4'u.. na.bet of pul ••• in a, 
lNr:it. "Durinq oper.tion, tile c:antrol' ayoc_ daUcco ' 
fault _. condiUon •• &ri4 pr'O'Fidel allu.&ti.c II\~t-" 
down in c ... of 'Open,Citc:u.it or ,abort_-cirC:~,t 
condit.ion •• 

Dn'JalOC'fICIN ' 

TradiUoMlly", ,~ul .. t.or ... y Z'at:'9. !re. .. veial 
"kilovol co ';p to Ch.' ';";avOlt r~qe.: 'In, Che .20' kV, -
100 ~V, ranqe Chti 1IDdu1atora .re · ...... lly ... itch.d 
eitltar by • "CIIyratron or by • Iliql\ ~'r';nt ,,'1&1 .park 
q.p. Unt.il recently, hiqh averiq• ~.nt thyratrona 
wltic!\ cOllld handle l.rq. Yelta,e reveruls vere not 
ccamerci.lly .vailable. At low current ••• t&ndard 
thyrat.rona vere uaed with protection circuits de
.i9nK. 1I>co tlte _l.tor. SpArk ,.p. vere Il .... lly 
... r. Attractiv. iD _ulaeor. operatin, 11> bi9h 
rI'Ver .. l rlCJ;.... or .t 1\1,1\ peak curr ... t. 
(repetil:or r.ta. < 1 tll&l. 

"- Chyr.tron. devoeloped for .... 11> _c;"'r 
l ••• r driver •• void .any of tI\e l~l:Ation. of tlte 
• t.a!'\~ard thyraut;)n •. ~ ... new hollow anode, eeraaic 
thyrauons are abl., eo'lw>dl. 50-60' Currant '(1) 

reversal, without aufferinq.lifett.. 4.er ..... 
'nIi •• dvanl:Aqe 11 quita" ,-n.&n't for ...dllacor. 11>~' 
tenclacl fc.r.pplicati .... ou..r "UlaD 1 ... r dri_r.. Per 
_ampl.".1I> ...,y iiD4ul.con driviD<J "diode or ''-_ 
sourc •• , open c1reuit or short 'c1rcYit falllt ~. 
are 1l&l&&1ly,pr ..... t. Open ~ft:\llt c:an41Cion. c.n 
oceur •• u.. diode ainiD<J .. uriAl ., •• or •• t!Mi. 
diode concUti .... ·1nlUdly. lAbe .... tly, UIort 
circllil: c:OncUtlan. can ... Uy be ........... ured. 'l'be 
V.C""," diode reqi ..... y occ:. ...... lly UlorC 0..1: if tbe 
diod •• rCI, Ch ........... baabiDq flaal\ •• , or if pr.-
... ur. pla_ cloaur. 0CC'IIr.. All of Ch •• falllt 
...s ••• Uecl: Ch. lif.u.. of u.. -.u.cor. Shon 
circ .. it candiU .... can ... wlt 11> l\i9h peat aarrent 
r.veraall u. tbe circ .. it a. _11 .. depl.tUlq u.. 
cat!:~e of tile tbyrauan • . 
"'i~t for u.. .... 1 .. -.-cb Labor.tory. 

tr ... atorMr. ~ ... inpowwr wpply and, tbe biql\ "';lta9. 
,,1IIIl.1\1I>q. To illllltr.ta th'. co.pl&l<ity and tII ..... y 
dadqn i ...... , tb., follovinq IKci"'" 'provida .a ,de
',taU,ad di..,.. •• ion· of tit. _lila tor, ·.nd, COIICrOl •• 

Piqure 1. Ilock d.i.Aqr .. of cha _ul.cor and I""port 
ay.tems . 

IIDllULAroR DESOIIl'TloH 

!t.. _"i.tor va., eSe.iqn'" to proVide 5O-l5O "V. 
1 u. pul ... , CO • 400-0ha l ... d." ",. de.iqn uUl1 •• d • 
l5 tV. 15''''': I\ollow ,atiOiIe . thyruron IEEV1574C) CO 
diec:b&rge • 1.S-011a tapiored pul .. forainq utwork 
'Cbroa9I\ AD iron: cor. pul .. u .... fo .... r 115.1 .tap-IIP) 
(Pi.,..... 2). 'l'be"pul_ fozw.1nq ... r.-r" .... '"re-w.tly 
cIIarqecI fna • 5 ur c.pacicor", cc: CMr"CJad to 8pprOll

t.&tely 17 tV. To provide for aJ.n9le-pul .. oper.ti .... 
a UicU. c!\ar9. aupply, .djllll:abl. fna 0-35 .. V _. 
.bo prowidec! • 

tM .. 1n powwr .lIPPly _ •• bad to _ide for 
1I>tarpul .. rechar"CJe of Ule pre.iou.ly -.ti.....s 5 ur 
capec1eor. 'l'be lO k" power ruu., of tbe ...... ly 
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Fi",," Z. SCh .... tic of 250 tv """"lAtor, "aIIowin9 u.e 
resonar.: charge 8Y.tem, Pf1I and .... of 
u.e protection circ:lliUy d .. i~ ato th. 
...sulator. ' . 

rec:harlJed u.e 5 ...i 'capacitor in appr'Oltiaouly 10 ... 
which .... adequate for u.e 10._ interpuloe pariod. 
The, PFl! was reoo:'la:'ltly chai-9ed U.ri"OIJh 0 .8 K 
inductor provided in tne, 8Yst.... At ht9h rep-rates 
u.e power .upply re<1U~Ued U.e "!'" volt.0ge to In. 
At .1i,ghtly reduce'; rep-rates, ~e rec;ulation of u.e' 
.upply parformec :0 ~tter than !l.S\. 

,The ,thyratro:l '(E!:V 1574(;) _. selectee for: peat 
VOltage hold-of!, ;;eat' current and u.e &bility to 
eondu.;t. hiqh reVel'se ;urrent.... t't\e thyr.ltron ws 
retedal peat currents' ,of 15 kA and 7:5 tA reverse 
currents. liif_time ten. pUblished on 11 kA 
operating eonditions, rePorted Il.i.niaa l"itet..i.M in 

'''ce •• of 1 x 108 Shots ll ) at 11 tA and dI/dt'. of 
2 '! lOll AlMC. 111 ad4ition. ,Ute thyratzon had aloo 
.... n te,.ted at 500 Pr.. DIi.i9'\ goals of 1 'x 106 
.hots wiu. -10 kA peat, =rrm>ts 'and an anticiPated 
dI/dt ,. 5 x 1,010 A/Me at 100 PPI _re well wiu.in 
the thyratzon ~l'tic.tion>-telt paruetera. ~in9 
• hort circuit fault 1ODde •• luge .......... currents 
(10-12 kA) could pOllil>ly occur in the priauy eli.- " 
charge loop: ,Alt.'Iough u.is wo. sli9htly htghu'th&n 
specificatiOn. tradeoff .tuelie. done. &hawed tbat Ute 
~yr.tron wculd conduct. the •• rever •• ~carrent •• Th. 
u.yratron in u.e .hort circuit condition w •• olIO 
requiree to wi U.stand Mveral reversals until u.e 
vOltage .. '!s ~ out by ,u'e _ller elicide circuit 
plaCed across u.e Pf1I (Figure 21. 

A folded .tripline PF1I wo. """.tnlCted to pro
vide a low ;..peGance, low, inductance PF1I required to 

dr i va u.e .OO-ohlo di ode load u.rIl9h a .tep-up tran.
former. The pulsefor.ing net~rk .. as hybrid of u.e 
type-E PF1I and u.e Rayleigh Pf1Is. (2) fte' plls .. 
fo~n9 ne~rk aIIown ,in Figure) i'llll&trates u.is. 
The "required flatne .. ot ~3\ for a 1 us pulse .... not 
... Uy achieved. alon9 wiu. u.e de.ired ri_t'" "of 
200 n.. The inductance of Ute selected C&p.citOr. 
(ESI.I and u.. output capecitance of thoo ate~up trans
former int.racted and furth"er ea.p11c_ted Ute dea'gn 
tradeoff.. or19inolly. ,7.S rJ reconstitoted ';'ca 
capacitors ... re selected for u.e m c.pac'Hora. Ttle' 
equivalent eerie. inductance of Ute capacitMs va. 
specified ~ be le .. than 60 nH. IInfon ...... t.ly. in
ho .... ta.ta revealed approxiaau ESL' s of 290 nil per 
capacitor. In low ~ce Pn/s. ht9h ESL can 
dr_tically .ffect the OUtput pulse. resultin9 ill 
early drop off and large variations in thoo pul ... 
ori9in&! c:1rcuit .aulations h.d tat .. into account 
u.e 2\ droop of u.e transfo ... r and the lar98 Meon
dar\" stray capacitance nso-~OO pFI. olnd had sh ...... 
that the hi9h ESli ~uld shorten the ""lse. E.:lr1y 
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." -.. -.. -.. 
~ff" "FFF" '. "-~-1 ,.... •• .... l "''1 l' · . ~ oa, -, I.,: .... 
r' r' r' · 1 r I' r' r' r' r' 

Cl -<:8 • 53 nF 1 5\ 

li
l .., 25 nil 

li2 .. 137 nH 

li ' ), .., 151 nil 

" li. .. 167 nK 

liS' -167 DK 

li6 -167 nH 

li7 . - 167 lIB 

li8 .. 280 nK 

ESL - } 1 ' 
'ESli 40 nH 

8 

lIodified type-E Pf1I ~g u.e appr .. xi.m&te 
values of the seciion .iAcNctances. 

tests, wiu. u.e _ula"to,r re_led tbat u.e OUtput pul .... 
width .... in.d shonu by 80 DS. 920 na in durotion: ' 
'!'O c~sate for u.e ht¢ Mrie. 1Dductance (ESL) 

- (Figure )1. ,an eighu. section _. ,added, Al tI'Iouqh ,u.e 
~duct.or of the utr.'~tion (Section 1) ia nOt 
liutQ&lly coupled to" .. u.e otber inoIuctora of u.e PFl! • 
u.e .. tra section did ut8nd u.e pll_idu. to u.e 
required 1 u. PUla_1du. 'and tba required flatne ... 
~ically when an atr. oection u a_ to • P~, 
droop in u.e pulse is no .... 1. _ ... r. u.e stripline 
dad", of u.e PFl! reduced tba .~ay icIDuctance in u.e 
Det>oort to a aiD1&. (Figure 4) allowin, u.e .. tra 
MeUon to cc.pensate for tail _ droop. It u.e con
atruction of u.e PF1I is "",,1_ in Figure 4. u.e 
advantages of utilizing striplin. construction is 
.. aily under.tood. The Itripline produces a low in
ductance cOMection be_ c&pacitMS and reduc .. u.e 
.tray induction no ... lly present a thoo interMction 
connection ... 

Figure •. An ODtline drawing of u.e '"' showin9 the 
low indUC:Unce stripline design of u.e PFl!. 



Each .eC'tl0n of the network conSIsted of A aodule 
housinq. Mven of the 7.5 n.F cApacitors. 'l'tu'ee 
_untinq holes .... re provided in the -.01... Coils 
constructed fcOlll 1/4" co_r tWoin'l tlere .. sed n the 
inductors. and .,.."ted fr ... UMt .. IIolu. 1EU1y in
ductance c.lculation .... inq 1Ia-"·. i!>dllCtance 
fo..w •• and Ttl...,,·. fo...un _ tbat the induc
tance ....... not ... Uy adj ... ted by Y&rfinq the 1"9th 
of the coLla (l.41. "f.uly ... iq.oe IIOluU ..... 
deviaed. aecauM the PrII .... nqui.red CO be billable 
CO ~ .. ta for load cllaDge. (dirferet diode 
iapedanc .. l. tunAbility ....... UiIpon&nt -.ider.Uon. 
In .cldiUon CO the 1_ UlcluctAnCe provided by • ftrip
li110 de.i9ft. t.be 1 ..... i!>ductance _tiD9 of UMt 
c.paci tora clo .. CO the .act ..... i.DducCOra &lle:1iW«1 an . 
• clditional iIIductor CO =no. t.be fLrat few ...,Uon. of 
the PrII. !he third 'induccor i.D~ced into tbe net
.... rk .......... ted be_,t.be'CWO coila _idt _t,the 
priauy ..cUon i.Dc!uctance. '" belp !.II tbe .-i_ of 
the PrII outlille the cur ..... u an -. !.II P;..j,ire 4., 

"'e output of tba,PrII •• .upped "" by e 15.1 
.tap-up tran.fo .... r. In additica eIle u- core' "an.
fonoec provided .. tchi.D9 be_ tbe 1.a-..a. PrII and 
tho 40Cl-olla load. 'l'b. " .... roz-c, laa.Duf.cmred by 
Stangenu Induuriul _. de.i9fted CO provide a 1 ~ •• 
250 kV pul .. vith le .. than 2.5' droop. '" .~u 
thea. apec:if1.cationa. the priA&ry laaJr.a.,.iJod\ICtance 

,v.a approai.at"ly~ 106 nil. With the c.lcuated output 
etray capacitance of 140 pr. the .. ~_ted ri .. ~ 
vaa 100 n.. 'l'be' full jJJI ... inq of the con •• 
utilued by biuin" the priauy with a nMt conant. 
A 55 A currant frcia a 5 V power 8\1111>ly n .. u eIle 
transf,onoer before .. ch' pul... ProUctian circuitry 

. prov.ded iaolation between the 1li9h ..olta.,. an ell.' 
pciAary ... d eIle 1_ voltaqa &ide of tbe eupply. In 
eddj-tion •• quscUiliar Meond&ry vindi.D9 .... proVided 
to .lIPply power to • 2 kW _tar wi.D4i.D9 b1&aed at 
-2 ,kV ,viell re.~~ to the 250 kV ~tPUt pal ... 

F.ult _ protection c:i.rCu1u de.i9Ded inco the 
~'8Odulatoc prov.ded protectiOD CO the t!ryr.tn.>. ell. 

pulse tranatorIMc and the hi9h volta';. touahl.n9. No 
clamp in; circuits vere u.ed aero •• the tbyr.tran. 
~ov,,!,er. a snubber networx " •• placed aero •• the 
.thyraeron in th.' event ,of .• f.ult 80de (Fi~e 21. 
H.C;c volta,. diodes alonq viell .. riea liAit.iil9 
re~i.tors were plACed Aero •• the PFN t.o prevant re
veri.ala fram occurrin9 on the PP'N capacitora. Te.ts 
.h~e<1 th.t tha hiqh volta9. diode. were capable of 
c~~uct.n9 10 kA current. and the 5 a 1010 "'Me 
dIl~t·. pre.ant. A .'tal ... ida YUiacor 8t.ack con
"'tin9 of 150 CE 1000 LA 40 1fDV·. _ • .....s to pro
"ide ... tched loa<1 to eIle output of tbe u.afonoer 
.t 300 l<V. 110 load in" of the output pU" _. noted 
• t lover volta"e •• by eIle otaclt. Althouo;h tbe .tack 
unc!er nor.&! operatin, condiUan. doea DOt load the 
pulae. eIle NOV .t.ack haa afinita lLf.u.. aDder 
no::.l oper.tin, condition.. !tie calculated lifett.B 
of ~~e .t.ack v ••• ppc ...... t.ly 1 a 106 'abot •• Por 
l~q'lif.t'" 8Odulator. thi. could concei"ebly be. 
pro;' 1_. "'e d •• i9ft 'loa 1, of the -.dulacor •• 1 a 106 
L~C~. viChout .. inunaDca. !tie 'a.tiAated lUai ... of 
the ~ul.tor 1. 1 a 108 ,-1.109 abete' UDder rap
rate burn ...so. operation (acludl,Dq the IfDV otackl. 

, ,,,.. cucuit of PiljUre 2 .... ·deeL.,...cI !.lito four 
aU9" .11 80dular in ••• 9'\. ' !tie ...s..i.tor .... 
houNd ill an oil t.anl< "'unted .top .... oil _ir 
(FilJUCe 51. Aaeocieted c:ontzo~. _ ... de.iljDed illco 
individual Mlf-contained r.cJt _ted chaaaia. 'l'be 
power eupply vu provided !.II ..... t ai.Dked oil t.anl< 
tot.a11y .. If-contained. !tie 1 .... i.DductAnCe ..... tin9 
anc! the layout of tbe ....suhtor·. intarnal Cllllll"C>Mnt • 
• re ._ ill PiljUre 5. !tie oil t.anl<. 011 naervoir. 

rack mounted -:::mtro!s lind: the mndulator !ra::\e .lre 
.hown In the p:-:otoqr3ph J.n rlqure ~. 

.. --

-- ... ---

c;=====<:-

... ----.. -
\ .Ik' ....... 
'-

w_ -

,Pi9Ure 5. ,J. cro .. Meti"'; clr.win9 of tbe -..l.for, 
ah_in" the low i.Dductance connaction •• 
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FilJUCe 6. Pbotoljraph of tha 8Odul.tor and &allOCated 
wppon bar_reo ~>nq tbe -..l.tor 
(topl wpportecl &DaY. the oil 't.aDk, ... d 
..... rvou. !be control .,..~ ia 'ahovD CO 
the ri9ht • 

'l'be control and trinar eyete are houNd 
priAarily ~ • 19" rack. 'l'be ey ... _ i~ di"ided into 
the eyeta power control cha •• i.. the lO kW. 20 -kV 
... pply control cba,.ai.,' eIle 30 kW. 40 kV supply 
cha •• i •• the thyr.trca '-ter/re"r-u ,cba •• i •• the 
.yau.> intercannect/juncUan cha •• i. _ UMt .. ster 

, cantzol cba .... '(FiljUre 71. Aclditi ..... l eJ._u are' 
locat:ed in ... 1 boa •• ' loc.ted .,.; tba _l.cor t.anl< 
(PilJUCe 51. !tie ey.e- incorporated Pro"'eD de.,,,, 
techniq.oe. for noi .. euppcu'.ion _ ~ity in 
pulaed power envLronoolnte. 'l'be er.e.. _. de.i9fted 
to .11_ inte9r.tian inco • lal'9Ar er.e.. vith • 
aafety/intarlock er.te. 



rigj,lre 7. Block ·diairu shoving the intucOnnection.' 
of .tJi. c'c"trol .ay.t_. 

'!'he control ay.~ ... pertOr'll' t.". following _,or 
functions: 

• ' """itor ane! e!~.p1~y of a!.! .. fety interlock •. · 

• MOnitor and' e!i.play of an sUpport and _ 
~.t_ ~nt.rlock.. ' 

.• COntrol and rHlOu progr--.i"g of .U bi9lt 
. voltage i .. pp1ies. 

. . . 
• COntrol' an4 mc~itor~g of ~ll c~. and· 

• Generation' ane! oequenc:'ing 'of 'all ~oW-1.Vel 
~igg.r ,signall. . 

• COntiol of 'all ayltem par_ters nth •• ,rep- . 
r.t.., ~~r of pulses·," char9~< voltage, 
.tc:. 

• Diaplay of' .y.te:m~_.t.at.u •• 

• R.a1 ttDe di.p~ay,; of Deasured PFN voltage. 

• Fault detectl0n and auto-ABORT control 
functions. 

• Orderly .h .. tc!own of all ayu ... upon aIItO
ABORT· """"""nc!. 

Figure 8 .howl the main control pan.1 and the function. 
8Gnitored by the controll.r. 

'igure 8. Photograph of the _"ter eontro1 panel 
.how1ng t.". !w:ctlonl perfo.-c! by the 
C'Cntrol system. 
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Conditions ot all interlock., fault detec~lon 
circ .. itry and .ubayU ... are dhplayed ru1t ....... r:g 
trl-color u::n's. Green denot.e. that t.he int.erlock is 
connect.ed. Red cSenot •• the interlock i. Dot .. t.lafied 
or broklln. aneS y.llow danot •• thet the int.rlock II .. 
been bype ... d. 

Selection of cbarq. voltage. Il_r of pu1 ... and 
np-rat. 18 ac~liahed by the .... of th.-.. 1 
evitche.. Voltage and pu1 .. r.oo1 .. t.i ... i. 0.1 kV. 
pu1 .. and 0.1 Hz raopec:tive1y. 80th internal ane! 
Dt.rna1 triggering 11 avai lab1. but r.p-rat. lUll tad 
to 110 R& ......... "1_ jitter pu.l .. arriving 
awroxiaatlly 500 n. before ay.t_ .... tput is prov~Ced 
for Uaing. Th. front "panel aloo diop1ay. the 
quAntity of actll&l abota fired during • bur.t _a or 
ling10 llIot' operation'. 

!hr.eayn • ...se. are. a"ailab1 ••• u.gl.-.lIot. 
" burst 'and d ..... rap. ft.· burn' __ allow ... p to 99 

Pu1 .... t up to 102 Hz ... in.9 an.iAtern.olly 911nerlt.~. 
or ... t ..... al pulll train. "'., .l_rep ...s. all~. 
contin .. o,," operation' at 1.2. liz 'or le.l. ' 

Re61u-..'aclled digital dilplay of 8UsurOod Pr"N 
vo1tage il accClOPlished .. sing a' f .... ·gated ana'log '" 
digital convertar/disp1ay unit trigger~ frem a fi~e 

,'delay ligna 1. .' , 

,~:~. q'.t.~" cSe.ic;n' approecb' inco~~rat •• ' f •• t.ures .' 
that liait' ling1. allot fault ...sea to anergy/vo1tac;e 

. level. wit.hln ~~ent. ~ifi'cation.. '!tlerefore. 
fa .. lt ...se.: prou~tion philolOphy is''beledon pre- . 
vent.ion.of'wublequent. pul .. , ~rin9 ~.r. a r.pea~ 
of the particular f ... lt ...s. is lik.ly. All fa .. lt: 
- •• de.teCted are 'identified "i. fnmt. panel in
dic.tor displ.YI; ·'.ult' 1.ve1. ar •. autD-oea1.d .vith 
i_.ted PnI "'11 tag.. th ... ' DO at.ernal jorogra-w,g '. i •. 
requ.ired l'fIen operatiJ,g at different .... ltag.s:· 

.'. Auto-AIIORT ~t.c:tion circ::alu for oDtPut hi9h 
(load op&n)~ .... tput i .... (lOad aborted)., PnI hiqh. PFN 
10.. (thyr.tren·lltchup)'. "ari.tor .tack ..... rcurr.nt 
.nd power ."W1y 'iaul to are prc",ided vlii"h. are fait.' 
enougll to prevent a euboequent lIbot f .... being fired 
at the .... ~ rep-rate of 100 pp.. -n.. front panel 
indicatorl identify . ...,ich circuit CAueed the auto
ABORT.' , Au~ Uc cOn trol of &11 c:nIOIbar I. power 
oupp1i •• and trigger .-p1ifier are provided. 

"'. high voltag. power oupp1y fault det.ct cir
cui t detecto ove.r-<:bargin'l of the PnI neaoork. Other 
power fwo1u (wch ........ = ... tl rill bru.k the 
power "'pply' interlock. and r .... lt in III orderly abort 
of the ey ..... 

""l .. fo"''''' n.aoortt and tbyratroll fault. are 
d.teCted ... in9 a fut gated ~ator cir1:ui.t in 
eonjunction vith a high ~c. PnI .... l .. g • ..,nitor. 
8\' detection 'of All abnor.a1 '"' VOluge level. ahot to 
allot f.ulu neh .. tbyratri>n lAotdl.., AIld are detac:.ted. ''''i. faalt ranlta iD All '!~te abort _enc •• 
'&1l_iA9 quick all .......... of the -.lator: 

"'. output of the _lator 1I a/nm...s .. 1 th • 
• ariotor .tack (Figure 21. "'i. c:1rc:u.i~ el_nt pre
venti a.be n.~.r iD the _t of an opell cirCUit 
load. II curr ... t aII .... t on the Qristor 8t.ac:k and faat 
ca.perator circW.uy are .....s to dootac:t UU. fault. 

!be ...sul.tor 11 prow1ded with a fa.t re.1IU". 
..,nitor. 'nMI .... tput of thil _itor i. fed ilIto a 
fait gated pu.lll ilIte<Jral dootec:ti ... c1=u1t (not 
.hown in FilJUre 21. Detecti ... of an abno ... Uy h1gh 
inte<Jrated voltage .1gnd iDeSicat .. an _n load 

~; . 



.• 

fault. Detection of .s 10,. pulse 1~te9r.lted voltJJqe 
slqnal l.ndicat.es t.ube f!.1shovCtf or &harte: !au!: 
con.ht.L~ns. 

The 9ued thyratton tti9.,.r 9enerator is 
tti99.red by a low 1.y.1 (+20 V) P\ll .. f~ tbe .uter 
contto1 uni~. Iee.u .. of th. IIi9h ra~. of curren~ riee 
in th. PF1I cUecAarq. cir""i~ •• preion1.&a~ion pu1 .. 
.eh ... was u~i1i&ad to enhance thyratron perforaance. 
ftli. pu1 .. and the delayed tti" ... pal ...... 9_ra~ 
by eoHd-n.~. circuitry inc:orporat.iJlq ..... r-Ap and 
eoi ......... i~y .1_nta. All ,rid bias .... lte9 .. and 
Hq\llred d.lay ..... ,anerat.d in~.rl>AUy. 'nI. 
tbyr.Uon r .... rvoir " .... ~ to 6.65 V and th. r ••• rvoir 
.... luqe Mt to"l;85 v; Altbouqll the qlKitied 1.v.ls 
,iyen by U;V ar.6.6· V and 4.5 V.for tbe thyr.t.ron 
ander nor-l operUin9.condition •• the tbyr.~ .i~ 
full cllu9. volU9. 1.tcll-up -.. 'the f.ctory . 
.. ~tin9. w.re .. Md:, With the beater AIId ·r ... rvo1.& 
.. ~cinci. UMd. the ·t.hyr.t.ronrac"".recs· ... 11 "it!'1n 'cbiI 
neba". pe.riOd." 

':'eni.nq va. perforaed into a re.l.~ive lOold.. ~e 
th .... ionic diOde ind.ic.ted ill .Fi"". 2 _. r.placed· by 
• 'Oo-cihm·f1.&ed load. 'nIr .. suekpol. r .. istprs 1" in 
di .... t.r, 12- lonq, (oil intecirated) _re_ Ktunted on . 

· the ouq,ut of the tzanafor.er. "In .ddit~On 'the var:u\D 
· b ... " in9 ..... l.ft connected to' _eluau the· ~ct of 

th. totelnr.y c.","citenc. an the ... tpUt of th. 
tt.n.fo.-i- .. Alonq .. ith tb ... tcbed· l<Nd te.ta. short \ 
circw.t 'u,dopen circ .. it· te.u _re parfo.-.d. Durin9 

,.~ the.. t.et., fault -.cde interrupts ill 'tbe '.in con~o~ 
· .yat. _re bypoa.aed. to .U .... r.p-rat.i f ... lt __ 

t •• tin9. DIlrin9 the t •• ts All: in-aJ.to> .... lu,. .. nicor 
.... ' .. Md elOft9 .. ith.i P.ar.an·~ (110'A),'CO _al ... ~. 
th. ·.yn~· 'Vol te9. end, i:urrent perforaanc •• 

Fiqur. 9 shows th.· ~rpoaiU"'· of 2l c."tpa.t 
volUqe pula •• tAlten .t • 1 _ Ap-rate. 
Spec;' ~ icaUy •. th •• e ~r. shots 500-S22 in·. 3600.' shot 
secr.enc •• · 'nie Wit !=harq ..... ltaq. _a 25 ltV "" .. icll 
proc,,: ... 200 kV Output pul .. into ... tched load •. ' 
Puh.-to-pul •• 'vol U9. vati·.ti .... ia. influenced' by th. 
trl:~l. chai9. ~ly which he. eufficiant·time to 
pre'·;:!e .... rll9Ul.tion .~ rep-:r.tea of 1 ws or leas. 

. . 
S .. perpo.1Uan of 2l oat:pat .... lU9A pal ... 
taJr.." .t .1 ..... , '"' i:UroJA ..... lU9 •• 
25 ltv. Seal .. _A 46 kY/d.i" CIDd 200 
na/clJ. •• " ' .. 

. Fi9"i. 9. 

TIle .... 1 u9. CIDd current ..... ......... 111 F1Cf\1re 10. 
intc • 4QO-oha load. The photAorJrapll J.e All ov.rl.y of 
50 ~~ta durin9 • buret .:>de teet. The put ~t 
w ••• pp ...... iaately 600 A put. III e6UUan. the put 
outP".~ .... It .. ,. _ •• ppr .... J.aately 280 ltV. U. clur1ll9 
th. : •• pulM (Pni che" ..... lU9. II ltV. In). IIote 
th. la9ht diff.rence in the currant CIDd .... It.9. 
_v.I"ape.. ..... .... the oatput of tbe circuit .... 
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Cap.lClt.:l!"\ce-:';.:-:-,:;.;· .. ,:~.:! :l::'e: ~Io;",;, ';':'I-::'U.:t.1:"lCC l:.~~:e:. 

some slow OS'::!:l'a:i. Of drooF .15 leen on the '.':<:!ge 
waveform. The :urrent va. flat to better t.h"n ::\. 
Notlce also t~..lt &Done -..z;>lltude vAriAtion is prese!'".:. 
on the pulses. Th1S val,. result of the p'..,er supp':'y 
voluqe variat.l.on and not a result of the dilcharc;e 
circuit. 

. Fi"". 10. 

~-I 
. . 

._---_. 

Voltaq.and Current ....... -..nt~ thro"911 
• 'OD-oha load. 'nIe tOP. tr.c. ij. th. 
curr.nt tbrou9h the load. 200na/div, 
200 A/d.iy. The bot~ trac. 1. the 
voltage .• crO" th. load. 200 n./div; 
42.S·kV/c1i.v. uncIer 100 pps So-pulae burst 
.:>de ·op;.ration·. 

~ . 

'nI. _"luor .... .1&0 t .. ted lIndar open 
c-irr:ui't and shott' ·circuit fault -=de.; '!he, resistive 
load· .... short.e1 out. AIId the' aDdulator _a fired 

... ;'~ral t!-I into the .lIort (Fi9\lZe 111. ,'nIe pe.k 
'current .. as 1100 A versus' the c:.alculated c:Urre"t 'of 
1275 A. The 'resulting thyratron curre"i: "u 19. S kA • 
.... deqra4ation in the . .:>dul.to ... • perfo'-;'c ... a. 
ooted. althO"911 .pp ......... taly. 100 &honed shota _r~ 

. fired. 'nIe open circuit te.ts tested' tbe vilUdi:q- of 
... in9 .IIigh yoltag·.1tJV .ueks •• protechon devic .. 
durin9. open. circ .. it .~U.· ~e' Mco..cI&ry _s open 
circ'uited by 4isconnectin9 the, load. Fiqure 12 show. 
an ini ti&l tranllent "of 460 ltV p~ ... ni for .pp~ox
J.aat.ly 150 'ns before t.he _ 'etack c~.· t.he. volt.ge 
to lOO kV (PFlI.charge volU9. l5 kV). 110 deqr.dation 
in 'the per!oZ'IIIL~ce of the '.icod..l.tor _. naied durin9 
the.e telts. indicaUn9 iN·· f ... ibility of using 
pa.sive protectlO:'l ac:he.es. In additiOn, becaus. the 
IIi911 yoluge tr.n .. ent only aated for _ral· IIundred 
nl, ftO vaC\l\IID inwl.ator br •• JuSo"n v •• 'DOted during 
the t .. ts. 

.--.-~ .. -

.~±7"·· ~-'.'.-
!: ;}t4-2 

F1qure 11. Short c:1rcuit c:urr.nt on tbe ........ dary of 
t.he transfo ... r. 200 n./d .... 400 A/div 
III kV PnI cbarqe .... lU9.). 
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vOlta,. ac~.a, eli ... ~ondary ,cir cha Uana
foaiu ~in, an oparl cirCuit aIIo~. 

,Dur1A, CIi. t.sta CIi. VpFlI • lS, kV. TIle 
iniUal transient is ~. r.,lNlt ,of CIi. _ 
tum-on t;". 2 ua/div. llS kV/cUv.', 

In _ry. the _ulater' and control .yet .... t· 
all of',CIia d.siqn r,>&cifications. In ad"ition. the 
ain;.ua 'outpUt vol ..... ge of 250 -kV~" ucH4ecSby is kV, 
(VpriI,·' llkV) '&n!!, :ould, appro.sch ;80 I<Y, (VpFlI • lS kV) • 

. The 'riM~~ of t..".·out:P1.1t, voltaqe pul •• wa. 220 na . 
. (1~90) compar8dto ;he c.~p'lnec 2(),O "s ris'!t~, .. 
'Ibis .a • result of :.atzay d:apac 1 t.a...,ce and a tradeoff-; 
1A Clie tunability o~ Clie PFl!. ltO,reover. Clie folcSecS 
atr1plin. d •• iqn of Clie PFliprovic.c tunAbility out
Put of the ~a~or de.irable t.o~a. q.ntral PurPose 
un'sun,L TIle cor.trol .yst ... partorioed .," d •• iqned., 
all .... ine;' for c.-pl.te aUuDatic c:c"trol and fault ' 
',~ protact1on. ' ", 

Phll a.:Uopney alo;,e;, .... CIi J:;' FoCkler and , 
S.inz Lackner provided .any valuable sue;e;eitiona,which 
VU'e qra~.f,~ly app~,.!=iAt.ed. ~n addition, 8eiDz 
Lackner wOrked lone;' hours in support of Clie proc;r&lll 
and should be c:DIIIIMndecS. Pulse SCiences would a1'so 
like te ackftovlede;e Clie help and advlce provided bY 
8u lien ...... and Clie staff at EEV. 

1. Co'. ""Duff. It. Rust. "Evaluahen of 8idiractiONlUy 
COnductinq !hyratrons for Pulsed Exc~r Laaers·, 
IEEE 16C1i _.r lIOcSulater SyIDpo.i .... Arlinc;ton. ' 
~. 18-20 Jun. 1984. 

Z. '.W. (;1a_ and J.W. r.baacqv. Pulse (;enentors. 
PJ. 175-224. Dewar" PublicaUor..:--N;; York. 1948. 

3. GiAcOletto, Electronica o.aiqner'. R&nc!boolt, 
PJ. 3-46, IIcGra_H1l1, 2nd E4ition. 19,77, 

4. 'hI.-n. ""10 Enqineers Handbook. IIcGra_lUll, 
lat Edition. He .. York and Lanco". 1943. 
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APPENDIX B 

BASIC VERIFICATION PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX B 

The computer program used to verify Eq. 3.4 and the 

modulator design analysis is listed in Fig. B .1. All 

input values are on the secondary of the modulator. The 

theoretical best case or matched impedance voltage, 

Vpulse is input in volts. The calculated maximum and 

minimum electron ,beam impedance· RLOAD min and RLOAD max 

are entered in Ohms. The PFN, impedance is referred to 

the secondary of' the modulator. The n~mber o~ points 

which are to be calculated between ~OAD min and 

Rr.bAD- max' " is ,also E;!ntered, upon running the program., 

,The "BASIC"computerprogram then tabulates the 

following: 

RLOAD: The load impedance at each calculation point. 

RLOADP: The parallel impedance combination of the 

electron beam load (RLOAD) and the parallel 

matching resistor. 
:, 

GAMMA: The relection coefficient r l at the load. 

VLOAD: The load voltage based on the input pulse voltage 

Vpulse' and GAMMA the tabulated reflection 

coefficient at the load. 



, . ~":. 
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ILOAD: The current into the "load" or the electron beam 

current. 

IPAR: The current into the parallel resistor. 

EFF: The calculated efficiency of the modulator as 

given by Eq. 3.7 • 

. ' ',. 

The program' is wr~ tten in . BASIC., 'Ithas been run 

: under both' IBM BASIC~A and Mlc+'osoft QBA$IC(DOS V5. (n .. ' 
i. 

. , 

, " 

.~ 
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FigUre B.1 

Listing of the basic program used 
to verify the modulator operating ranges. 

10 'THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE VOLTAGE ON 
20 'LOAD USING REFL. COEFF'S AT EACH IMPEDANCE 
30 ' 
35 DEFINT X,N 
40 DEFSNG E,G,I,R,V 
50 DIM RLOAD!(20) 
60 DIM RLOADP!(20) 
70 DIM GAMMA! (20) 
'8.0 DIM VLOAD! (20J 
90 DIM ,II,.OAD! (20) , 
95' DIM' IPAR! (20) 
100 DIM :EFF'! (20) 
105 DIM RP1! (2'0 f 
106 DIM RP!(20) 
110 CLS , " , 
120 LINE INPUT ,"THE 'NAME OF THE,FILE";FILENAME$ 

"\'. 

, 130 I~PUT, "WHAT IS THE PULSE VOLTAGE";VPULS:E! ,,', ' ',,' 
140, INPUT ,"WHAT' IS THE, MINIMUM LOAD 'RESISTANCE" ;RLOADMIN!' , 
150 INPUT "WHAT IS THE MAXIMuM'LOAD RESISTANCE";RLOADMAX! 

'155 INPUT "WHAT IS'THE PFN'S RESISTANCE'i ;RPFN! " , 
156 INPUT ,"WHAT IS THE PARALLEL RESISTANCE";RPAR! 

, 160 X,NPUT "WHAT, is THE NUMBER OFPOI~TS";N ' 
167 LPRINTN' , , 

, , ' ".. :,., " ". ' . 
170 DEL!=(RLOADMAX!-RLOADMIN,! )/N 
180 RLO:AD! (l)=RLOADMIN! ~. 
185 N=N+1 
190 FOR X=2 TO N 
195 S=X-1 
200 RLOAD! (X)=RLOAD! (S)+DEL! 
210 NEXT 
220 FOR X~l TO N 
230 RLOADP!(X)=(RPAR! * RLOAD!(X»/(RPAR! + RLOAD!(X» 
240 GAMMA!(X)=(RLOADP!(X)-RPFN!)/(RLOADP!(X)+RPFN!) 
2 50,VLOAD! (X) = ( 1-ABS (GAMM,A ! (X) ) ) *VPULSE! 
260 ILOAQ! (X)=VLOAD! (X)/RLOAD! (X) " 
270 IPAR'!'(X)=VLOAD! (X)/RPAR! 
280 RP1!,(tX)=(ILOAD!(X),~~)*RLOAD! (X) , . 
290 RP! (X)=( (IPAR! (X)"2)*RPAR! )+( (ILOAD!'(X)"2)*RLOAD! (X» 
300 EFF! (X)=RP1! (X)IRP! (X) 
310 NEXT 
330 LPRINT ,FILENAME$ 
340 ' 
350 ' 
360 ' 
370 ' 
380 LPRINT 
390 LPRINT 
400 LPRINT 
410 LPRINT 
420 LPRINT 
430 LPRINT 
440 LPRINT 

,"VPULSE =";VPULSE! 
,"RLOAD MIN=";RLOADMIN! 
,"RLOAD MAX="; RLOADMAX! 
,"RPFN=";RPFN! 
, "PARALELL RESISTANCE ,RPAR=" ;RPAR! 
,"NO. OF POINTS=";N 
"RLOAD" TAB(25) "RLOADP" TAB(45) "GAMMA" 
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450 FOR X=l TO N 
460 LPRINT RLOAD!(X) TAB(25) RLOADP!(X) TAB(45) GAMMA!(X) 
470 NEXT 
480 ' 
490 ' 
500 , 
510 ' 
515 LPRINT "VLOAD" TAB(25) "ILOAD" TAB(45) "IPAR" TAB(64), 

"EFF" 
520 FOR X=l TO N 
530 LPRINT VLOAD!(X) TAB(25) ILOAD!(X) TAB(45) IPAR!(X) 

TAB(64) EFF!(X) 
540 N.EXT 
560 END. 

(. 

''''-, , 

\"- . 
. . ~. 

. .. 

," 
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APPENDIX C 

, 
MODULATOR CIRCUIT SIMULATION MODEL 

'.1' 
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APPENDIX C 

The circuit model program used to model the 

modulator's response into a pulsed current source is 

listed in Fig. C.1. All circuit elements are on the 

primary of the modulator. The capacitances C1-C6 and L1-

L5 model the pulse forming network. The LPL PFN inductor 

includes the stray circuit inductance, and the output PFN 

stage inductance. 

To simulate the thyratron switch closure, a switch 

model has been included. The charged ,PFN is switched 

into the constant current ·.load by GS. The voltage 

controll,ed current source is controlled by the, voltag~ 

source VG5 into the, resistive load RGS. 

,The output pulse transformer of, the modulator is 

, modeled by: LT1, LT2 ,LP, and CST,. The leakage inductance 

LT1 and LT2 are symmetrically distr~buted about the self' 

inductance LP of the transformer. 
" 

The stray capacitance across the output of the pulse 

transformer is modeled by CST. Additional stray circuit 

capaci tance from cables and the large cathode area are 

represent~d by CSL. 

'The pulsed"c current source into which the, modulator 

must operate is given by ILO. The pulsed current source 

is "timed" to the risetime of the modulator's output 

pulse. A piecewise (PWL) linear table was used to 

specify ILO's pulsed current, timing and peak current 

value. The peak ILO value of 1.61 has been normalized to 

the circuit model parameters. 
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The parallel matching present across the electron 

beam current ILO is modeled by RPL. 

The remaining simulation options control the plot 

and print functions. When this model is run under 

Intusoft's SPICE (PC version) simulation code, the load 

voltage and current are plotted in graphical form.* 

*Intu5o:f:t, P.O. Box 660-7, San. "Pedro, CA 90734-6607. 

, -. 

,:-< 

, ,-

:~\' . 
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Figure C.1 

Listing of modulator circuit simulation code. 

MODEL OF MODULATOR INTO A CONSTANT CURRENT LOAD 
01 1 2 DMOD 
R1 1 0 5.5 
* MODEL OF PFN 
C1 2 0 .734UF IC=28 
L1 2 4 16.6UH 
C2 4 0 .734UF IC=28 
L2 ',4 6 " 23'.900 
~3 60. ~734UF IC=28 
L3 6' 8' 27~'5UH ' 
C4 ~ n .734UF IC=28 
L4 ·d 10 28UH ' 
C5 10 fr .,734UF iC=28 

,L5 10 12 29.1UH 
'C6 12 0, ' .734UF IC=28 
LPL 12,14, 2,5UH 
* END PFNMODEL' 
RBS 1416 lE06 

," .. 

, ' 
~. " 

,qs 1:4 '·16 POLY"(2) ,14 16 120,00. 0.' 0 .', Q. 1.0" IC= lE,-03, 1~00' 
VGS i200 PWL(O .,"b., 5NS'0~ iON?' 100b) , 
RGS 120 0 1'.0 ' . ' 

, * TRANSFORMER MODEL 
LTi 16 18:5~ 5UH . 
LT2 18" 20 '5. 5UH 
LP ~8'0 ,18~7MH 
* END TRANSFORMER MODEL 
CST 22 0 126~5NF 
VC2 20 22 0.0 
VC1 22 24 0.0 
CSL 22 0 .65UH 
* MODEL OF CONSTANT CURRENT LOAD 

- .. 

ILO 24 0 PWL(O.O 0.0 3.5US 0.0 5.5US 1.61 53.5US 1.61 58US .1) 
* END MODEL OF CONSTANT CURRENT LOAD 
RPL 24 6 12.6 
.MODEL DMOD D 
.TRANS .5US 1,OOUS Ule 
.PLOT ~ V(24) 
.PLOTTRAN V(2) 
.PLOT TRAN I(VC1) 
.END ' 
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APPENDIX D 

GRID-PULSER CIRCUIT SIMULATION MODEL 
.i' \. . . 

I.' \ 

.'. 

:.' ",' 
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APPENDIX D 

The SPICE circuit model used to simulate the grid 

pulser's response into the space-charge limited grid

cathode load is shown in Fig. 0.1. All circuit elements 

are on the secondary of the grid-pulser. 

Capacitances C1-C15 model the PFN capacitances. The 

ESR of each capacitor was' also included in the 
i 

simulation. Th~ capacitors:ESR is modeled,with RC1':'RC15. 

TheP~N inductors, are ~eprese~t~d by Lci~LC1~.' Inductor 

LC15 includes ,the transformer leakage' i!1ductanc"eand the' 

'coaxial cable ',inductance be'tween the grid-pulser":.and the 

cathode. 

The Child-LangmuJ.i" load wl).ich is given by Eq.; 4.17 

is modeled by GRL, 'a v9ltage controlled c~rrentsource~ 

The pa'rameters',shownfor 'GRL were determined by curve 

fitting Eq. 4.17 to a polynomial in the voltage range of 

interest, or 0-550 V in this case. 

The Miller capacitance of the grid-to-cathode region 

is modeled by a voltage dependent capacitance, CL2. 

Equations 4.18 to 4.19 w~re rr~urve-fitted" to pOlynomi~ls' 

in the region ftom 0-550 V.' The polynomia~'coefficients 

were t'hem used to specify the voltage-dependent Miller 

capacitance CL2. 

The parallel resistor integral to the grid-pulser 

was included in the model. The 21 n resistor is 

represented by RP. 

, . If 
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The remaining simulation options control the plot 

and print functions. When this model is run under 

Intusoft's PC-SPICE version, the load voltage and current 

are plotted in graphical form.* 

.*Intusoft, P.O. Box ~607, San Pedro, CA 90734. 

,~, ' 
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Figure 0.1 

Listing of the grid-pulser circuit simulation code. 

MODEL OF GRID PULSER 
*PFN MODEL 
C1 2 0 .386UF IC=380 
RGB3 2 0 100000 
RC1 2 4 .0372 
LC1 4 6 7.86UH 
C2 6 0 .~93UF IC=380 
RC2 6 8 .0372 
LC28 10 8": 21UH" 

"C3 10: 0 .• 293UF IC=380 
RC3 10.,12 .0172~ 
.Le3 1214 ,8. 57UH 
C4 14 ,0 • 293UF IC~380 
RC4 14 16· .03,72· 
LC4 ,1618 9. OUH .,' 

'CS18 0 .293tJF IC=3.80 
RC5 18 20 .0.372' 

'LC52,0 22 9.'3UH '," 
C6220~293UFIt=380 
RC6 22.24 .0:37.,-, 
LC624 26 9'.8UH .,' 

,C7 26 0 .293UF IC=380·, 
~ RC72~ 28 .·037 

LC7 28 '3'0 9 .8UH' , 
C830' 0 .• 293UF I~=380 
RC8 30 32 .037 
Le8 32 34 9.8UH 
C9 34 0 .293UF IC=380 
RC9 34 38 .037 
Le9 38 40 9.8UH 
C10 40 0 .293UF IC=380 
,Re10 40 42 .037 
LC10 42 449 .,.8UH 
C11 44 0 ~293UF IC=380 
Re11 44 46 .031' 
LC11 46 48 9'~ 8UH 

. C12' 48 0 ".293Ut IC=380 . 
RC12 48 50 '.037 
LC12 '50 52 9.8UH '. 
Cl3 52 0 .293UF IC=380 
RC13 52 54 .037 
LC13 54 56 9.8UH 
C14 56 0 .293UF IC=380 
RC14 56 58 .037 
LC14 58 60 9.8UH 
C15 60 0 .293UF IC=380 
RC15 60 62 .037 
LC15 62 64 9.8UH 
* END PFN MODEL 
* MODEL OF CHILD-LANGMUIR LOAD 
GRL 64 66 64 66 1E-04 9.103E-02 

IC=.0001,200 

n , • 

4.917E-04 -2.194658E-07 

·, . 



VC2 66 0 0.0 
* END MODEL OF CHILD LANGMUIR LOAD 
* MODEL OF MILLER CAPACITANCE 
CL2 64 0 POLY 2.302E-09 2.11E-1Q -9.623E-13 1.899E-15 

IC=.0001,200 
* END MODEL OF MILLER CAPACITANCE 
RP 64 0 21 
.TRANS .5US 56US UIC 
.PLOT TRAN V(64) 
.PLOT TRAN I(VC2) 
.END 

,/ 
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APPENDIX E 

FILAMENT CARBURIZATION~AND 

ACTIVATION'PROCEDURES 

",< 
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APPENDIX E 

INTRODUCTION 

Both carburization and activation procedures were 

developed during the experimental phase of the program. 

During the course of the investigation a set of activated 

thoriated tungsten filaments were stripped of their 

emission surface due to pin-hole leaks which developed in a 

foil window und~i test. 

Atte~pts to reactivate the fi1aments£ai1ed. Based on 

similar results by· Jenkins: .[ 1] , it i~be1ie'ved ~h'at oxygen 

contaminants "poisoned" 'the low' work function thorium 

surface~ In order to reactivate, the 1,32., 3.81 ·X 10~2 cI!\ 

,( 15 mil) diameter dithod~ filaments, the' surface must be 

recarbuI'ized. 'This process deposits a, tungsten carbid'e 
. , ,~ 

(W2C) surface onto the filament PFio':r to precipitation' of 

thorium 'out: of th'e matrix and onto' the surface [2]. The 

W2C surface slows the evaporation rate of the thorium as it 

deposits out onto the filament s'Qrface. This allows a 

monolayer of thorium to build up on the surface of· the 

filament [I, 2]. 

The foil window was replaced prior to carburization 

and reactivation was 'done with a water cooled dummy anode. 

Quartz, optically clear, windows mounted in the dummy 

anode, allowed the filament surface temperature to be 

measured using pyrometry. Based on these pyrometric 

temperature curves, the filament surface temperature as a 

function of the filament's current and voltage was 

established. The filament temperature as a function of 

vol tage and current are shown in Table E. 1 . For these 
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tests the 1 kHz heater supply was replaced with a DC, 0-40 

V, 700 A welding supply. 

CARBURIZATION PROCEDURE 

The carburization procedure developed was based on the 

work of Jenkins and Schneider [1, 2] • The carburization 

procedure ,as follows, utilizes, propane as the carburization 

gas. Both "hardware' store" grade propan~ and laborato:rY 

grade 'propanehav~ be~n tried with ~easonable filament 

lifetimes of iOOO-2QOO ·hour~., 

2 filament is approximately 1.1 cm . 

Surface area of each. 

, .' ' "2'.' . <. ,' . 

. The .2500 cm cathode is slowly pre-heated o"jer'a 10-15 

'min~te interval t~ 2300 K· (20i7
o

C) .' This co~responds to a 

, .filament· current, of 480 A'. This.initial pre:;'heating phase 

pr:events mechanical warping of the cathode due, to therinal' 

stress. The cathod~ is le,ft at 2300 K for 10 minutes to 

allow the 'mechen1cal components to reach thermal 

equilibrium. The power supply voltage (or the filament 

current) is 'then reduced to zero in about 20 seconds. This 

prevents rapid cooling of the cathode. Vacuum dur ing 

. this phase is maintained at: 1-2 x 10-6 . Torr • The vacuum 

. pump. is then ,isolated from the vacuum system by ';?losing a 

gate valve. 
• l_' 

Propane is then injected into' the cathodes 

vacuum chamber bringing the cathode background pressure to 

2 Torr. 

A mechancial roughing pump is then started: The 

background propane pressure is then reduced to between 

1000-500 millitorr. At this pressure the temperature of 
, 0 

the cathode is brought back up to 2300 K (2027 C). This 
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allows the carburization of the filament surfaces to 

proceed. The cathode is maintained at a temperature of 

2300 K for 3 minutes, 30 seconds. The roughing pump has 

pumped the background pressure down to between 50-100 

millitorr in this time period. At this time the gate valve 

to the cryogenic vacuum pump is opened and the chamber 

pressure is reduced to 1-2 x 10-6 . 

The cathode 'voltage' and current , is ,slowly reduced to 

zero over, 20minlltes, ,. and t.he 'cathode is "al'lowed to cool" 
~ , . 

:: . 
,'Unless a6tivation of~the' filam~nts ,isdesir~~, . 

. ACTIVATION PROCEOURE 
,-I' 

, <. 

Thea:ctl ~at;,iori' :procedure is 'also based on the work of 
.. ~, _ - . I , ' , }.'" . 

Jenkins and,~chneider'[1,'2].; following carburization, the· 
" .', .: ,. ': ., , -,.. .' . ,- ,~ . . -\ ". , . .' . " ,~, 

",'; ,2% thoriateq., tungsten filaments' are .• activat~d,' to'redu.ce 
,.. " ... . -' - ,- . ~," 

the work function of the" filament t02. 63 eV [1]. 

The cathode temperature is slowly raised from rqom 

;., " 

",: 

temperature to 2073 K (18000C, 410 A, 132 filaments) over a ~ 

10 minute interval to prevent mechanical "warping". The 

cathode is left at this te~perature for 10-20 minutes to 

allow components to come' to thermal , equilibrium.. The 

vacuum pressJre ismaintain~d a~; or' below 5x' 10 -6 ,Torr 

during the activation, process. This prevents inadvertant 

poisoning of the filament surfaces. 

To "flash" the filaments, the filaments temperature is 

raised to 25000-26000 K (2227-23270C, 600-660A), in about 

20 seconds. The cathode is maintained at this temperature 

for 60 seconds. This step reduces the Th02 in the filament 

to Th and 02. 
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After 60 seconds at 2500
0

-2600
0 K, the filament 

temperature is reduced to 2100
0 K (1827

0 C, 450 A). The 

filaments are held at this temperature for 20-30 minutes to 

precipitate the thorium (TH) out of the tungsten matrix. 

This allows a thin monolayer of thorium atoms to deposit 

out onto the filament surface. 

Following this activation procedure the cathode 

.temperature is reduced to·; 18000 -'19000 K' .for cathode 

oper~tion. 
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TABLE E.l 

Filament Temperature vs. 
Welder (Power Supply) Voltage and CUrrent 

Filament 
Temperature Iwelder Vwelder 

12500 C 250 A 6.5 V 

13300 C 250 A 8 V 

,1400oC 300 A 11 V 

14800 C 330 A ~ "': 14 V 

, 15900C 350 A 15.5 V '" 

162SoC 3~0 A 17 V 

18000 C 410 A 21 V' 

,184'OoC 450 A 23 V 

" ° ,2250 C ,,'57'0';;"600 ·A 30 ,V 
,. " 

-;. '.!' 

2300 0
C 

" (." 

-660 "A 33 V,: 
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